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Abstract 

 This dissertation examines the depiction of the sword and stage violence 

in early modern Spanish drama.  Rather than accepting simple stage directions of 

riñen, or �they fight,� I suggest that fight choreographers, directors and actors 

would benefit from studying the early modern Spanish fencing techniques of La 

Destreza.  The interpretation of physical action is often glossed over by 

practitioners more concerned with vocalizing their dialogue than presenting 

movement indicative of the period.  The consideration typically given to 

physicality is often reserved for dance, ignoring the potential in the dance-like 

maneuvers of simulated violence.  Ultimately my hope is to increase the 

awareness of theatrical violence and the textual analysis required to extrapolate 

the playwright�s intentions. 

 In presenting swords, duels, and challenges on stage, the early modern 

Spanish playwrights, led by Lope de Vega and later Pedro Calderón de la Barca, 

brought to the corrales of Madrid a discussion of class and the concept of honor.  

Their popular plots centered on affairs of the heart, adultery, and questions of 

social standing.  These themes invariably offered violence, through swordfights, 

as a means to address and rectify these issues.  Without properly researching or 

understanding the distinctly Spanish school of fencing, La Destreza, and the early 

modern Spanish concept of honor, any revival or reading of these early plays is 

incomplete.  By presenting historically accurate martial techniques of the period, 

a better understanding of early modern Spanish theatre performance practices will 

emerge. 
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Introduction 

Stage Combat and the Early Modern Stage 

 

In his Arte nuevo de hacer comedias en este tiempo Lope de Vega warned, 

�Guárdese de imposibles, porque es máxima que sólo ha de imitar lo verisímil.�1  His 

advice to Spanish playwrights also offers present-day fight directors a practical approach 

to performing Lope�s plays.  Choreographed stage violence through action, sound, and 

sleight of hand is one of the most exciting spectacles available to the theatre.  In a brief 

physical phrase of coordinated movement, actor-combatants safely perform illusions of 

lethal martial arts.  The art of stage combat is borderline magic as ritualized movements 

create the misperception of men bludgeoned, slashed, and sometimes fatally stabbed for 

entertainment.  In truth, none of the actors is harmed, but the audience must accept that 

the characters are injured for the performance to be successful.   

Contemporary stage combat became systematized in the English-speaking world 

in the twentieth century by the formation of the British Academy of Fight Directors 

(BAFD) and the Society of American Fight Directors (SAFD). However, theatrical 

violence was a staple used by playwrights to enthrall their audiences for centuries.  

Traditionally practitioners and scholars long considered the English Renaissance as the 

foundation for present-day stage combat, but in truth the art was simultaneously 

developing in Spain. The Spanish corrales, during the sixteenth and seventeenth century, 

contained many duels with the presence of swords on the stage frequent enough to 

become a classification in itself for a subgenre of Spanish drama, Comedia de capa y 

                                                
1 Lope de Vega, Arte Nuevo de hacer comedias en este tiempo, Verse 23. �Let him be on his guard against 
impossible things, for it is of the chiefest importance that only the likeness of truth should be represented.� 
(translation by William T. Brewster). 
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espada.  As the title implies, swords were frequently displayed on stage as a property 

indicating class with an expected level of martial proficiency.   

Despite this aspect, contemporary fight directors who are overwhelmingly 

�concerned with recreating movement on replicated stages or with replicated props� with 

a specific focus on �the questions of how the fights in Shakespeare�s plays were 

originally staged� have been surprisingly silent on the comedias of early modern Spain.2  

This lack of scholarship could stem from a cultural and academic bias against, or 

ignorance of, Spanish drama by English-speaking theatre practitioners, but it may also be 

due to a lack of performance-based scholarship by Spanish theatre historians.  Spanish 

theatre scholars are now following their Shakespearean counterparts in their desire to 

revive early modern plays for contemporary audiences.  From this increased interest in 

producing Spanish comedias, Ganelin and Manning note, �Comedia texts are frequently 

discussed as performed texts (pre-texts and pretexts to performance), thus opening the 

way to performance studies that have much to offer Shakespearean specialists.�3   

 The perceived limitations placed on Spanish drama by the English-speaking 

theatrical world stem from its classification as Spanish literature.  Urbain J. De Winter 

comments on these limits: �The aim of literary study is not to re-experience the work of 

art as it was originally experienced, nor is it to understand (and accept) the historical 

patterns of the past.�4  There is great value in studying the language and structure of a 

printed work, and many academics have flourished within this discipline.  Nevertheless, 

                                                
2 Aaron Anderson, �The Spaces Between Now and Then: Historiography of the Body and  
Stage-Centered Studies of Combat on the Shakespearean Stage� presented at the Southeastern Theatre 
Conference Theatre Symposium, March 28, 2003. 
3 Charles Ganelin and Howard Mancing, The Golden Age Comedia: Text, Theory, and Performance. 1. 
4 Quoted in Eric Bentley and Arnold G. Reichenberger. �The Comedia: Universality of  
Uniqueness?� Hispanic Review, 147. 
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this textual removal from the understanding of a comedia as a performed work inhibits a 

complete experience of the artistic form.  For theatre practitioners this removal is akin to 

observing only the visual artistry and specific paint strokes of scenic design or the 

stitching and hem work of the costumers.  As with writing, costuming and scenic design 

are artistic mediums in their own right, but it is only when such individual artists work in 

collaboration that a theatrical form is synthesized.  The academic desire to view classical 

works as literature, separate from performance, is specifically at fault for the relegation of 

Spanish drama, and arguably all non-English theatre, to an invisible status of foreign 

�other� in the theatrical world.   

 The study of Spanish drama has primarily been carried on by Romance Language 

departments.  Many language instructors have seen the value in using the textual dialogue 

of comedias to enrich further the proficiency of Spanish language students.  The meter 

and poetry of the original Spanish verse flow extremely well in spite of the length of the 

speeches.  This fact is not unique considering the comedias were meant to be spoken 

before an audience.  Once translated into English, however, primarily by those more 

concerned with a literal (versus a performative) translation, the verse is typically stilted 

and daunting for those accustomed to Shakespeare.  As with Shakespeare�s own 

contemporaries, the Spanish playwrights when translated are forced to contend with the 

monolith that is �William Shakespeare: Greatest English Poet.�  Eric Bentley notes in 

1970, that �the process of translating the Spanish playwrights has barely begun � 

translating them, I mean into English literature, not into barbarous translationese.�5  

Although Bentley acknowledges that translating classic Spanish comedias was in its 

                                                
5 Eric Bentley, �The Comedia: Universality of Uniqueness?� Hispanic Review, 152. 
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nascent stage in 1970, nearly forty years later there are still few exceptional and 

performable translations available to an English-speaking audience.   

 For Spanish theatre scholars, practitioners and enthusiasts, better translations have 

been forthcoming in the last decade.  In 2009, Rick Davis, Artistic Director of Theatre of 

the First Amendment at George Mason University, published a collection of his 

theatrically viable translations of Pedro Calderón de la Barca.  He acknowledges the 

impetus behind his collection stating, �Only about one-eighth of Calderón�s body of work 

is available in English, and much of that will only suit the diligent student with no 

intention toward theatrical production.�6  Davis�s translations are well-written and tested 

in the crucible of theatrical production. In essence his collection, like many translations 

before, is an attempt to improve on canonical works.  He recognizes in his appendix that 

�it�s always dangerous (and perhaps a bit ungracious) to suggest deficiencies in other 

translations by making a case for one�s own, and yet it is a procedure that seems to tempt 

most practitioners.�7   

The practice of translators recycling dramas, by publishing their translations of 

the same canonical works, can be viewed as an academic trap.  Although improvements 

are made, it is at the expense of other lesser-known comedias that gather dust on 

forgotten library shelves.  Nevertheless, I am indebted to the translations of Edward 

Fitzgerald, Edwin Honig, Gywnne Edwards, Jill Booty, and the team of Kenneth Muir 

and Ann L. Mackenzie, even with a mountain of extant comedias to translate and 

introduce to English-speaking audiences.   When discussing Lope de Vega�s proliferation 

of work, for example,  Jonathan Thacker remarks that, �some 44 plays survive whole or 

                                                
6 Rick Davis, Introduction to Pedro Calderón de la Barca, Four Great Plays of the Golden Age, 267. 
7 Ibid, 270. 
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in part in autograph manuscripts and scholars today tend to believe he probably wrote 

600-800 full-length plays, of which some 400 are extant (some of them merely attributed 

to Lope).�8  Lope�s collection alone has hundreds of untouched works for academic 

researchers and practical theatrical work.  The archival research awaits investigation and 

deserves scholastic exploration with the same care and admiration that are reserved for 

Shakespeare and his fellow Elizabethan playwrights. 

It is precisely in this fertile ground that both my research and practical theatrical 

work have taken hold.  The art of stage combat is an act of translation.  It is the fight 

choreographer�s responsibility to translate unwritten physical action from the play.  In 

this role the fight director acts as a medium between the playwright�s intentions, the 

actor�s abilities, and the director�s interpretation.  This task is nearly impossible in that 

early modern fencing and mêlée combat are lost arts.  Both present-day actors and the 

audience have lost all cultural relations to the art of the sword.  The limited exposure 

most have with mêlée weapons comes from watching the Lord of the Rings trilogy or 

experiencing a �joust� at a Renaissance Faire.  Few actors are fortunate enough to have 

an advanced class or workshop in armed stage combat.    

Acting pedagogy has seemingly forgotten the Director�s advice: 

At the end of the discussion the Director announced that tomorrow, in 
addition to our work with him, we are to begin regular activities that have 
the purpose of developing our voices and bodies, - lessons in singing, 
gymnastics, dancing and fencing. These classes will be held daily, because 
the development of muscles of the human body requires systematic and 
thorough exercise, and a long time9 
 

Somewhere over the course of the twentieth century the supremacy of firearms overtook 

the theatre, and swords became identified as accoutrements for period pieces.  Even in his 
                                                
8 Jonathan Thacker, A Companion to Golden Age Theatre, 26. 
9 Constantin Stanislavski, An Actor Prepares, 31-32. 
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groundbreaking work on theatrical properties, Andrew Sofer dedicates an entire chapter 

to the gun on the modern stage while overlooking the sword.10  Still, sword enthusiasts 

cannot blame Sofer, for he simply reflects the loss of significance the sword holds in the 

twenty-first century.  It has gone the way of the horse, which was once essential for daily 

survival, but now has become a property of leisure for hobbyists.   

This displacement has also created a dead language of fencing.  The earliest 

evidence we have of fight directors comes from the Victorian theatre where the position 

of Master of Fence existed.  William Hobbs writes: �The great Master of Fence of the 

mid-Victorian period was Felix Bertrand, who set many stage combats �in fact many of 

the leading actors of the day were pupils of Bertrand.�11  The title of Master of Fence 

harkens back to Shakespeare�s London where a society of fencing masters known as the 

Masters of Defense received patents in 1540 from King Henry VIII.12  The Masters of 

Defense sought to create a science of fencing and a monopoly on all training in England.  

Felix Bertrand�s position within Victorian theatre illustrates the importance of the 

position by echoing the title �Master of Fence� and lending a level of historical 

authenticity to his authority as an early fight director.  Hobbs describes stage fencing of 

this period as a series of memorized routines: 

These were referred to in the profession of that time as �the Square 
Eights�, �The Round Eights�, �The Glasgow Ten� (known in England as 
�The Long Elevens�), and even one called �The Drunk Combat�. All of 
these routines were made up from a series of cuts � not cuts as we know 
them today, but rather whacks at the opponent�s blade.  These could be 
repeated as often as required all over the stage.13 
 

                                                
10 Andrew Sofer, The Stage Life of Props, 167-202. 
11 William Hobbs, Fight Direction for Stage and Screen, 17. 
12 Arthur Lewis Joquel, Swordplay for the New Renaissance, 23. 
13 William Hobbs, Fight Direction for Stage and Screen, 17. 
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Actors trained in fencing understood a simple combination of �thrust over the dagger, 

parry tierce, thrust under seconde.�14  This lexicon of physical action, used in practice to 

ingrain the movements into their muscle memory, may have allowed actors to rehearse 

stage fights minimally.  Among American actors today, however, this language is about 

as useful as Latin in conversations regarding pop culture.  This is most evident in the 

numerous revivals of Shakespeare that substitute knives or pistols for swords.15 

 Simply knowing the language of fencing does not create a theatrically exciting 

stage fight.  In the United States, where the gun has long superseded the sword, to 

accomplish the needed level of theatricality directors sometimes deferred staging the 

fights to actors who had some fencing experience.  Fightmaster Dale Anthony Girard 

noted in his seminal Actors On Guard: 

Professional and university productions were often staged by local fencing 
coaches, who had little or no knowledge of the essence of theatre. Fights 
were generally an incoherent compilation of moves drawn from sport 
fencing, awkward in the hands of the actor and incomprehensible to the 
audience.16 
 

These fights did not work theatrically for the simple reason that sport fencing has a 

different intention from a stage fight.  In sport fencing one is trying to deceive an 

opponent to score a hit.  For an actor, whose body is the tool of his trade, the last thing he 

wants to do is deceive or physically hit a fellow actor.   

Competitive sport fencing is also not choreographed movement, but instead a 

form of physical improvisation in which opponents read one another�s abilities, look for 

weaknesses, and openings for attacks.  Lord Olivier admitted the limitations in his own 

training in his foreword to William Hobbs�s Stage Combat: 

                                                
14 Alfred Hutton, Old Sword-Play: Techniques of the Great Masters, 23. 
15 The most popular example of this is Baz Luhrmann�s 1996 film Romeo + Juliet. 
16 Dale Anthony Girard, Actors On Guard, 1. 
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My training and exercise in the art of fence has largely been grounded on 
the clockwork technique of �one, two, three; two, one, four;� or �bish, 
bash, bosh; bash, bosh, bish; no, no, no, you should not be doing bosh 
there, it is bash first, then bosh, now then, bosh, bash, bish, then backhand 
bosh�. This sounds idiotic enough but can be quite good if you look as if 
you really mean it, and use carefully practiced variations of rhythm, also 
with a few escapes � I mean purposefully narrow escapes � and some 
surprises here and there and a frill or two, your little fights can look quite 
respectable.17 

 
This physical form of attack with its lack of specificity is dangerous and 

counterproductive to a rehearsed theatrical production where repetitive movements are 

required for multiple performances.   

Out of this theatrical void the �fight guy/girl� has emerged.18  This person can be 

an actor/director who has had years of SAFD (Society of American Fight Directors) 

training or a young actor who recently took a stage combat workshop.  In either situation 

the production�s �fight guy� is a safety warden for the simulated theatrical violence.  The 

physical safety and needs of the professional actor are the primary impetus for the 

contemporary study and practice of stage combat. Girard notes in 1997 that �in the past 

thirty years or so�there are established societies of professional fight directors whose 

goals are to make the physical conflict in the theatre as safe and exciting as possible.�19  

This need for safety is important when one notes that Lord Olivier describes his career 

�as a long, a very long chapter of almost every imaginable kind of accident, which would 

seem to say that either I am a bad fighter or my rule of �the safe the more dangerous� is a 

load of malarkey.�20   

                                                
17 Hobbs, Fight Direction for Stage and Screen, 9. 
18 It should be noted that many women thrive within the SAFD and the theatrical world. Chicago based, 
Babes with Blades are a prime example of extraordinary female actor/combatants who continually produce 
high quality productions since 1997. http://www.babeswithblades.org 
19 Girard, Actors On Guard, 1-2. 
20 Hobbs, Fight Direction for Stage and Screen, 10. 
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The professional concern for performer�s safety and the desire to create a 

systematic approach to choreographing stage violence coincided with the formation of 

theatrical unions, specifically Actors Equity Association (AEA).  While AEA was 

fighting for the equitable working conditions of professional actors a new vein of 

published books for safe approaches to depicting stage violence began with Fred Gilbert 

Blakelee�s 1905 publication of Sword Play for Actors: A Manual of Stage Fencing.  

Blakelee�s work is indicative of most scholarship encompassing stage combat.  His 

manual is a practical approach to stage combat intended to safely instruct theatre 

practitioners on techniques to effectively display swordplay.  His work was followed by 

William Hobbs� Stage Fight: Swords, Firearms, Fisticuffs, and Slapstick (1967),21 Joseph 

Martinez�s Combat Mime: A Non-Violent Approach to Stage Combat (1982), J. Allen 

Suddeth�s Fight Directing for the Theatre (1996), Dale Anthony Girard�s Actors On 

Guard (1997), and Richard Lane�s Swashbuckling: A Step-by-Step Guide to the Art of 

Stage Combat and Theatrical Swordplay (1999). Together these works comprise the best 

examples of quality training manuals for those interested in stage combat.  Their primary 

purpose is to disseminate the standardized techniques of contemporary stage combat.  In 

essence all these fight directors are endeavoring to create a modern lexicon of stage 

combat techniques that will enable actors, regardless of their level of experience, to 

safely display stage violence. 

 The second vein of stage combat scholarship has been overwhelmingly focused 

on Elizabethan theater and recreating the sword fights of Shakespeare.  This phenomenon 

can be seen as a simple extension of the practical work of stage combat manuals being 

                                                
21 Later republished in 1980 under the title Stage Combat: �The Action to the Word�, and again in 1995 
under the new title Fight Direction for Stage and Screen. 
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applied to the English Theatre canon.  Examples of such scholarship are Horace S. 

Craig�s Dueling Scenes and Terms in Shakespeare�s Plays (1940), Arthur Wise�s 

Weapons in the Theatre (1968), Alan Dessen�s Elizabethan Stage Conventions and 

Modern Interpreters (1984), Craig Turner and Tony Soper�s Methods and Practice of 

Elizabethan Swordplay (1990), Charles Edelman�s Brawl Ridiculous: Swordfighting in 

Shakespeare�s Plays (1992), Joan Ozark Holmer�s ��Draw if you be Men�: Saviolo 

Versus Segar� (1993), Joseph Martinez�s The Swords of Shakespeare (1995), Colleen 

Kelly�s �Figuring the Fight: Recovering Shakespeare�s Theatrical Swordplay.� (1999), 

and Aaron Anderson�s �The Spaces Between Now and Then: Historiography of the Body 

and Stage-Centered Studies of Combat on the Shakespearean Stage� (2003). 

 This scholarship places the fight director in the position of historian.  As 

Anderson remarks: �Since any fights set in �historical� plays are usually contested with 

�historical� weapons, the bulk of most modern fight directors� work in this area is spent 

instructing actors how to use archaic weapons.�22  It is not only the actors who require 

such training; the fight director must also familiarize himself with early modern fighting 

techniques.  For the studious twenty-first-century fight director this typically means 

joining the Society of Creative Anachronism (SCA), a group founded in 1966 and 

dedicated to historical re-creations of pre-seventeenth-century Europe, or training with 

the Association for Historical Fencing (AHF), who encourage and preserve the arts of 

classical and historical fencing.23  Nevertheless, both of these societies can become a trap 

for fight directors whose main intent is staging and choreographing exciting theatrical 

displays of violence.   

                                                
22 Aaron Anderson, Reading the Fights, 163. 
23 The Society of Creative Anachronism (SCA) http://sca.org and the Association for Historical Fencing 
(AHF) http://www.ahfi.org. 
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With the SCA historical accuracy is considered secondary to continuing the role-

playing game associated with historical re-creation.  Although the SCA is influenced by 

pre-seventeenth-century Europe, their intention is clearly noted on their website: �we 

selectively recreate the culture, choosing elements of the culture that interest and attract 

us.�24  This selective process of historical reenactment is akin to visiting a Renaissance 

Faire for Shakespearean studies, Plimouth Plantation to understand colonialism, or Walt 

Disney�s Epcot Center to visit the world in a day.   Although quite enjoyable, the society 

exists chiefly for entertainment with only a cursory nod at accurate scholarship.  In this 

fashion the SCA has a lot in common with present-day productions whose intention is to 

produce a theatrically exciting performance to entertain a paying audience.   

Similar to the staging of an early modern play, the SCA pays meticulous detail to 

costuming, music, dancing, and social protocols involving rank and title.  The trap for the 

fight director lies in the fact that the SCA approach to combat takes on two forms of 

improvised conflict.  The first is large mêlée battles where participants wear simulated or 

actual armor and wield rattan swords.  The purpose of these large battles is to recreate 

large-scale medieval warfare with participants attempting to �hit� opponents to simulate 

injury.  The second is single combat tournament duels, where �participants use real 

blades and for protection they wear regulation fencing masks, padded torso protection, 

and shirts and pants made from heavy fabric to protect their limbs.�25  SCA single combat 

is closer to stage combat where combatants use rapiers and rapier fencing techniques to 

fight before an audience of spectators.  Although safety is important to SCA members, 

                                                
24 http://sca.org/officers/chatelain/sca-intro.html accessed on February 17, 2009. 
25 Ibid. 
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Figure 1: Two Fencers, Society of Creative Anacrhonism

unlike stage combat, their 

focus is not on specific 

choreographed techniques 

but instead a form of 

improvised role-playing 

mêlée.    

Where the SCA 

focuses on historical re-

creation, the AHF is concerned with re-creating historical practices.  It is their mission to 

rediscover and preserve, as they perceive it, medieval and Renaissance fencing 

techniques as recorded in printed fencing manuals.  Although a temporal impossibility, 

they attempt to train in the same manner and conditions as early modern fencers.  It is 

their grounding in primary research and desire for undiluted fencing forms that separates 

their members from other organizations.  As the AHF notes specifically on its website: �it 

must be said that we have seen many misapprehensions such as classical fencing being 

confused with historical fencing, or anything that is not modern fencing classified as 

classical fencing, or, worse, theatrical swordplay.�26  Both organizations are excellent 

resources for fight directors, but their intended purposes of engaging in an elaborate role-

playing game or hermetically training in fencing arts distances them from stage 

combatants whose art is intended to entertain and support a theatrical production.   

 The dual role of historian and entertainer always influences a fight director�s 

craft.  Although historical and martial accuracy is an intended goal, as Hobbs notes, �As 

truthful as possible an impression of a particular period�s fighting methods, based on 
                                                
26 http://www.ahfi.org/about/ accessed on February 17, 2009. 
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careful and accurate research, is the acceptable solution.�27  In order to approach 

choreographing a fight, the concession of authenticity in favor of theatrical effect must be 

accepted before any aspect is plotted or staged.  This does not mean however that 

historical research is not necessary; it only means that, as with acting in a period 

production, a performer can only recreate the past as a reflection or imitation in the 

Aristotelian sense. 

 One way to broach the issue of presenting theatrically exciting fights while 

retaining a modicum of historical accuracy is to question and ponder what actually 

transpired on stage when violence was performed.  There are no extant records or 

detailed accounts of what the numerous dueling scenes entailed.  In nearly all printings of 

early modern plays, action is limited to a simple directive such as �They Fight�.   

 The lack of primary accounts supports a belief that performed violence was 

common and typically without incident. London and Madrid were quite litigious in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries so it is not hard to believe that if an actor had been  

injured on stage in a duel, someone would have recorded the event.  As Scott K. Taylor 

states, �The infliction of physical harm was one of the most common triggers to a judicial 

investigation.�28  More importantly, any sort of accident could have been used as fodder 

for those anti-theatricalists who most certainly would have mentioned it in their diatribes.  

What better way to decry the evils of the theatre than to point out a case of accidental 

manslaughter or maiming?   

 In this absence of documentation, fight directors have theorized that the depiction 

of swordplay and violence on stage was commonplace and an exciting aspect of public 

                                                
27 Hobbs, Fight Direction for Stage and Screen, 91. 
28 Scott K. Taylor, Honor and Violence in Golden Age Spain, 77. 
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theatres.  Part of its common quality was that violence was a daily part of existence in 

early modern Europe.  Any man who could afford one owned a sword and typically wore 

it on a daily basis.  With the increase in population in urban centers, personal violence 

began to rise.  This is one of the reasons that many attribute the development of the sword 

from the �hack-n-slash� broad sword of the battlefield to the thrusting rapier that was 

more effective in narrow city streets.   

 Such familiarity with weapons by the audience would also support the theory that 

on stage duels had to be well-choreographed and somewhat realistic.  Anything less than 

a well-performed imitation of dueling would have been noted and perhaps mocked by the 

martially proficient audience.  This idea is strengthened when one considers that well-

choreographed stage combat flows seamlessly from the production hardly being noticed 

by reviewers, critics, and enthusiastic audience members.  It is only poorly staged combat 

that interrupts the production and sticks out because of sloppy choices or accidents.  The 

rowdy Spanish audiences of mosqueteros were well-known for shouting and interrupting 

performances as they supported their favorite Dama.  They had their counterparts in the 

petits marquis of Molière�s Comédie Française or the groundlings of Shakespeare�s 

Globe.  In all countries where we have great evidence of rowdy audiences, there is a 

suspicious lack of documentation regarding stage fights, either as exceptional or in the 

case of an accident.     

 With the understanding that sword fights did occur on stage during the Spanish 

Siglo de Oro, my research is attempting to theorize what was potentially depicted and 

performed.  In truth, without the aid of Doc Brown�s DeLorean, we can never know with 

absolute certainty whether realistic displays of sword fights occurred on the corrales 
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stage.  By analyzing the only documentation we have in the form of extant scripts 

through the critical lens of contemporary stage fighting techniques, we can begin to 

hypothesize about which possible actions could be indicated or performed.  This 

methodology is commonplace among those trained in fight direction.  J. Allen Suddeth 

offers the following advice: 

�They fight� must, if it is to succeed theatrically, follow the textual clues 
carefully created by the author.  These lines shed light on the style of the 
movement, the rhythm of the actual strokes, the playfulness of the action, 
and the growing frustration of the character.29 
 

The application of this textual analysis for physical indicators is widespread 

among choreographers trained in staging the numerous fights in Shakespeare�s plays.  As 

previously noted, the bulk of stage combat scholarship has centered on Shakespearean 

studies and the restaging of classic stage duels. In order to give an example of the 

methodology of analyzing fight scenes, I will turn to one of the most often discussed 

tragedies featuring swordplay.  Like Blakelee and Hobbs, Suddeth uses Shakespeare�s 

Tragedie of Romeo & Juliet as an example of how to approach the theatrical text in order 

to analyze it for physical action or character.  The primary reasons for this are the 

numerous textual indicators in the speech by Mercutio describing Tybalt�s fencing style: 

Mercutio:  More than the Prince of Cats. Oh hee�s the Couragi- 
ous Captaine of Complements: he fights as you sing  
pricksong, keeps time, distance and proportion.  He rests  
his minum, one, two, and the third in your bosom; the ve- 
ry butcher of a silk button, a Dualist, a Dualist: a Gentleman  
of the very first house of the first and second cause:  ah the  
immortall Passado, the Punto Reverso, the Hay.30  

                                                
29 J. Allen Suddeth, Fight Directing for the Theatre, 23. 
30 The Tragedie of Romeo and Juliet, Act II, sc iv, 1124-1130.  The punctuation and formatting follows the 
1623 First Folio as prepared by Doug Mosten 
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In this brief passage, following the opening fight scene, Shakespeare gives clues for 

actors and fight choreographers to present theatrically both the characters and the fight 

story of the tragedy.  Mercutio�s description of Tybalt�s style informs us how Tybalt is 

perceived by others in the world of the play.  We are told that Tybalt is an experienced 

swordsman, who should be respected and feared when he is named by Mercutio as a 

�Dualist.�  Although the description occurs an act later, it should still inform the 

approach to choreographing the duel between Tybalt and Benvolio in the opening scene.  

Mercutio continues to list Tybalt�s martial proficiency, noting his Italian 

technique as indicated by the terms �Passado� and �Punto Reverso.�  Mercutio�s 

description also acknowledges 

Tybalt�s dexterity as he �keeps time, 

distance, and proportion� with 

rhythmic �rests.�  Shakespeare�s 

dialogue begins to indicate physical 

action with terms reminiscent of 

dance choreography.  These are the 

same terms used by fencing masters, 

Giacomo di Grassi and Vincentio 

Salvio, in their published manuals, 

which attempted to instruct physical arts through a printed medium.31  Colleen Kelly 

writes, �both dance and fencing manuals of the period for example cite shared movement 

                                                
31 Giacomo di Grassi�s His True Arte of Defence was published first in Venice in 1570, and translated into 
English in 1594. Vincentio Salviolo�s His Practice was published in 1595. 

Figure 2: Plate from His True Arte of Defense by 
Giacomo di Grassi, 1570. 
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principles such as space, distance, time, measure, and weight and present illustrated 

�figuring� of the individual�s use of the body and the body in relationship to a partner.�32   

These Italian terms and discussion of physical timing should send an actor, 

director, and fight choreographer into a frenzy of research.  Numerous productions 

however simply gloss over these unfamiliar terms and ignore the clues within the text.  

For this reason, Suddeth expands the responsibilities of fight directors: 

As a fight director, you must have a working knowledge of how people 
fight.  Contemporary fights may be researched in newspapers, magazines, 
videos or films, television reports, and your own personal experience. 
Researching historical fights, battles, and duels will not only give you 
clues to the social fabric of the time but will also give you a healthy 
respect for the formal set of rules that governed combat.  It is important 
that you familiarize yourself with these rules, for if you are to succeed in 
staging an historical sword fight, you must understand the nature of 
encounters as well as the playwright does.33 

 
I would add to Suddeth�s assessment that a fight director must also understand the nature 

of violent encounters as well as the audience once did.  This understanding supports why 

contemporary fight directors theorize that displays of combat had to be portrayed in a 

somewhat realistic fashion. 

 While textual analysis of extant plays is the primary method of determining the 

depiction of stage violence, relying on early modern printing is problematic when 

discussing authorial intention.  Renaissance playwrights primarily wrote for a theatre 

company to whom they would sell their play.  Once these artists received payment for 

their work, the manuscript became the property of the theatre company which, in turn, 

would make revisions for performance.  Only after the play was no longer profitable in 

performance was the manuscript licensed to a printing house for publication.  Due to the 

                                                
32 Colleen Kelly, �Figuring the Fight� Theatre and Violence Vol 7, 100. 
33 J. Allen Suddeth, Fight Directing for the Theatre, 23. 
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numerous chances for permutations involved in the process of preserving and printing the 

play text, the idea of uncovering �authorial intent� is a futile exercise.  With this 

understanding Stephen Orgel, in his examination of Shakespearian textual authority, 

defines the revisions made by a theatre company before submitting a manuscript for 

printing as the performing text.   Orgel states, �This means that is it is a performing text 

we are dealing with, it is a mistake to think that in our editorial work what we are doing is 

getting back to an author�s original manuscript: the very notion of �the author�s original 

manuscript� is in such cases a figment.�34   

 The performing text of classical works for theatre practitioners, by necessity, 

supersedes the literary text.  When approaching revivals of canonical plays, productions 

traditionally attempt to remain faithful to the perceived intentions of the playwright, 

despite the impossibility of authoritatively knowing Lope�s theatrical expectations.  

There is some justification, however, in theorizing on early modern Spanish authorial 

intent as Edward M. Wilson and Don W. Cruickshank record, �Lope apparently had some 

say in the preparation of his fourth, seventh, eighth, and ninth partes and in many of the 

later ones.�35  Although this examination of textual indicators for stage violence will 

draw connections between the playwright�s experience and their depiction of swordplay, 

this research acknowledges the variant problems of authorial intent resulting from 

writing, to performance, to publication, finally compounded by translation from early 

modern Spanish to English.   

When English-speaking theatre practitioners approach the comedias of Lope de 

Vega and Pedro Calderón any textual analysis is an act of cross-cultural and historical 

                                                
34 Orgel, �What is a Text?� Research Opportunities in Renaissance Drama, 5. 
35 Wilson and Cruickshank, Samuel Papys�s Spanish Plays, 102. 
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research.  In truth most American directors and actors have limited exposure to classical 

Spanish drama.   In the last fifteen years, there has been a surge of comedias performed in 

English with the RSC producing  Laurence Boswell�s 1995 production of Caldéron�s El 

Alcalde de Zalamea and Simon Usher�s 2004 production of Tirso�s La venganza de 

Tamar.  This trend is also evident in America where the Shakespeare Theatre Company 

of Washington, DC, performed Jonathan Munby�s 2009 production of Lope�s Dog in the 

Manger and The Sacred Fools Theatre of Los Angeles presented Suzanne Karpinski�s 

production of Madness in Valencia.36   

In the process of translating comedias linguistically, culturally, and theatrically, 

many directors are not taking the extra time to understand the importance of swords in 

the Siglo de Oro.  Instead directors gloss over these depictions of physical combat 

ignoring the significance of Spanish swordplay and its integral part in social interaction 

between the individual and his community.  Another option employed is to choreograph 

the production loosely in a manner similar to the staging of Shakespearean duels.  The 

problem here is that Lope and his contemporaries had a different fighting style from their 

Elizabethan counterparts, with a different stance and approach to engaging in swordplay.  

Consequently revival productions might present a Spanish play with Spanish names, but 

with English and Italian fighting techniques.  This is evident in the 2001 Bilingual 

Foundation for the Arts of Los Angeles production of La dama duende, which will be 

discussed in Chapter 5.  Of course, this is a minor point for those uninitiated in the 

escuela de armas blancas, as directors, actors or audiences hardly notice the lack of 

                                                
36 Both of these productions were translated by David Johnston, Professor of Hispanic Studies at the 
Queen�s University Belfast, and one of the foremost experts in translating Spanish comedias into English. 
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attention to choreographing the swordplay.37  Once this knowledge is added to a 

production, however, it might encourage new ways of approaching and presenting 

Spanish Golden Age plays.   

The Spanish Siglo de Oro offers theatre practitioners a wealth of plays that were 

tested through performance before a commercial Madrid audience.  My analytical 

approach as a fight choreographer to the staging of swordplay is a minor, but no less 

important, advancement for both scholars and practitioners interested in early modern 

drama.  Textual analysis for physical action can assist others as a framework in 

approaching scenes of intended violence.  In taking the time to divorce play text from the 

limiting classification of printed literature and viewing it instead as pre-text toward a live, 

theatrical presentation, these comedias can find a wider audience beyond Romance 

Language students and a few enthusiasts. 

 Chapter 1, La Verdadera Destereza, discusses the sixteenth-and-seventeenth-

century Spanish culture of swords.  Research into the fencing manuals of Jerónimo de 

Carranza�s De la Filosofia de las Armas (1569) and Luis Pacheco de Narváez�s Libro de 

las grandezas de la espada (1600) provides a lexicon of early modern Spanish fencing 

terminology.  These terms establish specific indicators for physical action in extant play 

texts and as stylistic technique to be incorporated into the fight choreography. These two 

texts, which represent La Destreza, the Spanish school of fencing, also explain the 

Spanish code of duello and the rhetoric of honor.  From this research I will generate a 

foundational understanding of the culture surrounding fencing, its necessity in early 

modern social interaction, and its proximity to the theatrical community. 

                                                
37 School of White Arms, or edged weapons.  In Spanish this is the term for bladed weapons as opposed to 
armas de fuego, firearms. 
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 Chapter 2: The Swords of Lope centers on the works of Spain�s first great pillar of 

Spanish theatre, Lope Félix de Vega Carpio.  This chapter will present a brief 

biographical sketch of the poet, with a focus on his military training and legal troubles 

surrounding �honor.�  The remaining discussion focuses on Lope�s maturation as a 

playwright in establishing comedia de capa y espada as a dramatic genre.  This genre not 

only introduces the sword as a descriptive term for young noble Spaniards, but also 

generates an anticipation of possible on stage violence in the form of a duel.  McKendrick 

states, �Danger and threat of disaster are, of course, central to the ways of comedy, and in 

the comedia de capa y espada they are provided by the brooding presence in the 

background of a shared preoccupation with masculine honor which can at any moment 

erupt into violence.�38  This chapter explores how central duels are to the dramatic form, 

and in what ways the physical staging of the duels is suggested through dialogue.  The 

following plays will be investigated:  Peribañez y el comendador de Ocaña, El castigo 

sin venganza, El perro del hortelano, La pobreza estimada, Fuenteovejuno, and El 

caballero de Olmedo.  

Chapter 3: Calderón: The Noble Sword centers on the second pillar of Spanish drama, 

Pedro Calderón de la Barca.  The chapter begins with a brief biographical sketch of the 

playwright noting his military service and experience as a soldier.   Next, Calderón is 

contrasted with Lope by exploring the differences in their written depiction of stage 

violence.  Analysis of scenes of swordplay in the following comedias: Casa con dos 

puertas mala es de guarder,  La dama duende,  A secreto agravio, secreta venganza, El 

médico de su honra, El alcalde de Zalamea, and El postrer duelo de España forms the 

basis for this comparison. 
                                                
38 Melveena McKendrick, Theatre in Spain, 1490-1700, 167.   
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Since Lope and Calderón represent only two of the many authors of comedias written 

during the Siglo de Oro, the discussion will turn to some of their peers to continue the 

investigation of theatrical swordplay and on stage violence.  Chapter 4: Crossing Swords 

with Amigos, explores Cervantes�s La Numancia, Juan Ruiz de Alarcon�s La verdad 

sospechosa, and Tirso de Molina�s Don Gil de la calzas verdes and El burlador de 

Sevilla.  This discussion shows that the sophisticated depiction of theatrical swordplay 

was not limited to the two greatest Spanish playwrights but, instead, was utilized 

regularly as a theatrical convention by most dramatists. 

Lastly, discussion of some contemporary approaches and presentations depicting 

swordplay in Siglo de Oro comedias centers on the Siglo de Oro Festival, at El Chamizal 

National Park, El Paso, Texas.  This festival has been presenting Spanish comedias 

annually since 1976.  In order to discuss the current state of performing stage violence in 

comedias, three productions will serve to define the common approaches to staging 

theatrical swordplay.  The performances considered are El caballero de Olmedo 

presented by Compañía Los Barracos and Los locos de valencia presented by Compañía 

Teatro y Punto, which were performed during the festival in March 2009, as well as a 

video archived bilingual production of La dama duende, performed in March 2001.   
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Chapter 1:  

La Verdadera Destreza: The Spanish School of Fencing 

For centuries, swords were an intrinsic part of daily European life.  They were 

tools for self-defense, symbols of rank, and a deterrent of violence to the person.  During 

the Middle Ages swords were used to determine justice through court sanctioned duels 

and substituted for the Christian cross as men swore oaths upon their weapon.  It was also 

the great equalizer of men, as the art of fencing was not limited to social rank but 

determined by dexterity, skill, and practice.  Although the earliest swords are traced to 

the Bronze Age, the art of fencing reached its apex in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 

with the creation of the rapier and its unique style.   

As in most European cultures, the sword had a long and revered history with 

Spain.  This cultural attachment is expressed by Don Quixote: 

And when I think of this I must say that my heart is heavy, having taken 
on this profession of knight errantry, in an age loathsome as that in which 
we now live, because although I am myself afraid of nothing, nevertheless 
it makes me regretful to think that gunpowder and tin may deprive me of 
the chance to acquire fame and great reputation, across the known world, 
for the courage of my arm and the keenness of my sword. 39  

 
The renowned hidalgo�s fear foreshadows the demise of the sword to the supremacy of 

firearms.   In truth, he merely acknowledges a common process in the evolution of arms.  

As with all weapons, swords evolved through reactionary developments as new defensive 

measures were created to stave off enemy attacks.  Arthur Wise observed: 

Increased defence has always produced new weapons designed to 
overcome it.  The period of heavy personal armour was accompanied by 
the development of weapons that would crack it or slip through its 
articulations to penetrate the human body inside.40   
 

                                                
39 Miguel de Cervantes, Don Quijote, translated by Burton Raffel, 263. 
40 Arthur Wise, The Art and History of Personal Combat, 33. 
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The weapons Wise refers to were piercing bullets, which made cumbersome medieval 

armor obsolete on the battlefield, and the early modern rapier, which was designed to be 

thrust into an opponent.  

Over time civilizations developed their own martial styles, which defined their 

cultural identity as warriors and defenders.  By the end of the Reconquista of 1492 the 

martial landscape in Spain had been influenced by the Romans, the Visigoths, the Moors, 

and the Christian armies.  The Spanish culture of swords is attributed to the early Roman 

gladiatorial schools of the Iberian peninsula as Egerton Castle records: 

The gladiatorial institutions held a firmer footing in Spain after the fall of 
the Roman Empire than in any other province.  The schools of fence so 
scientifically conducted by the �Lanistæ� in the old days of Rome, 
remained in Spain under the altered conditions through the numerous 
barbarian invasions, and were congenial enough to the customs of the 
Moors to live through their reign.41  
 

This foundation of structured martial technique would assist the Spanish fencing masters 

in fashioning the Spanish espada ropera in the late fifteenth century.    The espada 

ropera is considered the origin of what was later anglicized into rapier.42   This type of 

sword was distinguished by its long narrow blade made primarily for thrusting attacks 

with subtle defensive parries.  Prior to the rapier most European swords were flat wide 

blades that required a broad sweeping arc to create powerful cuts or blows.  In its day, the 

rapier was heralded as a modern weapon based upon scientific and proven theories of 

geometry and the economy of motion.  Its development and dissemination across Europe 

came from a fortunate combination of inexact training techniques and the abandonment 

of knightly suits of armor. 

                                                
41 Egerton Castle, Schools and Masters of Fence, 31. 
42 Dale Anthony Girard notes the etymology of rapier in his book Actors on Guard.  He states, �Although 
the actual name rapier is not traceable to one definite source, it is most commonly linked to the French 
rapiere, which itself can be traced to the Spanish espada ropera.� 11. 
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Until the fifteenth century martial training for the majority of Europe was 

segregated by class.  Noble houses, which had the resources, took on fighting masters 

who then served as the family�s Man-at-Arms.  These experienced warriors were usually 

trained in a variety of weapons such as bows, pikes, lances, maces, axes, and swords.  

Part of their duties was to train all able-bodied men to serve their noble master with their 

individual techniques and tricks.  Many of their techniques were based upon medieval 

combat involving nobles encased in full suits of armor, with combat focused on smashing 

and breaking through the protective coating.  With the advent of firearms these symbols 

of noble status were relegated to ceremonial costuming and artistic pieces of heraldry. 

The lower classes never could afford the cost of a proficient Man-at-Arms.  

However, they still had to defend themselves in their daily life or when conscripted into 

military service.  The bulk of their training came from experiencing back-alley brawls, 

personal skirmishes, and from fencing guilds created by veteran soldiers.  Turner and 

Soper describe these martial fraternities: 

These schools rapidly became havens and training/hiring halls for 
assassins, strong-arm thieves, and other unsavory characters.  Their 
�method� likely consisted of various effective dirty tricks, especially 
disarms, seizures, and wrestling moves. [�] Whichever class the 
prospective duelist, and whatever the social rank of his instructor, fencing 
schools experienced an explosion in popularity when men realized that 
without armor, and man-to-man, the sword was the great equalizer, 
recognizing neither rank nor privilege.43 
 

The loss of medieval suits of armor was quickly felt by European nobles who turned to 

early fencing societies for proper training.  Wise explains: �Those noblemen who could 

no longer rely on the safety of armour had to turn to the sword.  They needed education 

                                                
43 Craig Turner and Tony Soper, Methods and Practices of Elizabethan Swordplay, 3. 
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in its use, and much of the available education they found unsatisfactory.�44  To justify 

their training these nobles turned to the Spanish and Italians, and the newly theorized art 

of fencing with the early modern rapier. 

 The southern European attraction to unarmored swordplay may stem from the 

warm Mediterranean climate which favored light or cloth armor.  In such heat, 

cumbersome metal plate mail armor, as favored by the central and northern European 

nobles, was a detriment to combat.  As Albert F. Calvert explains in Spanish Arms and 

Armor that Spanish armor preserved in the Real Armería is derivative of Swiss and 

Germanic styles.  He asserts, �[In Spain], no distinct style, no essentially national type of 

armour [sic] was or could be, evolved.�45  Although the climate may be a factor, the lack 

of distinct Spanish-style armor might be attributed to the Moors conquering Spain in the 

ninth century.  While Medieval Central Europe was well known for crafting metal armor, 

the African Moors typically wore leather and loose-fitting armor reinforced with 

chainmail. 

The culture of swords in Spain and Italy may also have evolved from Roman 

centurion techniques that favored lightly armored soldiers initiating combat with long 

spears, and killing opponents by thrusting into them with their gladius.46  This Roman 

legacy influenced martial training in Spain, which developed earlier than the remainder 

of European cultures from strict forms and fighting techniques that focused on close 

quarter swordplay.  This pedagogy was linked to a militaristic training system of 

                                                
44 Wise, The Art and History of Personal Combat, 34. 
45 Albert F. Calvert, Spanish Arms and Armor,6. 
46 The gladius was a short sword approximately two feet in length, two-edged with a point. Defined by 
Michael Wayne Hill, A Selected and Annotated Bibliography of Stage Combat Resource Materials, 335. 
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renowned schools with centuries of cultural heritage that established a nationalistic 

identity.  Castle records: 

The school of arms of Leon, Toledo, and Valladolid are mentioned by 
ancient authors as being much frequented, but the name of no teachers 
previous to Pons of Perignan and Pedro de Torre, whom the great oracle 
on the science of arms, Don Luis Pacheco de Narvaez, mentions as having 
taught during the latter part of the fifteenth century, and printed in 1474 
books which unfortunately have long since disappeared.47 
 

These Spanish schools were well known in European fencing circles.  Their significance 

also influenced the art of sword making, which defined the city of Toledo. Calvert 

reflects: 

Toledo and the sword are indissolubly associated in the literature of arms; 
it is impossible to mention the name of the city without recalling the 
unchallenged excellence of the blades it has given to the world. And if 
Toledo is the city of the sword, Spain is the land of swordsmanship. It was 
in Spain that the muscular sword the broadsword was refined into the 
scientific point-play of the rapier; it was there that the art of fence 
originated; and to-day it is claimed that there are more books on fencing in 
Spanish than in any other language.48 
 

The claim that Spain was the birthplace of 

rapier fencing is quite common and 

generally uncontested.   

Some have argued, however, that it 

was the Italians who first codified a 

scientific and systematic approach to 

fencing.  This argument is primarily based 

on the dissemination of Italian styles 

throughout Europe due to the 1553 

                                                
47 Castle, Schools and Masters of Fence, 31-2. 
48 Calvert, Spanish Arms and Armor, 1-2. 

Figure 3: Spanish cup hilt rapier made  
by Francisco Ruiz of Toledo in 1617 
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publication of Camillo Agrippa�s Treatise on the Science of Arms With a Philosophical 

Dialogue.  Although not the first to publish a fencing manual, Agrippa�s was popular for 

his support of thrusting attacks and its detailed illustrations that have been credited to his 

friend, Michelangelo.49  These 

prints clearly depicted Agrippa�s 

Italian rapier technique and are 

easy for fencing students of all 

languages to mimic.   

The visual component in 

manuals made the Italian style 

influential on European fencers, 

but it was their skill in battle that gave Spanish swordsmen a feared reputation.  Castle 

postulates: 

Beyond the fact that there were regular and well-known schools of arms in 
Spain during the fifteenth century, and the fact that Spanish bands � the 
best trained in the use of arms of all European troops at that period � over-
ran Italy and the Low Countries during the sixteenth century, and therefore 
may have diffused the Spanish methods of fencing in those parts, there are 
no reasons, notwithstanding the current opinion to that effect, to ascribe to 
Spain as the birthplace of the art.50 
 

Swords were such an integral aspect of Spanish life that it was common for all men to 

have a rudimentary understanding of personal weaponry.  Calvert concludes, that �the 

profession of arms was the avocation of every Spaniard.�51  

                                                
49 Castle, Schools and Masters of Fence, 48. Agrippa�s manual was preceded by Achille Marozzo�s Opera 
Nova that was published in 1517.  Castle does credit Marozzo as the �first writer of note on the art of 
fencing�, but Marozzo�s text focused on early sword and buckler techniques that favored a cut attack.   
50 Ibid, 33. 
51 Calvert, Spanish Arms and Armor, 2. 

Figure 4: Fourth Guard, printed in Agrippa�s His Treatise on the 
Science of Arms with a Philosophical Dialogue, 1553. 
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With swords and fencing training so integral in Spanish culture, fencing masters 

were treated with reverence traditionally reserved for scholars of the arts and sciences.  

Unlike their English counterparts, who were on the same social level as thieves, 

vagabonds, and actors, Spanish fencing masters were well trained and given the Latin 

title �Lanista, seu magister in usu Palestrinæ.�52  Their craft was a profession with a long 

legacy of published teachers whose work is mentioned but no longer extant.  José María 

Pélaez Valle records:  

Los tratados de esgrima proliferan, y a pesar de ser en muchos casos 
farragosas descripciones de técnicas intrincadas y de una fantasía 
alucinante, sobre todo en el siglo xvii, sientan las bases de innovación 
continuas, recogiendo experiencias que influyen de manera importante en 
el diseño de las armas. 
Algunos libros o escritos creemos que merecen citarse por la fecha de 
publicación o por su influencia: 
1472: La verdadera esgrima y el arte de esgrimir, de Juan Pons 
(mallorquín). 
1474: El manejo de las armas en combate, de Pedro de la Torre (Sevilla). 
1512: Ordenanzas para los Maestros de Esgrima, Archivos del 
Ayuntamiento de Córdoba. 
1532: Tratado de la Esgrima, de Francisco Román (sevillano).53  
 

In this lineage of fencing masters each added to the scientific analysis of the espada 

ropera.  Their foundational work in Spanish fencing created a metaphysical component 

that is intrinsically tied to an early modern Spanish cultural and national identity.  Castle 

observes: 

                                                
52 Castle, Schools and Masters of Fence, 32. 
53 José María Pélaez Valle, �La Espada Ropera Española en los Siglos XVI y XVII�, 150. �They tried to 
spread their fencing [the Spanish School], and in spite of being in many cases cumbersome descriptions of 
intricate techniques from an amazing imagination, especially in the 17th century, they wrote down the 
bases of continuous innovation, collecting experiences that greatly influenced the design of the weapons.  
Some books or writings that deserve to be cited for the date of publication or by their influence:    
1472: The true art of fencing and its use, by Juan Pons (mallorquín). 
1474: The handling of weapons in battle, by Pedro de la Torre (Sevilla). 
1512: Ordinances for the Masters of Fenceing, records of the City Hall of Córdoba. 
1532: Treatise on Fenicing, de Francisco Román (sevillano)�   
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Whilst the Italians, and after their example, the French, Germans, and 
English, gradually discovered that simplification led to perfection, the 
Spanish masters on the contrary, seemed to aim at making fencing a more 
and more mysterious science, requiring for its practice a knowledge of 
geometry and natural philosophy, and whose principles were only 
explainable on metaphysical grounds.54 
 

These early masters focused on unlocking the secrets of fencing through mathematics and 

geometry first, followed closely by an education in philosophy.   

 The reputation of Spanish fencing as an intellectual pursuit was satirized by Ben 

Jonson in his 1629 play The New Inn.  In a brief dialogue between Colonel Tipto, Fly and 

the Host, Jonson recorded the English understanding of Spanish fencing and its relation 

to mathematics: 

  Tipto: Your Spanish host is never seen in cuerpo, 
   Without his paramentos, cloak, and sword. 
  Fly.      Sir, 
   He has the father of swords within, a long sword, 
   Blade Cornish, styled of Sir Rud Hudibras. 
  Tipto: And why a long sword, bully bird? Thy sense? 
  Fly: To note him a tall man, and a master of fence. 
  Tipto: But doth he teach the Spanish way of Don Lewis? 
  Fly: No, the Greek master he. 
  Tipto:    What call you him? 
  Fly:      Euclid.  
  Tipto: Fart upon Euclid, he is stale and antique! 
   Gi� me the moderns 
  Fly:    Sir, he minds no moderns. 
   Go by, Hieronimo! 
  Tipto:    What was he? 
  Fly:      the Italian, 
   That played with the Abbot Antony i� the Friars, 
   And Blinkinsops the bold. 
  Tipto:    Ay, marry, those 
   Had fencing names; what are become o� them? 
  Host: They had their times, and we can say that were. 
   So had Carranza his, so hath Don Lewis. 
  Tipto: Don Lewis of Madrid is the sole master  
   Now of this world! 
  Host:    But this o� the other world. 
                                                
54 Castle, Schools and Masters of Fence, 67. 
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   Euclid demonstrates! He! He�s for all. 
   The only fencer of name now in Elysium. 
  Fly:  He does it all by lines and angles, colonel, 
   By parallels and sections, has his diagrams.55 
 
In this brief interchange Jonson acknowledges the mathematics of swordplay and the two 

great Spanish fencing masters, Don Jerónimo de Carranza and Don Louis Pacheco de 

Narváez.  With Carranza, Spanish fencing became a disciplined science named, La 

Destreza. 

 La Destreza can literally be translated as �The Dexterity,� but this limited 

definition betrays the complexity of the craft.  Maestro Ramón Martínez, teacher of 

classical and historical fencing, offers an interpretation of la deztreza as �high level art 

and skill.�56  Don Jerónimo de Carranza developed the science of la destreza in his 

manual, De la filosofia de las armas, de su destreza y de la agresion y defension 

Christiana (1569).  Carranza�s manual was completed in 1569 as a limited printing for 

the Duke of Medina Sidonia, and later reprinted for circulation in 1582 with a second 

edition in 1600.57   Carranza�s theories are the foundation of the Spanish school of 

swordsmanship and he was titled primer inventor de la ciencia by his protegé, Luis 

Pacheco de Narváez in his book, Libro de las grandezas de la espada (1600).  The 

writing of these two masters, in the form of manuals, letters and appendices to earlier 

publications, form most of the fencing literature of early modern Spain.   

Carranza envisioned La Destreza as an all-encompassing martial art.  In many 

ways his approach is similar to the monastic and spiritual life of Eastern martial artists, 

                                                
55 Ben Jonson, The New Inn, Act II, scene v, 72-93. 
56 Ramón Martínez, �The Demystification of the Spanish School, Part 1�, 1. 
57 Castle, Schools and Masters of Fence, 68. 
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such as the kung-fu of the Shaolin Temple Monks.  In the first dialogue of this manual 

Carranza describes his ideal swordsman, or diestro: 

Sabed que diestro es nombre general: para todos aquellos que en una cosa 
están bien ejercitados: así de obra como de palabra, entender las Armas 
otra cosa es que ser diestro, porque diestro es el que está ejercitado en la 
práctica de las Armas: o en alguna cosa del las particular, entenderlas es 
saber la Theorica de aquella práctica.58 
 

For Carranza all things of a practical nature included every kind of knowledge that could 

have a direct influence on the art of fencing.  Sydney Angelo lists these as �mathematics, 

perspective, anatomy, medicine, astronomy, and music.�59   

The application of the sciences to fencing is what distinguished Carranza�s 

theories on destreza.  Maestro Martínez affirms that for Carranza and Narváez: 

Their aim was to use science to improve the art of the sword, thus proving 
its validity, effectiveness, and perfection of their system.  [�] The science 
of geometry is the best manner in which �La Destreza� can be set forth 
because it is incontestable, being demonstrated to be exact by proofs.�60   

 
The desire to prove the validity of his theories led Carranza�s manual to be considered 

dense and inaccessible to many outside of Spain.  In 1885 Castle describes Carranza�s 

book as the �first of a long series of ponderous Spanish treatises on the �raison 

demonstrative�.� He also calls it an �arrogant theory which applied no better to the long 

rapier that to any other weapon.�61  More diplomatically, Angelo notes that due to 

Carranza�s encompassing definition of diestro, �it was inevitable that his book should 

grow into a vast rambling and, ultimately, rather crazy edifice.�62  In many ways both 

                                                
58 Carranza, De la filosofia de las armas, 15. �Know that diestro is a general name. For all those who are 
well exercised. The action is as the word. It's one thing to understand the Weapons and another thing to be 
diestro. A Diestro is he who is practiced in the practical aspects of the Weapons or something in particular. 
To understand Weapons is to know the Theory of the practical.�   
59 Angelo, The Martial Arts of Renaissance Europe, 67. 
60 Martínez, �The Demystification of the Spanish School: Part I�, 1. 
61 Castle, Schools and Masters of Fence, 68. 
62 Angelo, The Martial Arts of Renaissance Europe, 67. 
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Castle and Angelo are correct since Carranza�s book is divided into four lengthy 

dialogues replete with long passages on the virtues of geometry, perspective vision, and 

philosophy.  To complicate his theories further, unlike Agrippa, �Carranza�s La 

philosophía is unusual amongst illustrated fencing books in having no combat pictures 

what so ever.�63  Maestro Martínez defends the highly educated Spanish masters 

commenting, �They bring to their writings a wealth of mathematical and scientific 

knowledge along with a philosophy replete with mystical thought.�64   

 Where Carranza developed the foundations for La Destreza, his student Narváez 

made them more practical and accessible through diagrams and illustrations of sword 

positions in his book, Libro de las grandezas de la espada.  On the frontspiece, Narváez 

declares, �En el qual cada uno se podrà licionar, y deprender à solas, sin tener necessidad 

de Maestro que le enseñe.�65  In this 

fashion he followed Agrippa by 

including 157 woodcuts in his manual.  

The function of these woodcut 

illustrations served two distinct 

purposes.  First they enabled the lone 

student to mimic the correct physical 

movement, distance between 

combatants, and optimal placement of 

one�s blade horizontally to an 

                                                
63 Angelo, The Martial Arts of Renaissance Europe,  68. 
64 Martínez, �The Demystification of the Spanish School: Part I�, 1. 
65 Narváez. Libro de las grandezas de la espada, �In which each person has the power through lessons, and 
all by himself, to learn without the necessity of a master to teach him.� 

Figure 5: Linea de la contingencia, o tocamiento. Print 
from Narváez, Libro de las grandezas de la espada, 

Madrid, 1600. 
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opponent�s sword.  Their glaring limitation is that they were drawn from an overhead 

perspective with simplistic renderings of a circle indicating a swordsman�s head and a 

sword seemingly floating in space with an arcing line to indicate proper movement.   

Although helpful, these basic images offer readers no information from Narváez 

regarding stance, positioning of one�s arms or hands, or the three-dimensional 

relationship between fighters.  Instead they appear to serve a secondary purpose as 

geometric proofs that support Carranza�s theories of mathematics as the basis for the 

science of swords.  Martinez notes: 

Geometry was used to train the swordsman to think logically, 
methodically, and unemotionally.  It enabled the swordsman to develop a 
coolness and detachment necessary for the implementation of this 
scientific method.66 
 

The �coolness,� as Martínez observes, supports the deadly reputation of Spanish 

swordsmen which was earned in part by presenting a fearless and detached attitude while 

in combat.  For actors this characteristic offers potential choices for performance and how 

to present a feared 

swordsman.   

These geometric 

renderings of sword 

positions, along with the 

use of circles painted on the 

floors of fencing salons, 

created a reputation of La 

                                                
66 Martínez, �The Demystification of the Spanish School: Part I�, 2. 

Figure 6: The Mysterious Circle, printed in 
Thibault, Académie de l'Éspée, 1628 
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Destreza as a pseudo-mystical art.  Those ignorant of their purpose saw these images as 

mystical symbols traditionally ascribed to magic spells and summoning circles.  In truth 

these circles, as recorded by Girard Thibault in his treatise Académie de l'Éspée (1628), 

assisted with spacing and understanding angles for attacks.  Destreza requires that, unlike 

modern sport fencing, Spanish fencers circle each other, trying to discern angles that will 

allow them to thrust their sword into their opponent.    For fight choreographers, the 

fundamental aspect of thrusting on the angle is that it allows the actors to position 

themselves, or angle their bodies, to alter the visual perspective of the audience to hide or 

mask their thrusts.  These thrusts then appear to strike though an opponent, creating the 

illusion of a near fatal attack. 

With Narváez�s limited woodcuts scholars are fortunate that in 1599, George 

Silver, the English Fencing master, described Spanish swordsmen:  

They stand up as brave as they can with their bodies straight upright, 
narrowly spaced, with their feet continually moving, as if they were in a 
dance, holding forth their armes [sic] and rapiers verie [sic] straight.67   
 

Silver�s observation of the Spanish school is supported by Carranza who declared of the 

art, �La verdad de la destreza está en sus movimientos, y en sus posturas se cuerpo, y 

espadas flacas o fuertes.�68  It is this understanding of continual and engaging movement 

between combatants that is not indicated by the static diagrams of Narváez�s treatise.  

Addressing this Maestro Martínez states: 

Another erroneous assumption propagated by many fencing historians that 
needs to be corrected is their assertion that the circle is in a fixed location. 
The imaginary circle moves with the swordsmen as they engage in 
combat. La Destreza is fought in dynamic movement within the circle.  

                                                
67 George Silver, �Paradoxes of Defence�, Three Elizabethan Fencing Manuals, edited by James Jackson, 
512.   
68 Carranza, De la filosofia de las armas, 21. �The truth of la destreza is in its movements, and in the 
positions of the body, and swords, thin or strong.�   
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The circumference of the circle is in the consciousness of the Diestro.  It is 
well etched in the thought processes after years of theoretical and practical 
study.69 
 

By practicing and training with repetitive movements, similar to the katas of Japanese 

Karate, fencers create a physical language of movement that serves as the foundation for 

improvising attacks and defensive maneuvers.  It is fairly certain that even actors, with 

only rudimentary proficiency would understand this physical language of improvisation 

inherent in the training of la destreza.  In this manner, both training and theatre serve the 

same intention as 

deadly maneuvers 

are performed 

without causing 

bodily harm to 

either participant, 

whether student or 

actor. 

 As many 

theatre historians, stage managers, and dramaturgs understand, it is quite difficult to 

record and annotate improvised performances especially involving rapid movement.   La 

Destreza, as clearly indicated in the writings of both Carranza and Narváez, is movement 

influenced by technique.  The specific movement is constantly shifting and changing 

dependent upon the counter-movements of an opponent.  The varied combinations of 

                                                
69 Martínez, �The Demystification of the Spanish School: Part I�, 4. 

Figure 7: Training on the circle, printed in Académie de l'Éspée, 1628
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movement that can occur create the documented technique of la destreza, defined as treta 

or tretas when strung together in a series.   

This constant variable is what leads to the difficulty in translating la destreza 

from printed records to physical movement.  This fact alone could support why Italian 

rapier technique superseded the Spanish 

school in popularity and dissemination 

across the European continent and 

British Isles.  It also partially 

acknowledges why contemporary SAFD 

stage combat favors the Italian school 

with its specific set techniques through 

numbered positional attacks and guards.  The Italian school can be compared with chess, 

where a specific attack, such as stoccata, a thrust of the rapier to the belly or face 

delivered with the hand in supination, is countered with a parry in prima, where the 

sword, tip pointed down and the hilt above the shoulder deflects the attack.   The 

simplicity of attack to counter-attack makes fight choreography easier especially when 

working with inexperienced fencers, such as most contemporary actors. 

The Spanish school in contrast is more akin to modern dance, where fluid 

sequences of movement are answered with counter tretas.  Martinez describes this 

movement: 

La Destreza has only one posture, which is truly a defensive stance.  A stance that 
keeps the adversary at bay by a continual threat with the sword�s point is 
defensive. It creates a strategic problem for the adversary who must penetrate that 
line of defense to be able to attack effectively and do it with out injury to himself.  
An attack will not be met by a counter-attack as in the Italian Schools, but will be 

Figure 8: Print from Salviolo�s His Practice, 1595 
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answered by moving to a defensive position while at the same time controlling the 
adversary�s weapon with the Diestro�s own weapon.70 

 
When a diestro takes a countering defensive position, he performs a compases¸ or steps 

away from his opponent along the circumference of the imaginary circle.  This change of 

position will allow him in turn to redirect his blade for an attack or disengage to re-

establish his defensive stance. 

 The analogy to dance is also supported by a fundamental difference between the 

Italian and Spanish school.  In the Italian school the blades of two swordsmen primarily 

come into contact only when parrying or guarding from an attack.  At most other times 

the two combatants maintain control of their weapons and rarely allow the naked blades 

to come into contact.  In the Spanish, the maestros discuss tacto, or �the tactile feeling 

sensed in the hand of the swordsmen while holding his weapon.�71  This sense of tacto 

enables the Spanish swordsmen to maintain 

atajo, or the control of an opponent�s sword by 

using the stronger part of one�s own blade.  

Atajo also helps theatrically as the maintained 

contact between two steel blades creates an 

exciting image while generating the distinct 

sound of steel scraping on steel.  Similar to the proverbial nails on a chalk board, the 

theatrical presentation of a Spanish duel affects the audience�s senses through both sight 

and sound. 

                                                
70 Martínez, �The Demystification of the Spanish School: Part I�, 5. 
71 Ibid, 7. 

Figure 9: Close up of panel showing desvio, 
Académie de l'Éspée, 1628 
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The primary defense for a sword being in atajo is to perform a cambio de atajo.  

This subtle movement is a counter to 

the atajo, where once an opponent 

has engaged you in an atajo, you 

disengage by continuing the 

movement of your blade, either in a 

clockwise or counter-clockwise 

motion, circling around your opponent�s blade then reengaging contact by performing a 

new atajo.  The atajo, along with the counter cambio de atajo, is the foundation for all 

sword movement in destreza.  All attacks and defensive counters stem from the initial 

defensive stance and through numerous atajo and cambio de atajo exchanges.  The result 

is a fluid image where combatants circle one another, allowing their swords to remain in 

constant contact until a weakness or opening allows for a subtle attack. 

The continual contact of blades in a duel supports the notation of attacks in 

destreza described from the movement of the diestro�s weapon.  This lexicon of offensive 

maneuvers would have been understood by anyone trained in the Spanish school of fence, 

even actors or playwrights.  With the printed plays as our primary documents for 

understanding the presentation of early modern theatrical performances it is imperative to 

be familiar with specific la destreza terminology.  This vocabulary of physical action is 

made even more significant when being translated from Spanish to English, as translators 

unfamiliar with language of la destreza may omit illuminating clues for performance.   

Attacks in la destreza are divided into three categories: movimientos, estocadas, 

and tajo.  These terms describe the movement of the blade from the perspective of the 

Figure 10: Close up of panel showing atajo in the 
foreground, Académie de l'Éspée, 1628 
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diestro�s sword hilt.  They also inform the physical action of the swordsman�s body as it 

relates to his opponent.  For the purposes of this research I have compiled a lexicon of 

destreza from the writings of Carranza, Narváez, and Maestro Martínez�s article �The 

Demystification of the Spanish School� and his training video, La Verdadera Destreza.  

o Movimientos: Isolated movements of the blade and sword arm, not 
necessarily intended for contact.  There are numerous movimientos but the 
following are the more common. 
! Violento: Upward movement of the sword 

! Natural: Downward movement of the sword 

! Remisso: A retraction of the sword to either side which precedes 
another action 

 
! Mixto: A combination of movimientos done to either side taking 

and maintaining control of the adversary�s sword with one�s own 
sword. 

 
! Extraño: (The Strange) An advanced movimiento where the 

attacker first defends against an estocado with a cambio de atajo 
while bending their arm, elbow at shoulder level, simultaneously 
pivoting off their back foot replacing the back foot with the front 
foot (Left foot forward, instead of right).  The blade is then parallel 
to their chest but also pointed at their opponent.  

 
o Tajo: There are three basic cuts that are defined by their point of origin 

regardless of their angle or path. 
! Arrebatar: This tajo begins with the shoulder as both the arm and 

sword move in a full arcing motion.  The sword arm will bend 
slightly, but all momentum begins at shoulder.  

 
! Medio Tajo: The shoulder remains still as the movement begins at 

elbow, with wrist bending slightly. 
 

! Mandoble: The sword arm remain loose, but the cut begins at the 
wrist with sharp short movements. 

 
 

o Estocadas: unlike movimientos and tajos, thrusts are technically not 
classified.  They are primarily defined by relative positioning into four 
quadrants in relation to the swordsman�s hilt; Inside Low, Inside High, 
Outside Low, and Outside High. 
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! Thrusts in the Spanish school are not a matter of lunging, but 
instead walking into an opponent after first catching their blade in 
atajo.  Point should hit opponent at the same instant you step in. 

 
The subtlety of sword movement in destreza may factor into the lack of Spanish 

swordplay in contemporary SAFD stage combat choreography.  The Italian school, with 

its deep lunges and splayed 

thrusts, lends itself to a 

visually expressive medium 

as live performance.  Such 

large movements allow 

audience members to see 

the stage action clearly, 

even from the rear of the theater.  This fact would also support the hypothesis that since 

Spanish swordplay was quite subtle, a higher level of martial proficiency would be 

required by actor combatants when performing theatrical duels. 

The Spanish culture of swords was influenced by more than fencing training or 

styles.  It evolved directly in response to intricate social mores and customs that were 

adhered to by both the community and individual.  To qualify the result, whether positive 

or negative, for following or disobeying these customs the vexed question of honor was 

created.  Failure to acknowledge or accept these cultural rules would inevitably lead to a 

loss of status in a world where social standing was of the utmost importance.  These 

social rules governed the perception one had of himself, inner or internal honor, and also 

the evaluation society formed of the individual, outer or external honor.72   

                                                
72 Frank Henderson Stewart, Honor, 12. 

Figure 11: Rapier: Spanish School vs. Italian School, Martínez 
Academy of Arms 
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  Perception of one�s honor is determined by four distinct categories; family, credit 

and property, office and status, and male sociability.73  If at any time one felt that either 

through their actions or the actions of another these aspects were compromised it was 

imperative that they be addressed immediately.  Stewart acknowledges, that �under a 

system of reflexive honor, a man�s honor depends, by definition, on his responding 

properly to each and every time his honor is challenged.�74  The primary method that 

early modern European males used to respond to such challenges was the duel. 

The duel was a throwback to medieval trial-by-combat and was considered by 

many nobles, usually those who were victorious, the fairest and quickest method to 

resolve any conflict.  Kiernan discusses the duel�s etymology noting, �Its name, duello, 

came from the archaic Latin duellum, war, used in medieval times for judicial combats 

and seemingly misunderstood to mean conflict between two men.�75  The duel also 

became a duel for nobles to maintain their cultural dominance.  Kiernan observes: 

Duelling provided a warrant of aristocratic breeding, increasingly 
threatened with submergence.  It preserved to the entire class a military 
character, a certificate of legitimate descent from nobility of the sword of 
feudal times, and of its title to officer new mass armies.  Duelling was in 
itself an assertion of superior right, a claim to immunity from the law such 
as a ruling class is always likely to seek in one field or another.76 
 

The duel quickly became formalized through a series of steps that needed to be 

followed in order for it to be considered honorable.  Typically, all duels began with an 

insult by one party to another.  Regardless of whether the insult was perceived by the 

insulted party, or society, as malicious or unintentional, the concept of �honor� demanded 

a response.  The insult was quickly followed by either a counter-insult or a challenge.  

                                                
73 Taylor, Honor and Violence in Golden Age Spain, 110-111. 
74 Stewart, Honor, 139. 
75 V.G. Kiernan, The Duel in European History, 6. 
76 Kiernan, The Duel in European History, 53. 
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Once a challenge was issued, the perceived formal application of the code of duello must 

be followed.  The mutable code demands first that the two dueling parties be of equal 

social standing or rank.  Frevert remarks: 

Duelling in the early modern era adopted one of the most important 
conditions of medieval single combat; the equal social standing of the 
participants.  For the opponents to be able to cross swords, it was essential 
that they should possess the same values and behavioural patterns.77 
 

If this condition was not met, such as a petty noble challenging the Prince, a second could 

stand in the place for the higher-ranked noble.  Once the participants were chosen, 

seconds were selected, along with weapons and location.   

 Although there was a perceived formality when engaging in duels, typically it was 

mutable and adapted for any situation where a question of honor had occurred.  This 

amorphous component of the �code of duello� also exists in the loosely structured �code 

of honor.�  This mutability code is the impetus behind Scott K. Taylor choosing to 

redefine early modern honor as the �rhetoric of honor.�  He states:  

The rhetoric of honor simply means the conscious use of phrases, gestures, 
and actions � including elements of the duel � to convey information about 
the issues in contention while simultaneously advancing a violent 
confrontation. Rhetoric of honor is a better term than code of honor 
because the words and deeds that surrounded honor in violent conflict 
were not fixed.78 
 

Taylor�s definition allows for any scenario where one party insults another, regardless of 

social standing between the two parties, to fall under the umbrella of honor.  Once 

classified as an affair of honor, the event becomes a public issue that will then require a 

public declaration and resolution.  This resolution traditionally resorted to violent actions, 

that later could be justified through the code of duello. 

                                                
77 Ute Frevert, Men of Honour, 11. 
78 Taylor, Honor and Violence in Golden Age Spain, 21 
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 Whether through an incident in the common square or from scandalous gossip, 

once made public, cases of honor employed elements of performance to address the 

situation. Taylor observes, that �in the duel the posturing that occurred before combat 

was more important than the actual physical violence, since it was through this process 

that participants ascribed meaning to the dispute.�79  Taylor�s research delves into the 

judicial cases of seventeenth-century Castile, and the recording of these incidents is 

remarkably similar to the extant text of scenes depicting violence in the comedias of the 

Siglo de Oro.  He comments: �The judicial authorities tended to expend less ink 

describing the actual combat than they did on the verbal and gestural posturing that 

preceded, and often accompanied, the fighting.�80  It seems that court reporters in early 

modern Castile followed the same pattern for notation as the playwrights by only 

including a small notation for riñen. 

 The close relation to theatre to the formal and public declarations of honor and 

duels is not surprising.  There is a protagonist and an antagonist with each participant 

owning their individual roles and justifications for conflict.  Honor affected both genders 

as men and women alike would play out these roles publicly and with much posturing 

and preening.  Kiernan proposes: 

Europe was the chosen home of the theatre, and the duel, itself strongly 
theatrical in character, was well adapted to the dramatist�s 
needs�Principals and seconds were actors, carefully conning the parts 
laid out for them, each word and gesture, ideally at least, carefully 
calculated for effect.81  
 

The spectacle and dramatic tension created by affairs of honor and duels are supported by 

Lope and his proclamations in Arte nuevo de hacer comedias en este tiempo.   Once the 

                                                
79 Taylor, Violence and Honor in Golden Age Spain, 77. 
80 Ibid, 50. 
81 Kiernan, The Duel in European History, 10. 
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early modern Spanish culture of swords, comprised of training, honor and duels, is 

understood, its application to the comedias of Lope, Calderón and their peers 

immediately enriches the theatrical experience for all participants. 
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Chapter 2: 

The Swords of Lope 

All studies of Spanish comedias must acknowledge the seminal importance of 

Lope de Vega Carpio (1562-1635).  Lope de Vega has long been considered the 

foundational pillar of the Spanish Siglo de Oro. This is partially due to the staggering 

number of plays that he is credited with writing.  It was not simply the sheer volume of 

his playwriting that fed his reputation.  In fact he was preceded by Juan de la Cueva 

(1543-1612), whose plays were being performed in Madrid while Lope was still a boy.  

As MacCurdy states, �Cueva is remembered chiefly as the first dramatist to write plays 

based on Spanish national history and legends, but he also was the leading Spanish 

practitioner of the European neo-Senecan school which delighted in shocking audiences 

with horror, revenge, and bloodshed.�82  Although not the first Spanish playwright, Lope 

would formulate a Spanish style of playwriting that would influence Spanish theatre 

throughout the seventeenth century. 

The exact dates when Lope began writing for the theatre are not certain.  As with 

much of his early life, we simply have a rough idea of where he was and what he may 

have been doing.  He attended the Jesuit College and the Royal Academy in Madrid in 

1578 where, on completing his studies, he entered the theatrical profession.83  It is also 

presumed that he was a page to the Bishop of Alcalá in 1575 and that he wrote his first 

comedia while studying at the University of Alcalá.84  The one thing for certain is that 

Lope lived a colorful life that seems to have supplied him with a rich source of dramatic 

material for his prolific playwriting career. 

                                                
82 Raymond R. MacCurdy, Spanish Drama of the Golden Age, 3. 
83 Heinz Gerstinger, Lope de Vega and Spanish Dramatists, 101 
84 Mary Parker, Spanish Dramatists of the Golden Age, 229. 
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The 1580s were a tumultuous decade for the young Lope as he not only began his 

career as a dramatist, but also served as a soldier under Don Álvaro de Bazán fighting 

against Portugal in the Azores.85  Upon completion of his service, he returned to Madrid 

and crafted a reputation as a poet when his first plays were produced in the Corral de la 

Cruz.  He became a celebrity from the scandalous gossip surrounding his illicit affair 

with Elena Osorio, the married daughter of Jerónimo Velásquez, theatrical producer of 

the Corral de la Cruz.  As with most of his love affairs, this one was doomed to end in 

dramatic and scandalous fashion.  In 1587 Elena spurned his affection and Lope was 

arrested for writing libelous poems that defamed her honor and that of her family.86  

Lope�s arrest led to his banishment when a judge sentenced him to eight years� exile from 

Madrid and two years� from the Kingdom of Castile.87   

The affair with Elena was only the first in a long string of romances for the 

playwright.  Upon exile, he left for Valencia, only to return to Madrid briefly to abduct 

seventeen-year-old Isabel de Urbina whom he married by proxy against her family�s 

wishes in 1588.  After a few brief months of marriage, Lope left his young bride to enlist 

in the famed Spanish Armada where he served on the admiral�s ship San Juan. 88  He was 

fortunate to survive the disastrous expedition against the English and returned to Valencia 

to be with Isabel and begin his writing career in earnest. By 1589 he was a celebrated 

poet in Valencia and was sending plays every two months by messenger to Madrid.89 

Lope established himself as one of the most popular playwrights of Spain in the  

1590s.  He became the secretary to the Duke of Alba in 1590 and served him until 1596.  

                                                
85 Gerstinger, Lope de Vega and Spanish Dramatists, 101 
86 Henryk Ziomek, A History of Spanish Golden Age Drama, 37. 
87 Parker, Spanish Dramatists of the Golden Age, 230. 
88 Gerstinger, Lope de Vega and Spanish Dramatists, 102. 
89 Ibid, 102. 
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This post offered him noble patronage and the financial security to write his comedias. 

Following Isabel�s death during childbirth in 1594, Lope was pardoned in 1595 after 

Jerónimo Velásquez, upset that he was not able to capitalize on Lope�s success in 

Madrid, requested the suspension of his sentence. 90  Lope returned to Madrid but ran 

afoul of local authorities when he was charged with concubinage in 1596 for taking up 

residence with Antonia Trillo de Armenta.91  This dalliance was shortly followed in 1598 

by a sustained liaison with the married actress, Micaela de Luján, who bore Lope seven 

children, and a concurrent marriage to Juana de Guardo, the daughter of a wealthy 

butcher who came with a substantial dowry.92  This pattern of carrying on multiple 

romances would continue through the remainder of his life.  He would never again marry 

after Juana�s death in 1613 but would continue relationships with Jerónima de Burgos in 

1613 and his final, long-term relationship with the married Marta de Nevares from 1616 

to1632.93 

Lope was already the most popular playwright in Spain when he wrote his 

defense of Spanish theatre and his own plays in particular. This fact marks the difference 

between Lope and his English counterpart, Shakespeare, who, unfortunately for early 

modern scholars, remained silent regarding the structure and approach he took to his 

writing.  Thacker describes the Arte Nuevo de hacer comedias en este tiempo as �a 

practical man-of-the-theatre�s guide to (and apology for) what has been shown to work in 

the Spanish corral at the turn of the seventeenth century.�94  Even four centuries later, 

Lope�s analysis of commercial seventeenth-century Madrid theatre still holds true: one of 

                                                
90 Ziomek, A History of Spanish Golden Age Drama, 38. 
91 Parker, Spanish Dramatists of the Golden Age, 230. 
92 MacCurdy, Spanish Drama of the Golden Age, 33. 
93 Parker, Spanish Dramatists of the Golden Age, 231. 
94 Thacker, A Companion to Golden Age Theatre, 46. 
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the most profitable methods to create and produce a commercially viable theatrical 

production is to approach it in a practical manner that caters to the audience and the 

abilities of the performers. 

The same method is true of fight directors who need to examine all displays of 

physical violence in a practical fashion influenced by the types of weapons used and the 

skill set of the actors-combatants involved.  They must also consider the expectations of 

the paying audience who will cheer at scenes of simulated violence but may flinch in 

horror if the action is too real or the participants harm one another.  V.G. Kiernan notes:  

What serious writers or artists have made of it [duels] is often more 
meaningful than the actual fights, most of them vulgarly trivial, some 
disgustingly brutal. Their ways of looking at it offer much in the way of 
insight into the manners, the social or moral atmosphere, the self-picturing 
of the upper classes.95  
 

In this manner, theatrical combat was far more stylistic than the duels and skirmishes 

witnessed in early modern Madrid.  As Lope noted, it is the imitation of reality, not 

reality itself that is required for the theatrical stage. 

Weapons serve two purposes when brought on stage.  The first has traditionally 

been as accoutrements of costuming.  Each piece of armor or weapon worn would signify 

specific aspects of the character.  This was as true for theatrical life as it was for daily 

existence.  Kiernan remarks of European nobles that �it behoved them all the more to 

advertise their rank by wearing a sword, and being ready to draw it against any opponent 

worthy of it.�96  Until the Renaissance, this was also the primary function of weapons on 

stage.  Physical conflict and action traditionally occurred offstage, with characters 

recounting events on stage.   Also as pieces of costume, these properties were not subject 

                                                
95 V.G. Kiernan, The Duel in European History, 9. 
96 Kiernan, The Duel in European History, 55. 
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to historical accuracy.  Instead, medieval knights were dressed as Renaissance nobles, 

with their armor and weaponry reflecting the period 

in which the play was performed, not set.  This 

anachronistic use of armor is evident in the art of 

Lope�s contemporary, El Greco, who in painting St. 

Martin and the Beggar depicted a fourth-century 

saint in the armor of a sixteenth-century noble.  

Lope also recognizes this lack of attention to 

historical accuracy in costuming in his Arte Nuevo: 

 Los trajes nos dijera Julio Pólux, 
 si fuera necesario, que, en España 
 es de las cosas bárbaras que tiene 
 la comedia presente recibidas: 
 sacar un turco un cuello de cristiano 
 y calzas atacadas un romano.97 

In Peribáñez y el comendador de Ocaña 

Lope uses weapons, specifically the sword and dagger, as a symbol of nobility and a 

defining visual aspect of character.  As with El Greco�s painting, Lope chooses to use the 

Renaissance sword and dagger to depict the nobility of a fourteenth-century Spaniard, 

under the rule of King Enrique III (1390-1406).98  This is most evident in Act III, scene 2, 

when Peribáñez, recently promoted to the rank of Captain, requests that his patron Lord, 

the Commander of Ocaña, buckle on his new sword and dagger: 

Peribáñez: Que la espada  
me ciña su señoría, 

                                                
97 Lope de Vega, Arte Nuevo de hacer comedias en este tiempo, Verse 27. �Of costume Julius Pollux would 
tell us if it were necessary, for in Spain it is the case that the comedy of today is replete with barbarous 
things: a Turk wearing the neck-gear of a Christian and a Roman in tight breeches.� (translation by William 
T. Brewster). 
98 Marín, Juan Mariá, Introducción de Peribánez y el Comendador de Ocaña, 40. 

Figure 12: St. Martin and the Beggar, 
El Greco, 1597-1599 
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para que ansí vaya honrado. 
 

Comendador: Mostrad, haréos caballero; 
Que de essos bríos espero, 
Pedro, un valiente soldado.99 

With this act, the Commander advances Peribáñez socially and culturally. In placing a 

sword on his person, Peribánez is now a noble and therefore must carry the martial 

symbol of his rank.  The act is also twofold as now Peribáñez has acquired a level of 

honor, which, in turn, he must defend.  By having the act performed on stage, Lope 

creates a hero the common Spaniard can emulate, and a warning to unscrupulous nobles 

not to abuse the Spanish peasant. 

 The culture of swords is so prevalent in Peribáñez that even when only mentioned 

and not physically brought on stage, swords are weapons worthy of respect and fear.  Inés 

illustrates this quality commenting in Act II, scene 5: 

Inés:  Yo, si viesse algún ruido  
cuéntame por desmayada.  
Tiemblo una espada envainada;  
desnuda, pierdo el sentido.100   

Effectively performing the gravitas of displaying weapons on stage, present-day theatre 

practitioners need to understand and respect these weapons, even when used only as 

symbolic properties and their place in Spanish Renaissance culture.   

 Lope also turns to the sword as a symbolic property in El castigo sin venganza.  

In this comedia the weapon is used to identify the guilt of Federico, the bastard son of the 

Duke, who is tricked into killing his stepmother and lover, Cassandra.  On discovering 
                                                
99 Lope de Vega, Peribáñez y el Comendador de Ocaña, Act III, sc. 2, 152-156. �Peribáñez: I would count 
it a great honor if your lordship would buckle on my sword.  Commander:  I will, Pedro. But, first, kneel 
down and feel the weight of mine.  Now rise a knight, from whom great valor is expected.�  (translation by 
Jill Booty). 
100 Vega, Peribáñez y el Comendador de Ocaña, Act II, sc. 5, 339-342. �And if we hear any noises in the 
night, I shall be terrified, I warn you. I tremble if I see a sword in its sheath; unsheathed I faint on the spot!� 
(translation by Jill Booty). 
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the incestuous affair of his wife and illegitimate son, the Duke creates an elaborate plot to 

restore his honor without allowing the affair to become public.  The Duke ties his wife to 

a chair and covers her face.  He then tells Federico that he has captured a traitorous noble 

and bound him to a chair.  The Duke orders his son to kill the traitor without looking at 

his face.  Once Federico leaves the stage to carry out his father�s orders, the Duke calls 

forth his men and tells him that his son has killed Cassandra.  On his return, a violent 

scene of justice unfolds: 

   Duque:   Ya con la sangrienta espada  
    sale el traidor. 
   (Salga el Conde, con la espada desnuda.) 
   Federico:   ¿Qué es aquesto? 
    Voy a descubrir la cara 
    del traidor que me decías, 
    y hallo� 
   Duque:    No prosigas, calla. 
    ¡Matalde, matalde! 
   Marqués:  ¡Muera! 
   Federico:  ¡O padre! ¿Por qué me matan? 
   Duque:  En el tribunal de Dios, 
    traidor, te dirán la causa. 
    Tú, Aurora, con este ejemplo, 
    parte con Carlos a Mantua, 
    que él te merece, y yo gusto. 
   Aurora:  Estoy señor, tan turbada, 
    que no sé lo que responda. 
   Batín:  Di que sí, que no es sin causa 
    todo lo que ves, Aurora. 
   Aurora:  Señor, desde aquí a mañana 
    te daré respuesta. 
   (Salga el Marqués) 
   Marqués:    Ya 
    queda muerto el Conde.101 
 
                                                
101 Vega, El castigo sin venganza, Act III, 2991-3008. Duke: Here comes the murderer, his sword still 
bloody. (Enter Federico.)  Federico: I uncovered her face. You told me it was a traitor.  Duke: No more. 
Silence. Kill him.  Marquis: Die!  Federico: Oh father! Why do they strike at me? Duke: In the tribunal of 
God, you will learn the cause. Aurora, with this example in your mind, go with Carlos for Mantua, for he 
deserves you, and I am satisfied. Aurora: Sir, I cannot speak. Batín: What you have seen has not been 
without cause, Aurora.  Aurora: I will thank you, sir, tomorrow.  Marquis: The Count is dead. (translation 
by Jill Booty). 
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The unsheathed bloody sword, as indicated by the Duke�s description and the stage 

directions, is the signal for justice being performed through an impromptu execution.  No 

longer is the sword a property of noble rank, as in Peribáñez, but instead it is the 

damning evidence of a murder.   

The stage action that follows is not explicit as to whether Federico is executed on 

stage.  There are clues that support either killing him or having him dragged off.  From 

the text, the only constants are that the Duke orders his men to kill Federico and that this 

command, according to stage directions, is given in front of �Marqués, Aurora, Batín, 

Ricardo, y todos los demás que se han introducido� who enter just before Federico 

returns.102  The actual act of executing Federico seems to be initiated by the Marqués�s 

line �¡Muera!� (Die!).  This is quickly followed by Federico�s cries to his father, �¿Por 

qué me matan?� (Why do the strike at me?).  Although the stage directions that follow 

note the Marqués returning to declare that Federico is dead, it is never clearly indicated 

that they leave the stage.  It is an open-ended scene of violence that is left to the artistic 

interpretation of the production with one constant fact that Federico dies. 

Theatrically the comedia would be best served if the execution were performed on 

stage.  The men could easily circle Federico on the Duke�s command and begin stabbing 

him with the Marqués�s vengeful cry.  Their bodies would also assist in masking their 

false thrusts creating only the illusion of stabbing the prone Federico.  These actions 

would then justify Federico�s pleading question to his father while he is being killed.  

Federico also foreshadows his execution when he refers to Caesar before leaving the 

stage to kill Cassandra unknowingly: 

                                                
102 Vega, El castigo sin venganza, Act III. �Marquís, Aurara, Batin, Ricardo and all who have been 
introduced.� (translation by Jill Booty). 
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 Federico:  Ya voy, détente, y si hallara 
  el mismo César, le diera 
  por ti, ¡ay Dios!, mil estocadas.103 

As with Polonius in Hamlet, the reference to the assassination of Caesar, seemingly 

innocuous in itself, presages the presentation of Federico�s death.  What is left open is 

that his executioners have the option of using their swords or perhaps their daggers to 

stab him.  Either weapon would work, although daggers would perhaps be the safest to 

use and more evocative of Caesar�s assassination.   

 Daggers would also allow the sword to retain its symbolic imagery of damning 

evidence.  The function of the sword in El castigo sin venganza is to create a theatrical 

atmosphere filled with danger and impending death the moment Federico enters.  It is 

seen as an implicit instrument of violence that, when drawn, invariably leads to death.  

This image is powerful enough that merely mentioning the weapon can often lead to a 

similar effect that is often followed by chaos, fear, and panic.  

In the opening act of his comedia, El perro del hortelano, Lope creates a sense of 

danger and urgency by having actors rush immediately about on stage.  In the ensuing 

confusion the Countess Diana, with her gentleman Fabio, believe that thieves have 

broken into her household attempting to steal and violate her honor.  Although no 

weapons are explicitly depicted on stage, Fabio�s description of the intruder establishes 

the immediate danger to the home: 

Fabio: A la lámpara tiró 
el sombrero, y la mató. 
Con esto los pasos pasa,  
y en lo escuro [oscuro] del portal  
saca la espada y camina.104 

                                                
103 Vega, El castigo sin venganza, Act III, 2969-2971. �Stay, Father, I will go, and though I find Caesar 
himself, yet for you I will strike him a thousand times.� (translation by Jill Booty). 
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Fabio�s narrative encourages the chaotic opening in describing the intruder first snuffing 

out a lamp, and then, in a final show of defiance, drawing his sword before leaving.  The 

act of drawing a sword and exposing its naked blade was the Renaissance equivalent of 

cocking a pistol.  It meant that the weapon was ready to be used, and its purpose was to 

maim or kill an opponent.  Fabio�s observation, therefore, justifies Diana�s anger and 

concern over having her household violated.   

The image of a drawn sword also informs Fabio�s reaction when he is questioned 

by Diana for not pursuing the mystery man further: 

Fabio: ¿Qué querías? 
Diana:   ¡Pesia tal! 

Cerrar con él y matalle. 
Otavio:  Si era hombre de valor,  

¿fuera bien echar tu honor 
desde el portal a la calle?105 

Of course Fabio�s lack of violent response is justified within the constraints of honor and 

propriety.  However this could also be a comic response if the actor playing Fabio 

understands the �life-and-death� scenario created by locking blades with the unknown 

intruder.  His question would mark him as a man who has a healthy respect for and 

cautionary fear of swordplay.  In essence he is the sixteenth-century equivalent of a 

security guard who refuses to chase an armed criminal for fear of his personal safety.  

 The gravitas of this particular incident is further explained later in the act in a 

scene between Teodoro, Diana�s secretary, and Tristan, Teodoro�s gracioso.  It is then 

                                                                                                                                            
104 Vega, El perro del hortelano, Act I, 54-58. �As he went down the stairs, he threw his hat at the lamp and 
put it out. So he fled through the courtyards in darkness, madam, and disappeared through the main gate 
brandishing his sword.� (translation by Jill Booty). 
105 El perro del hortelano, Act I, 59-64. �Fabio: Why, madam, what would you have had me do? Diana: 
Why, close with him and kill him. Octavio: If he were a nobleman and not a thief, then to expel him noisily 
and forcefully from your door, would, I fear, cast out our honor with you.� (translation by Jill Booty). 
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that the audience discovers that they were not intruders but, instead, household staff 

trying to communicate with Teodoro�s initial love interest, Marcela. 

Teodoro:  Cuando Fabio me siguió 
 bajando las escaleras, 
 fue milagro no matalle. 
Tristán:  ¡Qué lindamente tiré 

mi sombrero a la luz! 
Teodoro:   Fue,  

detenelle y deslumbralle 
porque, si adelante pasa 
no le dejara pasar.106 

The threat of violence is clear as Teodoro admits he would have been forced to attack 

Fabio if not for Tristan�s well-thrown hat.  In these brief exchanges according to the 

dialogue and limited stage directions, without presenting a sword on stage, Lope creates 

an atmosphere for potential violence.  In effect, the sword becomes a signifier for death 

through the threat of grievous bodily injury.   

 Unfortunately for �fight guys/girls�, El perro del hortelano only discusses swords 

without ever presenting an actual dual.  The only violence that is expressly indicated 

occurs in the second act.  After hearing Teodoro proclaim his love for Marcela, Diana 

loses her temper in a fit of jealousy and attacks Teodoro: 

Diana:  ¡Pícaro infame! 
 Haré yo que os maten luego. 
Teodoro:  ¿Qué hace vuseñoría? 

Diana:  Daros, por sucio y grosero, 
Estos bofetones.107 

                                                
106 El perro del hortelano, Act I, 353-360. �Teodoro: When Fabio followed us downstairs, it was a wonder 
that I did not kill him.  Tristán: That was a neat shot, when I threw my hat at the lamp.  Teodoro: had he 
come farther I would have struck him down as he ran. So your hat did him a good turn, Tristán.� 
(translation by Jill Booty). 
107 El perro del hortelano, Act II, 2218-2222. �Diana: You infamous slave! I will have you killed then. 
Teodoro: madam why do you beat me? Diana: You foul-mouthed, gross, and filthy rogue!� (translation by 
Jill Booty). 
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In the absence of explicit stage directions, the dialogue clearly indicates that Diana hits 

Teodoro.  It is only later in the scene that Fabio and Federico express how severely 

Teodoro was beaten by Diana: 

  Fabio:  Admirado 
   de ver, señor conde, quedo 
   tratar tan mal a Teodoro, 
   cosa que jamás ha hecho 
   la condesa mi señora. 

Federico:   Bañóle de sangre el lienzo.108 

The playwright through Federico�s observation of the �Bañóle de sangre el lienzo� 

explains that Teodoro required a handkerchief to stop the bleeding caused by Diana�s 

attack. A conversation between Tristán and Teodoro supports this reading: 

Tristán:  Siempre tengo de venir 
acabados los sucesos; 
parezco espada cobarde. 

  Teodoro: ¡Ay Tristán! 
  Tristán: Señor, ¿qué es esto? 
   ¡Sangre en el lienzo! 

Teodoro:  Con sangre 
quiere amor que de los celos 
entre la letra.109 
 

Here the conversation returns to swordplay, albeit peripherally.  Tristán�s 

acknowledgment of his cowardice is framed in his deficiencies as a sword, or a 

swordsman.  It is also interesting that martial weapons are discussed immediately 

following a violent confrontation, one where Diana clearly strikes Teodoro with enough 

force and anger to draw a significant amount blood that it �bañóle de sangre el lienzo.� 

                                                
108 El perro del hortelano, Act II, 2240-2245. �Fabio: I swear I know not what to think. But I confess I am 
amazed to see her treat Teodoro so badly.  Never before have I seen my lady, the Countess, behave so. 
Federico: She has given him a bloody nose.  Look at his handkerchief� (translation by Jill Booty). 
109 El perro del hortelano, Act II, 2260-2266. �Tristán: Like the cowardly swordsman, I only arrive when 
the excitement is over. Teodoro: Oh Tristán! Tristán: Sir, what is this? There is blood on your 
handkerchief! Teodoro: Love has signed its name there with the hand of jealousy.� (translation by Jill 
Booty).  
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 It should be noted that although the scene between Diana and Teodoro does not 

contain swords, knives, or other forms of weaponry, it still needs to be staged with the 

assistance of a fight choreographer.  Two actors are coming into physical contact with 

one another in order to simulate theatrical acts of violence.  As Dale Anthony Girard 

defines stage combat: 

In reality, however, it [stage combat] includes any and all physical conflict 
armed and unarmed, that takes place in the theatre.  From one seemingly 
simple slap or shove to the mass battle of Bosworth field, each and every 
physical encounter on stage is serious business.  It is not a game or a 
contest; there are no winners in that frame of mind, only losers.  Neither 
the director nor the performers should ever forget that fact.110 
 

It is the lazy director and actor who simply �go for it�, slapping their fellow actor�s face 

in order to perform the scene.   Instead, with structure and clearly choreographed fight 

technique actors are given a physical foundation upon which to perform.  It is the same 

with any performed art or sport. The more practice and specific technique one studies the 

better the physical performance will be under the pressure of a live audience. In the case 

of El perro del hortelano the dialogue requires Diana to draw enough blood from 

Teodoro that others will notice and comment on it.  This in turn indicates that without 

specific fight choreography, actors attempting to perform the scene are at a high risk of 

injuring one another, which might prevent future performances, or not convincingly 

present a �beat down.� 

 Perhaps Lope�s best known beating of a servant character occurs in Act II of 

Fuenteovejuna.  In order to protect Jacinta from being taken as amusement for the 

soldiers of Fernando Gómez de Guzmán, Chief Commander of the Order of Calatrava, 

the peasant Mengo attempts to block their way: 

                                                
110 Girard, Actors on Guard, 2. 
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  Mengo: Llégate, Jacinta, a mí. 
  Jacinta:  ¿Tienes armas? 
  Mengo:   Las primeras 
   del mundo.  
  Jacinta:  ¡Oh, si las tuvieras! 
  Mengo:  Piedras hay, Jacinta, aquí.111  

Here Mengo, representing the Spanish peasant, notes his weapon of choice is a rock.  In 

order to elevate its status, Mengo names it as �the first and best [weapon] in the world.�  

Lope further elevates Mengo�s weapons by having the Commander order the peasant to, 

�¡Suelta la honda!�112  In this brief interchange Lope associates Mengo with the biblical 

boy David who famously fought the giant Goliath with only a rock and sling.   

The weapon displayed on stage is only a symbolic property and not used for 

offense as Mengo is quickly surrounded by the Commander�s soldiers.  To counter the 

honor attributed to Mengo, the Commander then commands his troops: 

 Comendador:    No ensuziéis 
  las armas que habéis de honrar  

en otro mejor lugar. 
Ortuño: ¿Qué mandas? 
Comendador:  Que lo açotéis. 

Llevalde, y en esse roble 
le atad y le desnudad, 
y con las riendas...113 

The Commander�s orders are in effect a counter-insult, similar to the rhetoric used in 

preparing for a duel in which questions of honor are invoked.  Armed with only a sling, 

Mengo is a heroic figure who is quickly stripped, literally and figuratively, of his honor 

by the more physically powerful soldiers.   

                                                
111 Fuenteovejuna, Act II, 1201-1204. �Mengo: Well, that leaves me.  Come, Jacinta.  Jacinta: Have you 
weapons? Mengo: The first and best in the world.  Jacinta: I would  you had.  Mengo: Stones, Jacinta, 
stones. Here, come on.� (translation by Jill Booty). 
112 Ibid, 1214-1216. �Commander: Put down that sling!� (translation by Jill Booty). 
113 Ibid, 1214-1216. �Commander: No! Do not soil your swords. They will be put to more honorable use 
soon enough. Ortuño: What is your command?  Commander: Beat him.  Take him and tie him to that oak. 
Strip him and beat him with your belts. � (translation by Jill Booty). 
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It is interesting to consider that in Jill Booty�s translation the term �armas� is 

translated into swords.  Lope, however, clearly uses the term armas, which is �arms� 

meaning a number of weapons not just armas blancas (edged weapons) or espadas 

(swords).  By not employing the term espadas Lope is excusing the noble weapon from 

the violent acts the soldiers will commit against Mengo and, later, Jacinta.  Lope also 

refrains from presenting the beating of Mengo and the entire uprising of Fuenteovejuna in 

Act III as on stage action.   This choice could have many reasons, but I assume that it was 

chosen because attempting to choreograph such a large scale rebellion would have been 

nearly impossible.   This is especially true if Lope is striving to imitate �lo verisímil.�  

Without specific actions and choreography, large mobs and battles quickly turn into a 

mass of actors milling about in a haze of confusion.  Suddeth acknowledges the 

difficulties of large-scale, on-stage battles: 

It takes an enormous amount of time to choreograph an extremely 
complicated battle scene with multiple switching of ground, interlaced 
fights, changing of partners, group charges, and so forth.  Therefore when 
time is a problem, I suggest that the battle scene, or brawl, be kept simple.  
Rely on running charges offstage and on group movement rather than lots 
of individual fights.114 
 

Lope instinctively seems to understand the difficulties inherent in large-scale theatrical 

combat. To maintain the gravitas of the action he refrained from allowing his actors to 

fight on stage.  Instead, he only allowed his characters to come on stage when fleeing or 

charging into the next skirmish. 

The reason behind weapons and armor used as accoutrements of costume may 

stem from Lope�s understanding that playwrights should avoid depicting the impossible.  

Before the late sixteenth century all violence, other than the occasional slap, clubbing or 

                                                
114 Suddeth, Staging the Fight, 94. 
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knife attack, occurred offstage.  The enormous influx of on stage duels after 1580 in both 

Spanish comedias and English tragedies suggests that choreographed combat for 

theatrical effect was systematized into an effective and safe technique.  Unfortunately, 

scholars of stage combat have documentation through extant play texts that fights 

occurred, but there are no records or plots of specific choreography and routines that 

actors used in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.   

In the absence of such material, I postulate that early stage combat techniques 

were akin to magic tricks.  Each performer had his specific form of sleight-of-hand, and 

guarded these secrets to preserve his value as an actor.  These techniques, shared with 

fellow performers, were kept within the theatrical company and not recorded for the 

general enthusiast.  Although circumstantial, the case of actor Antonia Balletti, who was 

shot while performing Coraline magicienne at the Comédia-Italienne on September 16, 

1759, supports this theory.115  Balletti received a �considerable flesh wound� when a 

supernumerary accidently picked up a soldier�s loaded rifle, instead of his stage rifle 

loaded with blanks, and shot the actor during a climactic scene.116  The company actor 

was only injured when a non-company member, the hired supernumerary, was included 

in the firing of muskets on stage.  The amateur super had not been informed of the first 

rule of stage combat with firearms: never aim directly at the actor.  Instead, lost in the 

moment of his time on stage, the extra made a critical error that documents the ineptitude 

of those uninitiated in the art of stage illusion. 

  These techniques create the second role of weapons on the stage: as physical 

properties used to suggest action.  Without extant plots for physical combat in 

                                                
115 William D. Howarth, French Theatre in the Neo-Classical Era, 1550-1789, 422. 
116 Howarth, French Theatre in the Neo-Classical Era, 1550-1789,423. 
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Renaissance plays, fight choreographers and scholars have turned to the text, keenly 

analyzing dialogue for any indicators of physical action.  Colleen Kelly supports this 

practice noting:  

The poetic language and imagery in the dialogue provide significant clues 
to the physical state that a particular character is in and whether that state 
is governed by emotion or reason.  Identifying physical states is important 
because a character must be in a specific physical state in order to execute 
specific physical action such as �they fight�.�117   
 

It is with this analytical approach that one should turn to the plays of Lope de Vega and 

his contemporaries when attempting to understand or revive a production.   

 Lope began using weapons on the stage early in his writing career during the 

period when he was developing the comedia nueva.  In La pobreza estimada (1597-

1603), he masterfully incorporates his dialogue to dictate a fight between the hero, 

Leonido, his rival, Ricardo, and Ricardo�s lackeys: 

  Leonido: Al puesto me vuelvo solo; 
Tanto el amor me lastima 
Acompañado de celos. 

Ricardo: ¿Quién va? 
Leonido:  Un hombre, 
Ricardo:    Pase pues. 
Julio: (Ap. á Ricardo.) Este es uno de los tres. 
Ricardo: ¡Muera, y mueran mis recelos! 

(Riñen) 
Leonido: ¡Oh perros! Todos á uno. 

Y denantes tan cobardes! 
Celio: Dale por detrás, no aguardes. 
Leonido: ¡Ay! 
Julio:   Huye. 
Leonido:  Espéreme alguno. 

(Vanse Ricardo y los suyos)118 

                                                
117 Colleen Kelly, �Figuring the Fight� Theatre and Violence Vol 7, 103. 
118 Vega, La pobreza estimada, Act I, scene 16. Leonido: I have come back alone; Love accompanied by 
jealousy injures me so much. Ricardo: Who goes there? Leonido: A man. Ricardo: Then pass. Julio: (Aside 
to Ricardo. ) This is one of the three. Ricardo: Die, and my fears die! (They quarrel) Leonido: You dogs!  
All of you against one. And before so cowardly! Celio: Attack him from behind, do not wait. Leonido: Oh! 
Julio: Flee. Leonido: Wait, stay and fight me! (Exit Ricardo and the lackeys).  
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Even without an existing plot of fight choreography, several issues are immediately 

addressed through the dialogue.  First, we know there are four participants, two nobles 

(Leonido and Ricardo) and two servants (Julio and Celio).  This fact alone determines 

that the fight requires a large space to imitate the reality of sword fighting.  Second, in 

attacking Leonido as a group, Ricardo and his serving men have shown themselves to be 

dishonorable opponents.  This aspect should come forth in their fighting style as they will 

attempt any action that will lead to victory. Lastly, we know that Leonido is stabbed in 

the back and the stroke will not be fatal. 

As discussed in chapter 2, in order to approach the fighting style of early modern 

Spain, one should first familiarize oneself with the Spanish school of fencing, La 

Destreza.  This understanding can be applied directly to the fight between Leonido and 

Ricardo�s entourage.  The dialogue instructs one character, either Ricardo or Julio 

(preferably Ricardo for dramatic effect), to strike Leonido from behind. To accomplish 

this maneuver the choreographer must have the attackers circle Leonido, to expose his 

back for the indicated 

attack.  There is also 

dialogue for both 

Leonido and Celio that 

occurs between the start 

of the fight and the 

fleeing of the three 

antagonists.  In circling 

Figure 13: Training on the circle, printed in Académie de l'Éspée, 1628
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one another, including a few feints and attacks with their swords, the actors have the time 

and opportunity to prepare for the wounding thrust to Leonido while saying their lines.   

 Lope, ever the entertainer, almost surpasses the first fight in the third act by 

presenting a scene in which Leonido�s wife, Dorotea, and her slave, Isabel, hold off 

Ricardo and his servants with drawn swords: 

  Dorotea: ¡Oh traidor! 
(A Isabel.) Descuelga aquellas espadas. 

Isabel: Voy por ellas.  (Vase.) 
Ricardo: ¡Que te agradas 

De mi muerte y tu rigor! 
¡Ah mi bien! 

Dorotea: ¡Ah infame y vil! 
(Vuelve Isabel con dos espadas.) 
Isabel: Toma, Señora. 
Ricardo: ¿Qué quieres? 
Dorotea:  Que conozcas las mujeres 

En acto más varonil. 
Sacude, Isabel; echemos 
Estos cobardes de casa. 

Ricardo: ¡Hay tal cosa! ¡Que esto pasa! 
Tancredo:  ¿Qué haremos? 
Isabel:  ¡Fuera! 
Celio:  ¿Qué haremos? 
(Empreden las dos á cuchilliadas con los cuatro.)119 

Once again the dialogue and stage directions begin to inform the reader about the 

specifics of the intended fight.  This situation requires six performers, where only the 

women, Dorotea and Isabel, are using swords. The other clues we have are in the 

surprisingly detailed stage directions which states that the women stab with their newly 

acquired swords at the men.  The remaining action is unknown, but will be determined by 

                                                
119 Vega, La Pobreza Estimada, Act III, scene 14. Dorotea: Oh traitor! (to Isabel.) Take down those 
swords. Isabel: I�ll get them. (exits) Ricardo: Kill me if you like! It�s all the same to me! Dorotea: Oh 
infamous and vile! (Isabel returns with two swords.) Isabel: Take it, my Lady. Ricardo: What do you want? 
Dorotea: I want you to know that a woman can accomplish a man�s job. He trembles, Isabel; Let us throw 
these cowards out of our house.  Ricardo: Is there such a thing! How can it be? Tancredo: What will we do? 
Isabel: Get Out! Celio: What will we do? (The two engage the four with their swords.)  
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the choreography of the fight director.  Based on his chosen direction, the scene can take 

on comic undertones, if the women are shown as inept fencers with the men bumbling 

around the stage.  The fight director may also decide to make the fight serious, in which 

case the women are, as Dorotea says, varonil and can handle their blades as well as any 

man.  Either choice will lead to an amusing theatrical spectacle with the potential for 

injury being great as swords are used in elaborate stage combat. 

 In El cabarello de Olmedo Lope presents one of his most elaborate on stage duels.  

The comedia was probably first performed in 1622 and is based on a popular ballad set in 

the reign of King Juan II (1406-54).120  This comedia is unique in that it is a true Spanish 

tragedy in which the hero is assassinated in the final act, only to be vindicated by the deus 

ex machina actions of the King sentencing his murderers to death. It is also a clear 

indication of Lope�s ability to write anachronistically as he presents a scene of combat 

where the techniques indicated are early modern, not medieval. 

 The first act introduces the heroic figure of Don Alonso, his servant and gracioso, 

Tello, and his love interest, Doña Inés.121  Unfortunately for Alonso, Doña Inés was 

previously courted by Don Rodrigo.  In this love triangle, Alonso unknowingly insults 

Rodrigo as he pursues Inés.  This in turn becomes the driving force of the plot as Rodrigo 

stews in anger and plots against the lauded Alonso.  The two rivals first come together in 

a brief skirmish near the end of the first act.  The ensuing scene cements the comedia in 

the sub-genre of capa y espada as defined by Jonathan Thacker: 

                                                
120 Henryk Ziomek, A History of Spanish Golden Age Drama, 65.  
121 The gracioso is a distininctly Spanish theatrical character type of comic servant.  Jonathan Thacker 
notes: �The gracioso, often loud, indiscreet, gluttonous, cowardly, and lewd, at other times loyal and 
shrewd, becomes, in Lope�s hand, perhaps the biggest attractuion for the corral audience through his word-
play, his bawdy humour and his constant undermining of his master and often of the theatrical illusion.� A 
Companion to Golden Age Theatre, 45.  
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The plays often involve an ingénu�s arrival into a new city, street scenes 
(often outside of a church), love at first sight, jealousy, night scenes trysts 
at a balcony or grille, disguise and cross-dressing, coincidental meetings, 
male posturing and even dueling.122 
 

In this night scene, Rodrigo and his ally Don Fernando find themselves beneath Inés�s 

balcony and mistakenly assume that a green ribbon tied to the railing for Alonso is from 

either Inés to Rodrigo or Leonor to Fernando.  While the two men are halving the ribbon, 

a Solomonic compromise, Alonso and Tello come upon them.  It is then that Alonso 

challenges the men and the action quickly leads to a violent confrontation: 

  Alonso:  Hidalgos, 
en las rejas de esa casa 
nadie se arrima. 

Rodrigo: (Ap. á don Fernando.) 
¿Qué es esto? 

Fernando: Ni en el talle ni en el habla 
conozco este hombre. 

Rodrigo: ¿Quién es  
el que con tanta arrogancia 
se atreve á hablar? 

Alonso: El que tiene 
por lengua, hidalgos, la espada. 

Rodrigo: Pues hallará quien castigue 
su locura temeraria. 

Tello:  Cierra, Señor; que no son 
muelas que á difuntos sacan. 

(Desenvainan y riñen: retiranse don 
Rodrigo y don Fernando) 

Alonso: No los sigas. Bueno está 
Tello:  Aquí se quedó una capa. 
Alonso: Cógela y ven por aquí; 

que hay luces en las ventanas. 
(Vanse)123 

                                                
122 Thacker, A Companion to Golden Age Theatre, 45. 
123 Lope de Vega, El caballero del Olmedo, Act I, sc viii. �Alonso: Gentlemen,  
No man lives that loiters here.  Rodrigo:  (to Fernando.)  Who is this? Fernando:  I do not recognize his 
figure or his voice.  Rodrigo:  Who dares to speak so arrogantly?  Alonso:  One whose tongue is in his 
sword.  Rodrigo: Then here is one that will chastise his presumption.  Tello:  Close with them, Master. This 
is better than drawing teeth from corpses. (Rodrigo and Fernando are driven back)  Alonso:  Do not follow 
them.  Tello:  They left this cloak behind.  Alonso: Take it and come this way.  There are lights in the 
window. (They Exit).� (translation by Jill Booty). 
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What is unique about the scene is the specific note from Tello that one of the men left 

behind his cloak.  Later, at the beginning of Act II, Tello informs Alonso that, in fact, the 

cloak belongs to Rodrigo who recognized it when he and Tello passed each other in the 

street.  This note is significant for fight choreographers who should immediately see this 

as an artistic opportunity to display 

on stage the fencing technique of 

rapier and cloak.  It is also possible 

that Lope�s actors would have used 

this scene to display the visually 

exciting action of facing off a 

swordsman, one with a rapier and 

possibly an accompanying dagger, 

against a rapier and cloak. 

 The technique of utilizing a cloak as a tool of defense in a sword fight was 

claimed by the Italian fencing master Giacomo di Grassi in his manual His True Arte of 

Defence, first published in Venice in 1570.124  In truth, it was most likely created out of 

necessity, since the fashion for centuries was to wear a cloak.  The cloak in turn could be 

either a liability as loose clothing in a fight, or controlled and used for defensive 

maneuvers.  Di Grassi supports this, noting:  

Wherefore, as men in diverse accidents have casually 
proved, that the Cloak helpeth greatly (for as much as much as they are to 
wear it daily) they have devised how they may behave themselves in all 
that , in which the Cloak may serve in turn.�125   
 

                                                
124 Craig Turner and Tony Soper, Methods and Practice of Elizabethan Swordplay, 44. 
125 James L. Jackson, Three Elizabethan Fencing Manuals, 73 

Figure 14: Rapier and Cloak, Plate from  
His True Arte of Defense by di Grassi, 1570. 
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Di Grassi goes on to say that his claim was perfecting the art of using a cloak, versus the 

accidental techniques of the common swordsman.  Still this could be quite an effective 

defensive maneuver for Di Grassi suggests: 

The cloak may be flung or thrown with the edge of the sword, when one 
standeth at the low ward, with the point of the sword turned backwards, on 
the left side and the left side with the cloak upon it, followed at large upon 
the arm up to the elbow: but not wrapped about it, and whilest he falseth a 
reverse, he may take the cloak on the edge of the sword and fling it 
towards his enemy, and then strike him with such a blow as shall be then 
most for his advantage deliver.126 
 

By using the cloak to distract one�s opponent one could effectively create a tactical 

advantage.  Luis Pacheco de Narváez referred briefly to the rapier and cape style, 

observing �la espada y capa no estima sola a la espada.�127  

 My argument for displaying the sword and cloak style on stage is also supported 

by the popular Spanish national sport, corrida de toros or bullfighting.  The use of cape 

and sword are integral techniques of the sport.  The image, in painting and prints, is that 

of a matador flourishing his red cape, while preparing to evade and then stab the bull as 

he passes the cape over the animal�s head.  I would argue that the Siglo de Oro audience 

of Madrid would be extremely familiar with this iconic physical image and would expect 

some semblance of technique when actors face off with swords and a cloak.  This 

moonlight skirmish between Alonso and Rodrigo also allows Lope to foreshadow the 

bullfight in the third act.  The actual events of the bullfight are later narrated as offstage 

action in which Rodrigo is bested by the bull and is rescued by Alonso.  The first fight 

can then display the superior technique of Alonso�s single blade to Rodrigo�s potentially 

clumsy sword and cloak.  Since an actual bullfight on stage would have been impossible, 

                                                
126 Jackson, Three Elizabethan Fencing Manuals, 157. 
127 Luis Pacheco de Narváez Libro de las grandezas de la espada, 278. �The sword and cloak do not 
esteem the single sword.� 
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the fight could then echo the style and form of toros, placing Alonso as the symbolic bull 

which is later sacrificed.  In this way there is a recurring theme of violence, jealousy and 

deception between the two men that drives the plot of El caballero de Olmedo. 

 The only specific information regarding the fight within the text is that Alonso 

issues the challenge which begins it and that somehow Rodrigo must drop his cloak.  

Both of these observations are supported by Tello who first cheers his master to �Engage 

them!� and then discovers the fallen cloak.  Other considerations for staging are that 

Alonso clearly fights both men, Rodrigo and Fernando, without injury to any character, 

and in the end drives both off into the night.  The remainder of the fight choreography is 

absent and therefore open to artistic interpretation by the fight director.  By understanding 

the cultural significance of the corrida de toros and the fencing techniques of rapier and 

cloak, it is possible to create a wonderfully theatrical spectacle from the simple stage 

direction, desenvainan y riñen.  

 El cabellero de Olmedo is also one of Lope�s most exciting comedias for �fight 

guys,� for not only does he display a first-act swordfight and then have characters 

describe an offstage third-act bullfight, but he surpasses himself by presenting one last 

fatal encounter.  In the middle of the third act, Rodrigo has set a trap for Alonso, who is 

travelling at night in the woods near his home.   

  Don Rodrigo, don Fernando y su gente. Don Alonso. 
Rodrigo:  ¿Quién va? 

  Alonso: Un hombre. ¿No me ven? 
  Fernando:  Deténgase. 
  Alonso: Caballeros, 
   si acaso necesidad 
   los fuerza a pasos como éstos, 
   desde aquí a mi casa hay poco: 

no habré menester dineros: 
que de día y en la calle 
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se los doy a cuantos veo 
que me hacen honra en pedirlos. 

  Rodrigo:  Quítese las armas luego. 
  Alonso:  ¿Para qué? 
  Rodrigo: Para rendirlas. 
  Alonso:  ¿Saben quién soy? 
  Fernando:  El de Olmedo; 
   el matador de los toros, 
   que viene arrogante y necio 
   a afrentar los de Medina; 
   el que deshonra a don Pedro 
   con alcahuetes infames. 
  Alonso:  Si fuérades, a lo menos, 

nobles vosotros, allá, 
pues tuvistes tanto tiempo, 
me hablárades, y no agora 
que solo a mi casa vuelvo. 
Allá, en las rejas adonde 
dejastes la capa huyendo, 
fuera bien, y no en cuadrilla 
a media noche, soberbios; 
pero confieso, villanos, 
que la estimación os debo; 
que aun siendo tantos, sois pocos. (Riñen.) 

  Rodrigo:  Yo vengo a matar, no vengo  
   a desafíos, que entonces 
   te matara cuerpo a cuerpo. 
   Tírale. (Disparan dentro.) 
  Alonso: Traidores sois, 
   pero sin armas de fuego 
   no pudiérades matarme. 
   ¡Jesús! 
  Rodrigo: Bien lo has hecho, Mendo. 
  Alonso:  ¡Qué poco crédito di 
   a los avisos del cielo! 
   Valor propio me ha engañado, 
   y muerto envidias y celos. 
   ¡Ay de mí! ¿Qué haré en un campo 
   tan solo?128 
                                                
128 Lope de Vega, El caballero del Olmedo, Act III, sc xv. �[Don Rodrigo, Don Fernando and his servant. 
Don Alonso.] Rodrigo: Who goes there? Alonso: A man. Do you not see me? Fernando: Stop. Alonso:  
Gentlemen, if it is necessity that drives you to this extremity, my house is but a short way off; once there 
you shall not want for money. I willingly give to all who do me the honor of asking alms of me, by day. 
Rodrigo: hand me your sword.  Alonso: My sword! Do you know to whom you speak?  Fernando: To the 
man form Olmedo, the great bullfighter, who comes as a foolish braggart to affront the men of Medina, 
who dishonors Don Pedro�s house with his infamous bawds and tricksters.  Alonso: If you were noble, you 
would have found occasion to challenge me before � there was time enough.  Not now, when I am alone.  
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Again within the text Lope has left some specific clues for how the fight should be staged 

in order to support the structure of the comedia.  The most glaring fact is that a firearm is 

used dishonorably to kill Alonso.  It is interesting to consider that this may be the first 

instance of a firearm being used on stage to kill a character.  Lope clearly saw the 

theatrical potential of discharging a firearm on stage and indicates this with Rodrigo�s 

order to his men to �Shoot him!  

 As per the comedia formula, a skirmish at night is the perfect setting for a 

theatrical duel.  In this scene it is clear that three men, Rodrigo, Fernando, and his servant 

Mendo, confront Don Alonso in the woods near Olmedo.  There also is an adequate 

amount of dialogue to allow the actors to spread out on stage and prepare for the fight.  

The three attackers could easily circle Alonso with swords drawn and prepare to attack.  

Since we have already seen that Alonso could hold off two attackers, Rodrigo and 

Fernando, the addition of Mendo could allow for some interesting swordplay.  If Alonso 

is allowed to hold off the three men, the scene could display his strength and martial 

prowess as a true Spanish hero.  This image would be strengthened if Alonso embodies 

the stance and form of la destreza, standing straight and in control of the fight.  The 

mêlée could continue until out of frustration Rodrigo discards his honor by ordering 

Mendo, a servant, to shoot the noble Alonso. 

                                                                                                                                            
You could have challenged me that night when you left your cloak behind you in your haste and fear.  
There was time.  Not now, at midnight, like a gang of thieves.  But even now is time enough to prove you 
cowards, for though you are many in number, you are but few in valor.  (They fight.) Rodrigo: I came to 
kill, not compete in fencing matches. Shoot him. (The servant shoots.) Alonso: Treacherous dogs! Yet 
without firearms you could not kill me. Oh, God! Rodrigo: Well shot, Mendo. Alonso:  How little credence 
I gave to Heaven�s warnings! Belief in my own valor deceived me and delivered me to the foul hands of 
treachery and deceit.  Envy and jealousy have killed me.  Alas, what shall I do in this wild countryside 
alone?� (translation by Jill Booty). 
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 More than any other, this scene illustrates that care and safety had to be 

considered when performing the comedia.  Firearms are dangerous, and this statement 

holds true even today.  Although they are exciting and powerful tools of destruction, they 

are also magnets for accidents.  As J. Allen Suddeth warns: 

All firearms should be considered dangerous.  A false sense of safety can 
be created by thinking that the firearm is unloaded or that it is �merely� 
loaded with blanks � and therefore, a plaything.  People are drawn to guns 
and want to handle them.129 

 
The danger inherent in using firearms on stage is magnified when we consider that these 

actors would have been using the earliest form of firearms, black-powder.   

Since we have no documented accounts of an actor being shot during a 

performance of El caballero de Olmedo, and one could definitely assume such an event 

would have been recorded, safety precautions must have been used.  The need for safety 

is supported as Suddeth describes the dangers involved with using black-powder firearms 

in contemporary productions: 

Black-powder rifles and pistols are much larger in caliber than modern 
guns.  Many of the black-powder weapons are .50 caliber or larger which 
makes quite a large barrel! Consequently these rifles and pistols require a 
lot more powder than modern guns do.  The result, obviously, is a great 
deal of danger if one of these weapons is overloaded with powder.  Black 
powder, itself, does not burn as efficiently as modern gunpowder, and 
burning powder will exit the end of a barrel and travel a good way across 
the stage � sometimes more than twenty feet. This propensity for burning 
debris is possible the most dangerous aspect of black-powder weapons.  
Their larger caliber only compounds the problem.130   
 

The fact that muzzle discharge was always possible with black-powder firearms suggests 

that the Mendo would fire upstage, away from the audience and towards the back wall of 

                                                
129 Suddeth, Fight Directing for the Theater, 269. 
130 Ibid, 294. 
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the stage.  This would also allow Alonso to react while facing the audience, expressing 

the pain inflicted by the wound. 

Although Lope, through his text, gives us clues to the physicality of the 

characters, it is the specific physical moves, preferably influenced by La Destreza, which 

make up the art of the fight choreographer. It is through his work, analogous to the play�s 

director, that the imitated movements of martial combat spring to life through 

performance.  This art also applies to the appearance of weapons and armor as costuming. 

If it is displayed on stage it must have a purpose and an intention.  In approaching the 

comedias of the Siglo de Oro from the perspective of a knowledgeable fight 

choreographer, revival productions will provide greater insight into the cultural mind-set 

and the theatrical world of early modern Spain.  
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Chapter 3: 

Calderón: The Noble Sword 

 Spanish comedias continued to flourish during the early seventeenth-century as 

Lope de Vega�s comedia nueva influenced a generation of young playwrights.  Lope�s 

formulation of commercially successful theatre allowed this second generation to flourish 

until the closure of the theatres in 1644 due to the death of Queen Isabel of France, 

followed by the death of the heir, Prince Baltasar Carlos, in 1646.131  Chief amongst them 

was Pedro Calderón de la Barca, the dramatist who would supplant Lope de Vega as 

Spain�s greatest playwright.  His career would span some sixty years creating a literary 

canon of comedias and autos sacramentales of such high artistic quality that he would 

draw comparisons to Shakespeare.    

 Calderón was born into the aristocratic family of Diego Calderón de la Barca 

Barreda, the Secretary to the Royal Treasury.132  All accounts of Calderón�s early life 

stress that he was groomed to join the priesthood.  He was educated at the Jesuit Colegio 

Imperial in Madrid and later studied law at the University of Salamanca.133  His 

education and social status afforded him a comfortable life with preferential 

appointments through his connections with the Spanish court.  Perhaps due to his 

aristocratic status, he also brought a level of respectability to the profession of playwright 

as he was also a soldier, appointed court poet, director of the court theater, a knight of the 

Order of Santiago, a chaplain of the Brotherhood of San Pedro, and King Philip IV�s holy 

almoner 

                                                
131 Thacker, A Companion to Golden Age Theatre, 93. 
132 Gywnne Edwards, �Introduction� Calderón, Plays: One, ix. 
133 Thacker, A Companion to Golden Age Theatre, 92. 
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Not quite as prolific as Lope, Calderón wrote 120 secular plays and 80 one-act 

autos that were successful in the public corrales, the Corpus Christi celebrations, and in 

court performances.134  The relationship between the two great Spanish playwrights is 

unique as we have documentation that Lope to some extent designated Calderón as his 

artistic successor.  When the younger playwright won third prize in the 1622 St. Isidro 

poetry competition, Lope remarked �[Don Pedro Calderón] at such a tender age has 

earned laurels which time generally bestows only upon those with white hair.�135  

Through his work, Calderón would eventually surpass Lope on the world stage by first 

being performed by itinerant seventeenth-century actors, then influencing such French 

works as Corneille�s Héraclius, Molière�s The Learned Ladies, and Beaumarchais�s The 

Marriage of Figaro.136  Calderón�s dramatic genius would be recognized by Goethe and 

Lessing. In trying to create theatre of a higher cultural value, the two wrote the first 

translations of and staged Calderón�s El alcalde de Zalamea, La vida es sueño, and El 

Principe constante.   

Despite their attempts and the �quintessence of humanity� that Goethe noted in 

Calderón�s plays, early modern Spanish drama never achieved the level of artistic 

acclaim and critical analysis traditionally reserved for the great European dramatists.  

Gertzinger notes that �in later years the German theater continued to make attempts to 

establish Calderón on the stage, as the theater of no other country did, despite the 

                                                
134 Heinz Gerstinger, Pedro Calderón de la Barca, 42-44. 
135 Ibid, 1. 
136 Gerstinger correlates the following plays noting that Héraclius was modeled from In This Life 
Everything is True and Everything is False, Moliere�s The Learned Ladies from You Can�t Play With Love, 
and The Marriage of Figaro is derived from casa con dos puertas mala es guarder, 46. 
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stubborn resistance of many theater people and the very often cool reception of 

audiences.�137   

It is fitting that the majority of Calderón�s comedias were written when he was a 

younger man.  These early plays embodied the quintessential qualities ascribed to the 

passionate Spanish mosqueteros. They are full of love, duels, and secret meetings under 

the moonlight.  They embodied everything Lope mandated for comedia nueva in 

presenting action in Spanish streets, with plots surrounding young petty nobility and 

questions of honor.  They reflected the early modern Spanish audience and created an 

ideal to be emulated, an ideal that Calderón seems to have attempted to personify in his 

early exploits in Spain. 

Where Lope was a regular Don Juan involved in numerous illicit affairs, Calderón 

became renowned for his martial prowess.  In his early twenties he and his brothers were 

involved in a murder and were forced to sell their father�s office in order to compensate 

the victim�s relatives.138  The legal records indicate that the deceased was a relative of the 

Duke of Frias, and, after paying their fines, the entire matter was settled out of court.139  

Typically cases of murder for young minor nobles involved a private duel in which one 

party was fatally wounded.  The fact that Calderón and his brothers had to sell their 

father�s office, points towards a �private duel�.  This method of resolving personal 

matters became quite common after the 1563 Council of Trent condemned both public 

and private judicial duels.140 Guy Rossetti comments on the popularity of private duels: 

The prohibition of the legal single combat was probably the most 
important single factor in the growth of the new contest of honor�When 

                                                
137 Gerstinger, Pedro Calderón de la Barca, 48. 
138 Edwards, �Introduction� Calderón, Plays: One, ix. 
139 Edwin Honig, �Introduction� Calderón 4 Plays, xi. 
140 Guy Rossetti, Introduction to El Postrer Duelo de España, 35. 
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the offense was of a private nature and there were had been no witnesses 
to it, the matter was usually resolved with a secret duel.  It was favored by 
spirited young men, for it allowed the immediate settlement of a quarrel 
without having to deal with the lengthy preparations of the legal single 
combat.�141  

 
With such obfuscation surrounding this early murder case involving Calderón�s family, it 

appears that some private affair, such as an illegal and fatal private duel, was quickly 

covered up.  

 Although this first case was quietly suppressed, a second incident in 1629 

embroiled Calderón and his brothers in the off-stage theatre world of Madrid.  After 

serving in the army of the condestable of Castile in Italy and Flanders from 1625 to 1628, 

Calderón returned to Madrid and began pursuing in earnest a career as a commercial 

playwright.142  In a scene seemingly lifted straight out of a comedia, Calderón�s older 

brother Diego was stabbed by actor, Pedro de Villegas, in a duel.143  Gwynne Edwards 

imaginatively reconstructs the events: 

He [Calderón] and the police pursued the assailant into a Trinitarian 
convent.  A celebrated preacher of the time, Hortensio Paravicino, accused 
them in a sermon of manhandling the nuns, a charge to which Calderón 
responded by satirising Paravicino�s oratory in his play of 1629, The 
Constant Prince.  This in turn led the President of the Council of Castile, 
Cardinal Trejo y Paniagua, to rebuke Calderón for mentioning Paravicino 
by name but also effectively absolved him of the suggested offence.144 
 

In another peculiar coincidence it turned out that the convent happened to be where 

Lope�s daughter Marcela was cloistered as a young nun, and it was her father who 

complained about the incident to the Duke of Sessa.145  As is still true today, any 

publicity is good publicity, and Calderón�s career thrived with his new celebrity.  The 

                                                
141 Guy Rossetti, Introduction to El Postrer Duelo de España, 33. 
142 Gerstinger, Pedro Calderón de la Barca, 1. 
143 Honig, �Introduction� Calderón 4 Plays, xii. 
144 Edwards, �Introduction� Calderón, Plays: One, x. 
145 Honig, �Introduction� Calderón 4 Plays, xii. 
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amount of gossip the young playwright received from the incident increased his favor 

with the court and added an authoritative voice to his comedia de capa y espada.  For not 

only did Calderón write about violent confrontations, he actively participated in one of 

the most exciting social events of 1629 Madrid. 

 It is his martial experience that makes Calderón an interesting figure for stage 

combat practitioners.  Since he was a young Spanish noble and soldier, it is safe to 

assume that he was well trained in the art of la destreza.  His swordsmanship is apparent 

in his plays as his duels are often quite complicated and clearly depict specific styles and 

forms of rapier combat.  His elaborate duels may stem from his personal experience as a 

young noble and soldier, but they also contain a spectacular theatricality which would 

entice audiences who enjoy displays of physical prowess.   

 Calderón�s theatrical duels were a staple of his early plays.  In these comedias he 

was refining his dramatic technique by creating stories that depicted petty Spanish 

nobility embroiled in the politics and mores of seventeenth-century Spain.  He focused on 

plots centered on love and honor and how these affairs were often at odds with the 

expectations of society.  In this manner Calderón took Lope�s advice: �los casos de la 

honra son mejores, porque mueven con fuerza a toda gente.�146  Through this formula he 

found early success in questioning the madness of passionate love when constricted by 

etiquette.  Thacker notes, �Love and honour are opposed in a fast-moving world over 

which, with little room for heroism or idealism, the most practical individual presides.�147  

Calderonian practicality was not restricted to simple acts of love but included the specific 

choices of when and how to present swords on the stage. 

                                                
146 Lope de Vega, Arte Nuevo de hacer comedias en este tiempo, Verse 24. �Better still are the subjects in 
which honor has a part, since they deeply stir everybody.� (translation by William T. Brewster). 
147 Thacker, A Companion to Golden Age Theatre, 94. 
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 In Casa con dos puertas mala es de guardar, written in 1629, Calderón questions 

honor and love through the character of Lisardo, a young noble.  Lisardo is the 

prototypical lover for comedia de capa y espada who, while following King Philip across 

the Spanish countryside, becomes entangled in the amorous machinations of the lady 

Marcela.  Calderón masterfully builds dramatic tension in Casa con dos puertos mala es 

de guardar by thrusting the audience into the intrigue of Lisardo�s pursuit of the veiled 

Marcela in the opening scene.  In Calderón�s world, love is most passionate when 

cloaked in secrecy and subterfuge. Each level of intrigue serves only to build a threat of 

retribution that begins with discovery and leads potentially to violence. 

 The threats to the young lovers come from the expectations of Spanish society 

and the familial honor of Don Félix, Marcela�s brother, who is also Lisardo�s schoolboy 

friend.  The audience learns though the opening dialogue that Marcela, while veiled, met 

Lisardo six days earlier on the road.  It will later be revealed that in truth she pursued 

Lisardo, whom she recognized as her brother�s friend.  Through her proactive pursuit of 

Lisardo�s affections the entire plot of the comedia is instigated by Marcela.   She has 

found the rules of society confining, both literally and figuratively, since her brother has 

hidden her away in their home in order to shield her from their house guest Lisardo.  

With its frequency as a plot element in comedias, sequestering unwed female relatives 

into secret quarters upon the arrival of a male guest appears to have been a common 

practice. 

In order to circumvent these restrictions, Marcela turns to a tried-and-true method 

of secret meetings in the moonlight. This secrecy comes at a price for when the truth is 

revealed there is always a possibility that someone�s honor will be affronted.  Scott K. 
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Taylor remarks, �Judging from the honor plays, in Golden Age Castile the sexual purity 

of women was the only important component of male honor, and the only way to avenge 

dishonor related to this purity was with violence�148  This aspect only heightens the 

dramatic tension, as the two friends, Lisardo and Félix, potentially have to cross swords 

over Marcela�s actions. 

Calderón chooses to allow the violent tension to simmer slowly through the first 

act.  However, it does not boil over as lovers meet in secret rooms and eavesdrop on 

private conversations through tapestries.  The violence of Golden Age Spain simply 

exists as a possibility expressed through Lisardo�s profession of soldier, which would 

logically extend to his costuming. Although no fights or duels occur in the first act of 

Casa con dos puertas mala es de guarder, the bare stage of the Spanish corrales made 

ample use of limited properties to present the dramatic scene.  As discussed earlier, this 

extended to weapons being used as costuming implying the immediacy of potential 

violence.  Thacker acknowledges this, stating, �Stage properties, however, were regularly 

used, although the pace of Golden Age plays meant they would be neither elaborate nor 

excessive in number.  They included light household furniture, writing materials, 

cushions, candles, weapons, musical instruments and clothing.�149   

Swords are discussed on stage, even if they are not immediately used.  Calderón 

creates interesting contrasting images when Lisardo describes to Félix how he arrived in 

Ocaña: 

  Lisardo: Después que troqué    
el hábito de estudiante    
al del soldado, la pluma    
a la espada, la süave    

                                                
148 Taylor, Honor and Violence in Golden Age Spain, 102. 
149 Thacker, A Companion to Golden Age Theatre, 126. 
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tranquila paz de Minerva   
al sangriento horror de Marte,    
la Escuela de Salamanca    
a la Campaña de Flandes,    
y después, en fin, que hube,    
sin valedor que me ampare,   
merecido una jineta,    
premio a mi servicio grande,    
por haberme reformado    
entre otros capitanes,    
ya la campaña acabada,  
que no me viniera antes,    
pedí licencia, y partí    
a España, por ver si honrarme    
merezco el pecho con una    
de las cruces militares,   
que sobre el oro del alma    
son el más noble realce.150   
 

Calderón�s description of Lisardo is almost autobiographical, since both Calderón and 

Lisardo studied at Salamanca, served in the campaign at Flanders, and, at least in the 

playwright�s case, were knighted in the military Order of Santiago.  Though no violence 

occurs from this simple speech, what is learned is that Lisardo is a competent swordsman.  

This also holds true for the playwright who modeled his character as his idealized self.  

This fact supports my contention that early modern playwrights, who were trained in 

rapier combat, would create sophisticated stage duels.  That their proximity to the lethal 

aspect of such edged weapons demands a level of respect that merely mentioning or 

wearing a sword conveys a potential threat of violence. 

 As the plot progresses, the chance for a violent confrontation continues to build 

as Calderón makes ample use of the secondary plot of the troubled love of Félix and the 
                                                
150 Pedro Calderón, Casa con dos puertas mala es de guardar, Act 1, sc ii, 532-552. �Lisardo: After I had 
exchanged my scholar�s dress for that of a soldier, and my pen for a sword, my quiet studies, attending on 
Minerva at Salamanca University, for blood and honor I followed Mars in the campaign in Flanders, 
although I had no patron, I obtained a company. The campaign over � it would not have occurred to me, to 
quit before � I took my leave, and so returned to Spain. I hoped to merit the signal honor of wearing on my 
breast one of the crosses of the martial orders which with the luster of nobility enhance a soldier�s 
courage.� (translation by Kenneth Muir and Ann L. Mackenzie). 
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lady Laura, who have kept their courtship secret from Laura�s father, Don Fabio.  Once 

again, in an attempt to circumvent the restricting social codes, the two young lovers have 

chosen a secret meeting, under the cover of moonlight.  Calderón also uses these two 

lovers to explore the irrationality of jealousy and how it adversely affects their 

relationship.   

This jealousy which drives the plot as a series of mistaken identities results in 

Félix believing Laura to be unfaithful after seeing a dark male figure, the hidden Lisardo, 

through the doorway of a secondary room of Fabio�s home.  Félix�s fears are 

unsubstantiated as Lisardo hid in Laura�s house innocently, believing it to be the veiled 

Marcela�s residence.  This scene initially takes place between Laura and Félix, with the 

latter looking off stage as if through a quickly opened doorway.  In the next scene the 

audience learns of these events from Lisardo�s perspective and how narrowly violence 

was averted: 

 Lisardo: Métenme en un aposento,    
donde después de pasadas    
algunas conversaciones,    
de quien poco entendí, o nada,    
porque como retirado    
estaba a puerta cerrada;    
llegaban a mí confusas   
las voces sin las palabras,    
la puerta un hombre entreabrió;    
la capa tercié y la espada    
empuñé, y al mismo instante    
me volvieron a cerrarla   
por defuera, sin poder    
ver el talle ni la cara    
del hombre.151   

                                                
151 Pedro Calderón, Casa con dos puertas mala es de guardar, Act 2, sc ii, 679-693. �Lisardo: She hustled 
me into a neighboring room.  While I was there, I heard some conversations taking place in the next room, 
but since I was listening behind a closed door, I could understand little or nothing.  I could not distinguish 
the words, but only heard a murmur of voices; and then a man half entered.  I threw back my cloak and 
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Although it could easily be seen as a cast-off line to those unfamiliar with swords, the 

dialogue specifically notes that Lisardo was wearing the costume of his peers, a cloak and 

sword.  Perhaps more importantly it also expresses that it is perfectly within Lisardo�s 

character to grasp his sword, the equivalent of a police officer unsnapping his holster to 

ready his firearm, at the mere threat of danger.   

 Calderón would not have been successful if he disappointed his audience.  He 

builds tension through the first two acts with masked and mistakenly identified lovers 

entering and exiting through the two doors of Fabio�s home, which finally erupts in the 

third act with an on stage duel.  Before this duel is staged, perhaps to soften its violent 

blow, Calderón first presents a comic scene in which the two young nobles, Lisardo and 

Félix, confront the masked gracioso, Calabazas.  In the scene Calabazas has been 

shadowing the two nobles attempting to listen in on their conversations until they 

threaten him. 

  Lisardo: ¿Qué es esto?    
Don Félix: Un hombre, si no me engaña    

la vista, que tras nosotros    
viene.   

Lisardo: Pues sacad la espada.    
Don Félix: ¿Quién va?   
Calabazas: Naide va, porque    

no diz que va el que se para.    
Don Félix: ¿Quién sois?   
Calabazas: Un hombre de bien.    
Lisardo: Pues pase, si acaso pasa.    
Calabazas: No paso, que me hago hombre.    
Don Félix: Pues jugaré yo de espadas.    
Lisardo: Dalde la muerte.   
Calabazas:¡Detente!    

¡Ay, ay señor, que me matas;    

                                                                                                                                            
grasped my sword; but at that moment the door was shut again from the other side, so that I could not then 
distinctly see the stranger�s face or form.� (translation by Kenneth Muir and Ann L. Mackenzie). 
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que soy Calabazas!152 

Although a sword fight does not occur, weapons are still drawn and used in a threatening 

manner.  Each additional appearance or mention of a weapon simply assists in increasing 

the potential chance for violence to occur.  This threatening action of Calabazas also 

allows fight choreographers to bring in elements of la destreza.  With the three-quarter 

thrust stage of the open air corrales, the two nobles are permitted to circle a frightened 

Calabazas.  This staging would physically open all of the actors to the audience and play 

with levels as the two nobles may stand erect in the Spanish style, while holding their 

blades toward a threatened, and possibly cowering, gracioso. 

Calderón continues to tease his fight-minded audience as the first actual violence 

mentioned in his text occurs offstage.  Don Fabio hastily returns to his home fearful that 

his house and, potentially, his daughter have been violated: 

 Don Félix: Mas ¿qué golpes son aquellos?    
Calabazas: ¿De qué te admiras y espantas?    

Otro será en otra parte    
que le habrá dado otra rabia,    
y da golpes a otra puerta.    

Fabio: (Dentro.) Abre aquí, Celia; abre Laura.    
Celia: (Dentro.) ¡Ay de mí!, mi señor es.    
Don Félix: Fabio es aquel.   

(Cuchilladas dentro.)  
Fabio: (Dentro.) ¡Esta infamia    

llego a ver!   
Calabazas: Por Dios, que allá    

ya han llegado a las espadas.    
Don Félix:¡Mal haya la puerta! amén.153   

                                                
152 Calderón, Casa con dos puertas mala es de guardar, Act 3, sc iv, 547-557. �Lisardo: But what is this? 
Félix: It is a man, if I am not mistaken, who is following us. Lisardo: Let�s draw our swords. Félix: Who 
goes there? Calabazas: No one, now; For I�m not going since I stopped. Félix: Who are you? Calabazas: An 
honest man. Lisardo: In that case, pass; if pass you can. Calabazas: I�d rather not pass, but play instead a 
court card. Félix: Then I�ll lead my ace of spades, which is my sword. Lisardo: Let�s kill him. Calabazas: 
Stop! My goodness, sir, you�re killing me, and me is Calabazas.� (translation by Kenneth Muir and Ann L. 
Mackenzie). 
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The sound of Fabio and his servants storming the front door creates a heightened 

response from both the on stage characters as well as the audience which anticipates a 

conflict.  Poignantly Calabazas clarifies the offstage noise by observing that the raucous 

is caused by �las espadas�.   

Finally after the series of hints and veiled allusions, Calderón allows the on stage 

action to erupt into a fight between Don Fabio, his servants, and Lisardo along with the 

comic Calabazas:   

 (Sale Fabio con luz, y criados con espadas.)  
Fabio: Aunque las fuerzas me faltan,    

no las fuerzas del honor    
para tomar mil venganzas.    

Lisardo: Deteneos, que ninguno    
de aquí ha de pasar.   

Fabio: Mi espada   
hará paso por el pecho    
vuestro.   
(Riñen todos.)  

Calabazas:¡Infeliz Calabazas!    
¿Quién te metió en acechar?    

Lisardo: [Aparte.]  
Pues que ya Félix se alarga,    
antes que aquí me conozcan    
mejor es volver la espalda;    
esto es valor, no temor.    
(Vase.)   

Fabio: Espera cobarde, aguarda.    
Calabazas: [Aparte.]  

¿Quién creyera, que Lisardo    
en la ocasión me dejara?    

Criado: Aquí se quedó uno dellos.    
Fabio: Pues muera, Lelio. ¿Qué aguardas?    
Calabazas:¡Deteneos, por Dios!   
Fabio: ¿Quién sois?    

                                                                                                                                            
153 Calderón, Casa con dos puertas mala es de guardar, Act 3, sc iv, 643-653. �Félix: What is that 
knocking at the door? Calabazas: Nothing surprising. Another gentleman in front of another door, who�s 
filled with rage, and pounding there, as you are pounding here. Fabio: [Off] Open the door, Celia. Open, 
Laura. Celia: [Within] O heavens! It is my master. Félix: It is Lord Fabio. [The clash of swords is heard 
within] Fabio: [Within] What! Have I come home to be a witness of my dishonor! Calabazas: Good God! 
They�re fighting in there with swords. Félix: Curse on this door!� (translated by Kenneth Muir and Ann L. 
Mackenzie). 
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Calabazas: Si es que el miedo no me engaña    
un curioso impertinente.   

Fabio: Dejad la espada.   
Calabazas: La espada    

es poca cosa; el sombrero,    
la daga, el broquel, la capa,    
la ropilla y los calzones.154   

As is customary, the stage directions are limited and vague in the simple instruction of 

Riñen todos.  It is left to the interpretation of the director and fight choreographer to 

determine the specific movements of the actor/combatants.  What can be gleaned from 

the text is that Fabio, along with his servants (one specifically named Lelio) attack 

Lisardo and Calabazas.  It creates a situation where a minimum of three attackers (Fabio, 

Lelio, and at least one other unnamed servant) can circle the two defenders searching for 

the proper angle of attack.  There is also a small clue into Fabio�s fighting style as he 

admits to being �old and feeble,� but determined to defend his honor with his passion.  

Fabio�s threat of �Mi espada hará paso por el pecho vuestro� probably indicates the use 

of destreza technique as the chest is the prime target for this form. 

Despite the use of on stage swordplay, Casa con dos puertas mala es de guardar 

is a love story, and therefore the only desired dénouement is marriage for all the secret 

lovers.  The third act scene of violence, although potentially lethal, in the end is merely 

comical as Lisardo, much to the condemnation of Fabio, leaves the battle, along with 

                                                
154 Calderón, Casa con dos puertas mala es de guardar, Act 3, sc iv, 696-719. �[Enter Fabio, with a torch 
and servants with swords] Fabio: Although I�m old and feeble, yet my honor will give me strength for my 
revenge. Lisardo: Stop! You shall not pass. Fabio: My sword will carve a passage through your heart! [All 
Fight] Calabazas: Ah! Wretched Calabazas! What put it in your head to play the spy? Lisardo: [Aside] Now 
that Félix has got clean away, I�ll quit the field before I�m recognized.  That is not cowardice, but the 
braver course. [exit] Fabio: Wait, coward! Come back! Calabazas: Who would have supposed my master 
would have left me in the lurch? Servant: There�s one of them still here. Fabio: Why are you waiting Lelio? 
Kill him. Calabazas: In God�s name, stop! Fabio: Who are you? Calabazas: I am only, if fear does not 
deceive me, �a curious impertinent.� Fabio: Give me your sword.  Calabazas: there it is, my lord. And if 
that�s not enough, there is my dagger, and my shield, and if that�s not enough I�ll give you too  my cloak, 
and then my hat, my doublet, and my breeches.� (translation by Kenneth Muir and Ann L. Mackenzie). 
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Calabazas, to Fabio and his servants.  This fact is punctuated by Calabazas who in his 

haste to surrender to the superior Fabio begins disarming and disrobing to save his life.  It 

is the comic aspect that also strengthens an argument for specific choreographed 

swordplay, since it is through rough-housing, �playing,� or simply not respecting the 

weapon that the possibility for dangerous accidents increases tenfold. 

In La dama duende, also written in 1629, Calderón once again uses the plot 

element of an older brother shielding his unwed sister from the knowledge of his male 

friend and house guest.  In this comedia, however, the potential threat of violence stems 

not from a father shielding his daughter, but from the passions and understanding of 

honor among three young Spanish nobles.  As in Casa con dos puertas mala es de 

guardar, the opening scene of La dama duende begins with a young, veiled woman being 

pursued on stage.  The difference for this Calderón comedia is that the young Doña 

Ángela, along with her maid Isabel, rush onto the stage and come upon Don Manuel and 

his gracioso Cosme.   

In a brief exchange, Doña Ángela declares that she is being chased and begs Don 

Manuel to protect her and Isabel as she runs off stage: 

   Doña Ángela: Si, como lo muestra 
  el traje, sois caballero 
  de obligaciones y prendas, 
  amparad a una mujer 
  que a valerse de vos llega. 
  Honor y vida me importa  
  que aquel hidalgo no sepa 
  quien soy, y que no me siga, 
  Estorbad, por vida vuestra, 
  a una mujer principal 
  una desdicha, una afrenta; 
  que podrá ser que algún día... 
  ¡Adiós, adiós, que voy muerta! 
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  (Vase)155  
    

Through this opening action Doña Ángela sets off a series of confrontations that demand 

that one or more parties satisfy the social construct of personal and familial honor.  By 

asking for protection, Doña Ángela forces Don Manuel to defend her honor and, 

conversely, support his own subjective honor.   

 As a Spanish noble, Don Manuel immediately accepts this charge. When Don 

Luis and his servant Rodrigo rush on stage in pursuit of the veiled Doña Ángela, Don 

Manuel attempts to thwart the two by having Cosme detain them with nonsensical 

questions.  This quick plan brings about the first stage instructions indicating violence as 

Don Luis chastises the servant: 

Luis: Vive Dios, que sois pesado,                        
y os romperé la cabeza 
si mucho me hacéis. 
Cosme: Por eso 
os haré poco. 

Luis: Paciencia 
me falta para sufriros. 
Apartad de aquí. 

[Rempújale] 
Manuel: [Aparte] Ya es fuerza      

                 llegar.  Acabe el valor 
                lo que empezó la cautela.156 

 
Although the instruction of rempújale is vague, we can infer from the text that Luis 

begins beating Cosme with such vigor that Don Manuel must come to his servant�s aide.  

                                                
155 Calderón, La dama duende, Act 1, sc i, 101-112. �Doña Ángela: Sir if you are the gentleman your 
manner and attire indicate, defend a woman urgently in need of your protection.  My very life and honor 
are at stake if I am overtaken by that hidalgo at my heels.  By all that is sacred, I implore you: save a 
noblewoman from coming to grief; then some day, perhaps, she will� Farewell, Alas, I must run or I am 
lost.� (translation by Edwin Honig).   
156 Calderón, La dama duende, Act 1, sc i, 145-152. �Luis: By God, if you pester me anymore I�ll break 
your head!... Cosme: Well, then, I�ll pester you a little less. Luis: This is insufferable. Get out of here! 
[Beats him] Manuel: [aside] I must intervene, throw caution to the winds, and face up to him.� (translation 
by Edwin Honig). 
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This act illustrates another component of honor: that you must protect those of a lower 

status along with all members of your family, which includes servants.   

 The two noble strangers, Luis and Manuel, immediately square off and begin 

engaging in a series of signifiers that Scott K. Taylor defines as the rhetoric of honor: 

[It] simply means the conscious use of phrases, gestures, and actions � 
including elements of the duel � to convey information about the issues in 
contention while simultaneously advancing a violent confrontation. 
Rhetoric of honor is a better term than code of honor because the words 
and deeds that surrounded honor in violent conflict were not fixed.157 
  

These phrases and gestures allow for both parties to justify the use of violent force 

against each other.  It also acts as a signifier for the audience to prepare for a fight, as the 

end result between two hot-blooded nobles insulting one another is commonly a duel.  

 Calderón seems to be commenting on this phenomenon as both Luis and Manuel 

quickly turn to their swords because of the actions of the veiled Ángela:    

Luis: ¡Quién pensare que no puedo  
                 enseñarla yo... 

Manuel:  La lengua 
                 suspended y hable el acero.                        

Sacan las espadas 
Luis:  Decís bien. 
Cosme: ¡Oh, quién tuviera           

                         gana de reñir! 
Rodrigo:                        Sacad 

                 la espada vos. 
Cosme:                        Es doncella 

                 y sin cédula o palabra. 
                 No puedo sacarla.158 
 

                                                
157 Taylor, Honor and Violence in Golden Age Spain, 21. 
158 Calderón, La dama duende, Act 1, sc i, 173-180. �Luis: How dare you think I need to be taught...  
Manuel: Hold your tongue, and let your sword reply. [They draw swords] Luis: You put it well. Cosme: 
Oh, how lustily they take to fighting.  Rodrigo: Come now, let�s see your sword. Cosme: Since mine is still 
a blushing virgin whom no one�s spoken for as yet, I cannot expose her to public view.� (translation by 
Edwin Honig). 
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The scene erupts into physical actions as the two nobles draw their swords to fight in the 

open streets of Madrid.  Calderón then chooses to present a comic juxtaposition by 

having Luis�s servant, Rodrigo, challenge Manuel�s servant, Cosme.  Cosme�s cowardly 

response references the comedia�s plot by declaring his sword is a virgin that cannot be 

exposed to public view. 

 The scene does not simply end there for Calderón also brings to the discussion the 

fraternal concept of honor by having Don Juan, Don Luis�s brother and Don Manuel�s 

friend, also enter the fray.  As Taylor acknowledges, �The value put on men supporting 

their brothers, sons, and fathers suggests that the pull of blood ties between Castilian men 

was as strong as the need to protect wives and women kin.�159  This aspect is exemplified 

by Juan�s interchange with his love Doña Beatriz before joining the fight: 

Juan:    Suelta,                          
                 Beatriz. 

Beatriz: No has de ir. 
Juan:       Mira que es 

                 con mi hermano la pendencia. 
Beatriz: ¡Ay de mí, triste! 
Juan:    A tu lado 

                 estoy. 
Luis: Don Juan, tente.  Espera; 

                 que más que a darme valor                    
                 a hacerme cobarde llegas. 
                 Caballero forastero, 
                quien no excusó la pendencia 
                 solo, estando acompañado 
                 bien se ve, que no la deja                         
                 de cobarde.  Idos con Dios; 
                que no sabe mi nobleza 
                 reñir mal, y más con quien  
                 tanto brío y valor muestra. 
                 Idos con Dios. 

Manuel:  Yo os estimo                        
                 bizarría y gentileza; 
                 pero si de mí por dicha 
                                                
159 Taylor, Honor and Violence in Golden Age Spain, 107. 
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                algún escrúpulo os queda, 
                 me hallaréis donde quisiereis. 

Luis:   Norabuena 
Manuel:          Norabuena.160 

 
Once Don Juan joins his brother, his presence immediately makes it an unfair fight and 

therefore dishonorable to his younger brother, Luis.  It is then that Luis follows the 

etiquette of duello and ends the mêlée. This action allows both Luis and Manuel to cease 

their conflict while preserving both their honor. 

 As with nearly all early modern theatrical scenes of violence, the specific 

maneuvers and physical action of the actor-combatants is absent.  What can be extracted 

from the text is that the two nobles cross swords through at least eight lines of dialogue 

until Juan interrupts their fight.  It is only after the three nobles put away their blades and 

Juan recognizes his friend Manuel that we learn that Luis may be the better diestro: 

Luis:   Yo soy 
vuestro amigo, y ya me pesa    
de no haberos conocido, 
pues vuestro valor pudiera                         
haberme informado. 

Manuel:  El vuestro, 
escarmentado me deja; 
pues me deja en esta mano  
una herida. 

Luis: Más quisiera 
tenerla mil veces yo.                              

Cosme: ¡Qué cortesana pendencia! 
Juan: ¿Herida?  Vení a curaros.161 

                                                
160 Calderón, La dama duende, Act 1, sc i, 181-201. �Juan: Beatriz, let me go. Beatriz: You must not do it. 
Juan: Look, it�s my brother he is fighting with! Beatriz: Gracious me! Juan:[to Don Luis] I�m at your side. 
Luis: Hold on there, Don Juan. Stop! Your support has hindered me; it makes me out a coward. Noble 
stranger, you will understand how one who had just cause to cross swords with you in single combat must 
now, in being seconded, either withdraw or else be taken for a craven coward. Go your way, sir. My sense 
of honor disallows my taking unfair advantage of any man, especially of one who shows such spirit and 
such valor. God be with you.  Manuel: I appreciate your gracious courtesy. But if, by chance, you are 
troubled by any scruple later, you may count on finding me whenever you desire. Luis: My respects to you, 
sir. Manuel: And mine to you.� (translation by Edwin Honig). 
161 Calderón, La dama duende, Act 1, sc i, 227-237. �Luis: I am proud to be your friend and I am only sorry 
that I failed to recognize you, though your skillful sword should certainly have told me who you are at 
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The acknowledgement that Luis wounded Manuel�s hand, badly enough to draw blood 

and require dressing, suggests that Luis may have had the upper hand throughout the 

duel.  Despite this injury, Luis also acknowledges Manuel�s skill noting that the two are 

very close in their proficiency.  It would only be through the direction of a 

knowledgeable fight choreographer that these aspects of the two characters could be 

expressed through physical action indicating that one may have the upper hand in a 

fencing match. 

 This opening fight between Luis and Manuel merely foreshadows a larger duel 

that Calderón writes in the third act.  Until then the sword serves merely as a stage 

property and signifier of honor and rank.  Swords are indicated on stage only once more 

in the first act as Luis, ashamed for wounding his brother�s friend and guest offers his 

weapon as a gift to Manuel: 

  [Sale don LUIS, y un criado con un azafate cubierto, 
y en él un aderezo de espada] 

Luis:    Yo, señor, lo soy vuestro 
                como en la pena que recibo muestro,                
                 ofreciéndoos mi vida; 
                 y porque el instrumento de la herida 
                 en mi poder no quede, 
                 pues ya agradarme ni servirme puede, 
                bien como aquel crïado                        
                 que a su señor algún disgusto ha dado, 
                 hoy de mí le despido. 
                 Esta es, señor, la espada que os ha herido. 
                 a vuestras plantas viene 
                 a pediros perdón si culpa tiene.            
                Tome vuestra querella 

                                                                                                                                            
once. Manuel: Yours might have warned me, having left this wound upon my hand. Luis: Ah, I would 
rather have been wounded a thousand times instead! Cosme: So, now they fight with powder puffs! Juan: A 
wound? We must have it dressed at once!� (translation by Edwin Honig). 
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                 con ella en mi venganza de mí y de ella.162 
 
In prostrating himself, and the extension of himself represented in his sword, Luis is 

attempting to atone for his earlier hot-blooded reaction of dueling openly in the streets 

with his elder brother�s comrade.  His gift can be viewed as ritualistic and a continuation 

of the rhetoric of honor that reestablishes the accepted relationships between the three 

noble men as equals.   

 The same sword later becomes a tool for revelation and truth in the second act.  

Ángela, who has fallen in love with Manuel, has been sneaking into his quarters, leading 

Cosme to believe that a ghost, or phantom lady, has been infiltrating his master�s room.  

It is only when Manuel draws his sword on the supposedly supernatural apparition that 

the truth of Ángela�s ruse comes to light: 

  Manuel: Si eres espíritu, ahora 
                 con la espada lo veré 
                 pues aunque te hiera aquí 
                 no ha de poderte ofender.                          

Ángela: ¡Ay de mí!  ¡detén la espada. 
                 sangriento el brazo detén! 
                 Que no es bien que des la muerte 
                 a una infelice mujer.163 
 
In simply mentioning the sword (although the English translation adds the stage 

directions to draw his sword) Ángela is understandably frightened and reveals that she is 

not a spirit but a live woman.   

                                                
162 Calderón, La dama duende, Act 1, 669-682. �[Enter Don Luis and a  servant who is carrying his belt 
and scabbard with a sword in it] Luis: I am your humble servant, sir, one who still grieves the injury he has 
caused you; do let me repair it now. You must take this from me; I can no longer bear this instrument 
which wounded you. It cannot please me nor be of further service to me, and so I must discharge it as a 
master would some tiresome unruly servant. Therefore I place this miscreant sword here at your feet to beg 
forgiveness for itself and for its master. Take it, and if your cause requires vengeance, turn it on its master.� 
(translation by Edwin Honig). 
163 Calderón, La dama duende, Act 2, 2145-2152. �Manuel: Indeed, we�ll let my sword decide this. Art 
thou a spirit? Then though this blade penetrate it cannot do thee harm. Ángela: Mercy Me! Drop your 
sword, your cruel bloodthirsty arm.  How can you kill a poor unhappy woman?� (translation by Edwin 
Honig). 
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 In the third act Calderón presents a duel more sophisticated and complex than any 

other discussed thus far.  The participants are once again Luis and Manuel as 

foreshadowed by their earlier confrontation in the first act.  By now Manuel has learned 

of Ángela�s deception, and he has fallen in love with her.  Luis discovers Manuel in his 

sister�s secret room, however, and sees this action as an insult to the honor of his sister 

and, by extension, the family as a whole: 

  Manuel: Esto ha de ser de esta suerte. 
  [Echa mano] 
  Luis:  ¿Don Manuel? 
  Manuel: ¿Don Luis? ¿Qué es esto? 
                 ¿Quién vio confusión más fuerte? 
  Cosme: [aparte] Oigan por donde se entró. 
                 Decirlo quise mil veces. 
  Luis: ¡Mal caballero, villano, 
                 traidor, fementido huésped,                 
                 que al honor de quien te estima 
                 te ampara y te favorece, 
                 sin recato te aventuras 
                 y sin decoro te atreves! 
                 ¡Esgrime ese infame acero!                    
  Manuel: Sólo para defenderme 
                 le esgrimiré,164 
 
This interchange is only the beginning of a stage fight that takes place over the next one 

hundred lines of dialogue.  This passage also illustrates that even with the absence of 

specific stage directions Calderón�s text clearly indicates that the two men begin to circle 

one another with their swords in hand prepared to defend their honor.   

 Simply having weapons drawn establishes and atmosphere of violent anticipation.  

With a slight move by either participant a full blown mêlée can explode with lethal 
                                                
164 Calderón, La dama duende, Act 3, , 2733-2747. �Manuel: It�s time to settle this at once. [he puts his 
hand on his sword] Luis: Don Manuel! Manuel: Don Luis! What�s this all about? I�ve never been so 
mystified before! Cosme: [Aside] Well just listen to him admit it! I could have said so a thousand times. 
Luis: Villain! You do not deserve the name of gentleman! Traitor, ungrateful wretch, you who would 
violate the friendship and hospitality of this house! You who would trifle so shamelessly with the honor of 
a man who has trusted and befriended you! Since you dare be so offensive, draw your miserable sword and 
fight. Manuel: Yes, I shall draw, but only to defend myself.� (translation by Edwin Honig). 
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repercussions.  In order to alleviate this tension, Calderón clears the stage by removing 

Cosme and leaving the two nobles alone to engage in their private duel: 

Manuel: Ya estamos solos los dos. 
[Riñen] 

Luis:  Pues nuestro duelo comience. 
Manuel: No vi más templado pulso.                   
Luis:  No vi pujanza más fuerte. 

[Desguarnécese la espada] 
Sin armas estoy.  Mi espada 
se desarma y desguarnece. 

Manuel: No es defecto de valor; 
de la Fortuna accidente,                            
sí.  busca otra espada, pues. 

Luis: Eres cortés y valiente.165 
 

Once again the dialogue expresses the proficiency of both these swordsmen.  It also 

indicates specific maneuvers that influence and justify the observations and comments of 

both Luis and Manuel.  Specifically when Manuel notes Luis�s steady wrist, this line 

would be more poignant if it follows a deft 

cambio de atajo where Luis defends 

himself successfully against Manuel�s 

attack. Conversely, Luis�s 

acknowledgement of Manuel�s powerful 

thrust could follow a narrowly dodged 

estocada that catches both Luis�s and the 

audience�s breaths.   

                                                
165 Calderón, La dama duende, Act 3, , 2833-2742. �Manuel: Now we are alone at last. Luis: Well then, 
let�s go to it. [they fight] Manuel: I have never seen a swordsman with a steadier wrist! Luis: I have never 
seen a swordsman with a stronger thrust! [The sword is knocked out of his hand.] You�ve disarmed me. I�m 
defenseless now. Manuel: That�s the merest accident, and no aspersion on your valor. Go find another 
sword. Luis; You are courteous as well as brave.� (translation by Edwin Honig). 

Figure 15: Rapier, Spanish School: Counter action 
finished by stepping in at an angle, maintaining blade 

opposition (atajo), arm in extraño position, and 
thrusting (estocada) to throat.  
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 This scene is extremely interesting not just for the fight, but for the specific stage 

direction of Manuel disarming Luis, and in the process damaging the sword.  According 

to the code of duello, Manuel technically defeats Luis through this maneuver, but 

relinquishes this win by allowing Luis to fetch another sword.  This act place Luis in a 

precarious position of honor that he admits in an aside: 

  Luis: [Aparte] Fortuna, ¿qué debo hacer          
                 en una ocasión tan fuerte 
                 pues cuando el honor me quita,                     
                 me da la vida y me vence? 
                 Yo he de buscar ocasión 
                 verdadera o aparente 
                 para que pueda en tal duda 
                 pensar lo que debe hacerse.166 

The violence, however, has ended and upon his return Luis and Manuel do not continue 

their duel.  Instead, Ángela�s actions are revealed and in order to restore honor for all 

parties, Manuel declares his intention to marry Ángela.   

This action allows Manuel to be considered family and any previous 

transgressions of honor are immediately forgiven with the prospect of strengthening the 

family as a whole.  Donald Larson notes this fundamental component of comedia de capa 

y espada: 

Consider, for instance, those romantic comedies (comedias de capa y 
espada) in which the honor of an important male character is temporarily 
threatened.  In these plays, of course, the threat is not of an especially 
serious nature, for it can be, and is, resolved through marriage.167 
 

I do object to Dr. Larson�s assessment that the �threat is not of an especially serious 

nature.� As I have shown with the two stage duels between Luis and Manuel, we have 

                                                
166 Calderón, La dama duende, Act 3, , 2743-2850. �Luis: [Aside] My Luck! What shall I do in this 
emergency? He has robbed me of my honor but lets me live when he has vanquished me.  One way or the 
other, I must find some excuse to resolve this question and determine what it is I owe him.� (translation by 
Edwin Honig). 
167 Donald R. Larson, The Honor Plays of Lope de Vega, 2. 
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one man injured and the other being disarmed.  If it were not for the love between 

Manuel and Ángela, marriage would not resolve the questions of dishonor and the only 

alternative would be bloodshed through dueling.  

Not every case of Calderonian honor was easily solved with the declaration of 

marriage for the young lovers in the comedia.  This is especially true when one of the 

lovers is already married and committing adultery.  For Siglo de Oro drama, violence is 

the only justifiable solution for resolving such egregious dishonor.  The dilemma for the 

defamed party, however, is that the revelation of such dishonor is embarrassing and 

shameful.  Taylor notes, �The rhetoric of honor was an excellent weapon for erasing what 

anthropologists have called the reverse of honor: shame.�168  This is most true in cases of 

adultery, where if the affair becomes public, one is forced to admit his inability to control 

his family, specifically the faithfulness of his spouse, to his community at large.  As in 

the case in Jacobean revenge tragedies, plots developed around �wife-murders,� where to 

salvage and preserve what personal honor he had, a husband would handle adultery 

privately, dispatching both his unfaithful wife and her lover. 

Calderón turns to the question of how to handle matters of private honor nobly in 

a number of comedias written in the 1630s.  When addressing matters of personal honor 

with violence considered as acceptable retribution, it is only expected that that the 

physical threat is actualized on stage.  This is evident from the dialogue between Don 

Juan and Don Lope in the opening act of Calderón�s A secreto agravio, secreta venganza, 

written in 1635.  The comedia is set in Lisbon and tells the trials of Don Lope and his 

new bride, Doña Leonor who were married by proxy in Toledo.  In the opening scene 

                                                
168 Taylor, Honor and Violence in Golden Age Spain, 155. 
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Don Lope reunites with his friend Don Juan, and it is in Juan�s narrative that the threat of 

violence is introduced: 

 Don Juan: Apenas él pronunció    
   tales razones, don Lope,    
   cuando mi espada, veloz    
   pasó de la vaina al pecho,    
   tal, que a todos pareció    
   que imitaron trueno y rayo    
   juntos mi espada y su voz.    
   Bañado en su misma sangre    
   muerto en la arena cayó,    
   cuando para mi defensa    
   tomé una iglesia, a quien dio    
   en aquel sitio lugar    
   la sagrada religión    
   de Francisco;169 

In his rather lengthy speech, Don Juan admits that his passion got the better of his 

rational mind as he was forced to hide after killing a rival suitor, Don Manuel de Sosa, 

over their love for the same woman, Violante.  Through his recounting of past 

transgressions, Don Juan introduces the question of how one can exact revenge for a 

slight of honor without being punished himself.  For Don Juan, this means leaving Spain 

at night and seeking shelter in Portugal with his friend Don Lope. 

 In A secreto agravio, secreta venganza Don Juan is the representation of honor 

and potential violence, but primarily he acts as the confidant of Don Lope.  Despite this 

secondary role in the plot, it is not surprising after his early conversation that Don Juan is 

a participant in the primary stage fight in the middle of the second act.  While developing 

the impetus for this fight, Calderón presents a dangerous love triangle involving Don 

Lope, his new bride, and her former suitor, Don Luis.  Through a series of secret 

                                                
169 Calderón, A secreto agravio, secreta venganza, Act I, 221-234. �Juan: He had scarcely said the word, 
Don Lope, when my sword flitted from its scabbard to his heart, to all appearances as if the insult were the 
lightening and my sword the thunder. Drenched in his own blood, he fell dead upon the sand.  Then to 
protect myself, I ran for refuge to a church of the Holy Order of St. Francis.� (translation by Edwin Honig). 
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meetings, the audience learns that Don Luis was once engaged to Doña Leonor.  Luis had 

left Leonor in Toledo after being ordered by the King of Spain to fight as a captain in the 

Flanders campaign.  Due to a case of mistaken identity resulting from similar names, 

Leonor had been informed that Luis was killed in battle and in her mourning agreed to be 

married by proxy to Don Lope.  Upon learning of Leonor�s new marriage, however, Don 

Luis felt his honor was in jeopardy and came to abscond with her.  These plot elements 

set up the first scene of stage combat as Don Juan stumbles across a mysterious figure 

skulking around Don Lope�s home:  

[Sale DON JUAN como a escuras, y encuentra con DON LUIS y sacan las 
espadas.] 
Don Juan: ¿A estas horas, no hubieran encendido    

    una luz? Mas ¿qué es esto?    
    ¿Quién es? ¿No me responde?    

Don Luis: Hallé puerta por donde    
    salir.    
   [Vase tentando por otra puerta.]    

Don Juan: Responda presto,    
    o ya desenvainada    

 lengua de acero, lo dirá mi espada.    
   [Sale DON LOPE a escuras y MANRIQUE.] 
   Don Lope: ¡Ruido de cuchilladas    
    y obscuro el aposento!    

Don Juan: Aquí los pasos siento.    
Manrique:  Voy por luz.    
Don Lope: ¡Aquí espadas!    

    Ya es fuerza que me asombre.    
Don Juan: Ya le he dicho otra vez que diga el nombre.    
Don Lope: ¿Quién mi nombre pregunta?    
Don Juan: Quien, porque habléis sospecho    

    que abrirá en vuestro pecho    
    mil bocas con la punta    
    deste acero.    

Leonor:                   ¡Luz presto!    
[Salen DOÑA LEONOR, SIRENA y MANRIQUE con luz.] 
Don Lope: ¿Don Juan?    
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Don Juan:   ¿Don Lope?170 

The scene is intriguing for it involves three combatants, who, according to the text, are 

not supposed to have enough light to see one another clearly.  It begins with Don Juan 

blindly fighting Don Luis, and then makes transition, with Don Luis�s retreat, into a fight 

between Don Juan and Don Lope.  The fact that Calderón intends for the scene to take 

place in complete darkness suggests that the Madrid audience had to make a concession 

that allowed them to accept the meta-theatricality of this scene.  This is especially true 

when we consider that the corrales of Madrid were open air courtyard theaters 

illuminated by the afternoon sun.  I argue that the swordplay needed to be realistic and 

spectacular to help overcome the lack of darkness that justifies the mistaken identity of 

the characters. 

 In placing the only stage duel in a scene intended for complete darkness, Calderón 

appears to want to obscure the spectacle of combat.  Unlike the earlier comedias of Casa 

con dos puertas es mala de guardar and La dama duende where the fights are 

highlighted, the majority of violence in A secreto agravio, secreta venganza is either 

recalled through narratives or offstage actions and sound effects. This fact is more 

apparent when one notes that the remaining violence, a sword fight between Don Juan 

                                                
170 Calderón, A secreto agravio, secreta venganza, Act II, 677-683.  �[Enter Don Juan in the dark, who 
meets Don Luis, and both draw their swords] Don Juan: At this late hour, and nobody�s lit the light? But 
what is this? Who�s there? You won�t answer? Don Luis: [Aside] I have found the door. Now I can get out. 
[Exit Don Luis, groping his way through another door] Don Juan: Answer me at once or else my 
unsheathed sword will answer for you. [Enter Don Lope, in the dark, and Manrique] Don Lope: The sound 
of clashing swords, and the room in total darkness! Don Juan: I hear your footsteps now. Manrique: I�ll go 
and get a candle. [Exit Manrique] Don Lope: Now there�s swordplay in the house, I have reason to fear the 
worst. Don Juan: I say it again, who are you? Don Lope: Who dares to ask my name? Don Juan: Since you 
ask, I am one whose sword will slit open in your breast a thousand mouths. Doña Leonor [offstage] A light, 
quickly! [Enter Doña Leonor and Sirena, and Manrique with a candle] Don Lope: Don Juan! Don Juan: 
Don Lope!� (translation by Edwin Honig). 
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and some soldiers, the killing of Don Luis, and the death of Doña Leonor all happen in 

the third act and are written as offstage action. 

 Don Juan�s final scene involving swordplay is intriguing specifically because of 

its relegation offstage.  The script does not require any specific combat, only that 

swordplay is heard offstage, and that at least two soldiers flee from Don Juan as they all 

rush on stage: 

[Ruido dentro de cuchilladas y salen DON JUAN, y otros huyendo dél, y 
vanse.] 

       Don Juan: Cobardes, el satisfecho    
    soy yo, que no el desmentido.    

Soldado Uno:                Huye, que es rayo su espada.    
Don Lope:  ¿No es don Juan aquel que miro?   

    A vuestro lado me halláis.    
Soldado Dos:  Muerto soy.    
Don Juan:                   Si estáis conmigo,    

    poco fuera el mundo.    
Don Lope:                                  Ya    

huyeron. Decid qué ha sido,    
    si la ocasión que tenéis    
    no nos obliga a seguirlos.171 

At some point in the commotion Don Lope joins the fight at Don Juan�s side, signaling 

the final retreat of the routed soldiers.  It can also be gleaned from the dialogue that Don 

Juan is a fearsome diestro, which should come across in his stance and the dexterity of 

his attacks in both this skirmish and the second-act duel. 

 Following the brief fight, Don Juan informs Don Lope that he was forced to 

defend his honor after being insulted by the soldiers who recognized him as the man that 

Don Manuel de Sosa had publically insulted.  This act frustrated Don Juan, because 

                                                
171 Calderón, A secreto agravio, secreta venganza, Act III, 298-306. �[A clashing of swords offstage; then 
enter Don Juan and other fleeing from him, and exeunt.] Juan: Cowards, I erased the insult when I killed 
the man who uttered it. Soldier One: Run for your lives! His sword is lightening! Don Lope: Is that you, 
Don Juan? I�m coming. Soldier Two: He has killed me. Don Juan: With your support, there is nothing in 
the world I fear. Don Lope: They�ve escaped; tell me what�s happened, unless there�s reason to pursue 
them.� (translation by Edwin Honig). 
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although he had addressed the insult privately by killing Don Manuel, the public 

perception was that his honor was still besmirched: 

Don Juan: Mas no es así, que mil veces,    
    por vengarse uno atrevido,    
    por satisfacerle honrado    

publicó su agravio mismo,    
    porque dijo la venganza   
    lo que la ofensa no dijo.172 

Through his speech, Don Juan presents the question that plagues his friend; how does one 

exact revenge without advertising the insult that led to dishonor?  Calderón soon answers 

this by allowing Don Lope through a series of macabre machinations to plot his revenge 

by killing Don Luis and Doña Leonor, but to mask each murder in supposed accidents.   

For Don Luis, Don Lope creates a situation where the two end up traveling on the 

same boat.  After revenge is complete, and after washing ashore with his dagger still in 

hand, Lope explains to the audience through a lengthy soliloquy that he stabbed Luis with 

his dagger, threw his body into the sea, and blamed it all on a terrible storm that washed 

Luis overboard.  In the same speech Lope makes an accomplice of the audience by 

explaining his plan for Leonor.  He resolves to burn down his own home, killing Leonor 

in the chaos, and then allowing the flames to take the blame as her executioner.   

In his analysis of recorded legal cases of adultery in seventeenth-century Castile, 

Scott K. Taylor notes, �In most of these cases the community at large was involved in the 

affair.�173  I contend that by positioning the violent acts of Don Lope�s revenge offstage 

Calderón treats the corrales audience as though it were the Lisbon �community at large.�  

While Don Lope�s revenge must be kept secret to preserve his honor, so, too, must the 

                                                
172 Calderón, A secreto agravio, secreta venganza, Act III, 371-376. �Juan: For however much, however 
often, a man of pride and daring avenge the insult done him, by so much and so often does he publicize that 
insult. For his vengeance must reveal what the insult may conceal.� (translation by Edwin Honig). 
173 Taylor, Honor and Violence in Golden Age Spain, 224. 
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visual representation of those acts be kept hidden from public view.  The audience is then 

allowed to act as co-conspirator casting judgment on the adulterers and sympathizing 

with the distressed Don Lope.   

One aspect that makes Calderón an exceptional playwright is his ability to revisit 

and re-imagine themes made popular in his own and his contemporaries� comedias. 

Gwynne Edwards notes that �the drama of Calderón and his contemporaries was not, 

therefore, as Lope�s had been, one of innovation novelty and experiment, but one of 

consolidation, of building upon and improving an existing edifice.�174  Regardless of 

which play was written first, Calderón again explores the theme of wife-murder and 

adultery in another comedia of 1635, El médico de su honra.   

The play is set in fourteenth-century Castile during the reign of the historical 

ruler, King Pedro I, alternately called �the Cruel� (el Cruel) or �the Lawful� (el 

Justiciero). 175  It opens with King Pedro entering the stage immediately following an 

accident where his brother, Prince Enrique, falls from his horse.  This offstage incident 

establishes an atmosphere that foreshadows unfortunate events, which will result in 

bloodshed.  Enrique�s fall occurs in front of Don Gutierre�s home and, as the King leaves 

his brother for Castile, the Prince�s men take him to the house for medical attention.  This 

action reveals that Don Gutierre�s young wife, Doña Mencía, was once courted by Prince 

Enrique.  Mencía, who is home alone, immediately recognizes the quandary in which this 

scenario places her honor and that of Gutierre.  She allows Enrique to enter her 

unsupervised home, where he recovers and recognizes his former love interest.  The 

simple act of kindness towards her aristocratic superior, the Prince, seals her fate as 

                                                
174 Edwards, �Introduction� Calderón, Plays: One, xiv. 
175 Thacker, A Companion to Golden Age Theatre, 81. 
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Enrique decides that it was a divine omen that he was thrown in front of Mencía�s home.  

As a result, he begins to pursue her despite her protected status as a married woman.  

Enrique�s attentions are quickly recognized by Mencía�s husband, Don Gutierre, who 

proceeds, in a manner similar to Don Lope in A secreto agravio, secreta venganza, to plot 

his covert revenge on those who have besmirched his honor.  

The preferred method for vengeance dispatched in a quiet manner is traditionally 

a weapon used in close proximity, such as a dagger, stiletto, or garrote.   For this reason 

the rapier, with its long blade and distinctively clangorous fighting style, is not the ideal 

weapon for an assassination.  Recognizing this fact, Calderón displays naked blades on 

stage at the end of the first act, but quickly dispatches them before any lengthy duels can 

occur.  Gutierre is then called to the King�s court to answer charges that he dishonored 

his former fiancée, Leonor, by leaving her after he mistakenly saw a strange man leaving 

her chambers. This mysterious man is discovered to be Don Arias, one of Prince 

Enrique�s men.  Arias declares that he was the mysterious man, but he was there to visit 

another lady, whom, due to the demands of honor, he will not name.  In his attempt to 

restore Leonor�s honor, Arias insults Gutierre and the two engage in the only swordplay 

of El médico de su honra:  

Arias: Vuestra majestad me dé 
             campo en que defienda altivo 
             que no he faltado a quien es         
             Leonor, pues a un caballero 
             se le concede la ley. 

Gutierre; Yo saldré donde... 
[Empuñan] 
Rey:                   ¿Qué es esto? 

             ¿Cómo las manos tenéis 
             en las espadas delante          
             de mí?  ¿No tembláis de ver 
             mi semblante:  Donde estoy, 
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             ¿hay soberbia ni altivez? 
             Presos los llevad al punto; 
             en dos torres los tened;        
             y agradeced que no os pongo 
             las  cabezas a los pies. 

[Vase el REY]176 
 

The code of duello is evident through Arias�s insult, quickly followed by Gutierre�s 

counter-insult.  Their actions create two fatal errors in the manner in which they then 

handle these public insults.  First, there is no official challenge to a duel, as the dialogue 

indicates they take up (Empuñan) their swords as Arias and then Gutierre insult each 

other.  Their second error was allowing their passions to get the better of them as they 

bared their blades before the King, an act punishable by death. With his decree the King, 

shows the two nobles mercy and simply jails them, but through this act he also banishes 

swords from the remainder of the comedia. 

 Calderón�s choice to employ empuñan instead of riñen suggests that the two men 

never actually begin to exchange blows.  The stage action could simply be the two 

grasping their hilts and beginning to remove their swords from their scabbard.  This 

simple action to a skilled fencer is the equivalent threat of a soldier cocking his firearm.  

It would also be enough to justify the King�s reaction as well as his lenient mercy for 

such a breach of etiquette.  El médico de su honra, however, relies on jealous passion to 

justify a revenge-murder, and the level of violence to come should be supported by more 

than Gutierre merely grasping his sword hilt.   

                                                
176 Calderón, El médico de su honra, Act I, 978-992. �Arias: But now I answer him and ask permission of 
your majesty to let me give the lie to any slur upon this lady�s faultless reputation. The accusation is a lie. 
Gutierre: It�s you who lie, sir. [ They seize their swords] King: Both of you! You dare to behave so 
disrespectfully and in my company? Does not this royal countenance inspire fear? Can there be pride and 
arrogance to equal this? Take them away at once and lock them in the tower. Be thankful I do not employ 
the power I have to have your heads! [Exit the King].� (translation by Gwynne Edwards). 
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 A more powerful physical choice for this brief fight scene would be to have the 

men fully draw their swords.  In a swift motion that would ignore the traditional circle of 

destreza, Arias and Gutierre may lock blades crashing together to perform a corps-á-

corps.  The corps-á-corps is a standard sword technique where two opponents come into 

physical contact locking the hilts of their swords so that they are too close to perform 

normal fencing maneuvers.177  Such a brazen action would illustrate the passion that 

overcomes Gutierre to protect his honor.  If he is able to forget his place and put his life 

in jeopardy when protecting his honor, it would then be feasible that he would kill his 

wife over suspicions of infidelity.   

 Once the King orders the men jailed, the sword is also punished and relegated to 

the status of costume property.  The only other reference to swords appearing on stage is 

through an order Mencía gives Coquín in the second act. Mencía creates a distraction for 

Gutierre so that her maid Jacinta can secretly remove Prince Enrique from the home by 

declaring that she discovered a mysterious man in her bedroom: 

  Gutierre: ¿Qué dices?  ¡Válgame el cielo! 
             Ya es forzoso que me asombre. 
             ¿Embozado en casa un hombre? 

Mencía:   Yo le vi. 
Gutierre:           Todo soy hielo. 

             Toma esa luz. 
Coquín:                ¿Yo? 
Gutierre:                   El recelo         

             pierde, pues conmigo vas. 
Mencía:    Villano, ¿cobarde estás? 

             Saca tú la espada; yo 
             iré.  La luz se cayó. 

(Al tomar la luz, la mata disimuladamente, y salen JACINTA y don 
ENRIQUE siguiéndola)178 

                                                
177 Girard, Actors on Guard, 482. 
178 Calderón, El médico de su honra, Act II, 1301-1309. �Gutierre: Shall I believe what I am hearing now, 
or do your words astonish me so much I am deceived by them? A man concealed? You say his cloak across 
his face?  Mencía: I saw him clearly.  Gutierre: My heart is turned to ice. Come, bring the light.  Coquín: 
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Mencía�s command to Coquín contains a challenge to his masculinity that, as the comic 

gracioso, he may or may not accept.  Her line also indicates that Gutierre possibly drew 

his blade when he begins to look for the mysterious man. This supports her reason for 

ordering Coquín to draw his sword so that he can act as a second to her husband in case 

of violence.  Yet even in this scene the sword is still a property and in Coquín�s hands 

perhaps used comically to generate a laugh at his cowardice and ineptitude with a sword. 

 After this scene the sword is no longer the most dangerous weapon on stage since 

Gutierre discovers a dagger that Enrique accidently dropped while skulking around 

Mencía�s room. The dagger is not initially used as a weapon but becomes the instrument 

that sparks Gutierre�s suspicions: 

Gutierre: [Aparte] Mas es engaño, ¡ay de mí!,            
            que esta daga que hallé, -cielos!, 
            con sospechas y recelos 
            previene mi muerte en sí; 
            mas no es esto para aquí179 

Daggers are traditionally paired with the 

rapier.  Often they were a paired set with 

matching hilts and filigree.  José María 

Pélaez Valle states, �Los dibujos y diseño 

de las dagas siempre están en suite con la 

espada a la que acompañan.�180  Enrique�s 

                                                                                                                                            
What me? Gutierre: You must come with me. Quickly now. Do not be frightened.  Mencía: Are you really 
such a coward?  Draw your sword. Go with him. I shall bring the light.  The light�s gone out. [She takes the 
lamp and, without being seen, puts out the light. JACINTA enters, guiding ENRIQUE.� (translation by 
Gwynne Edwards). 
179 Calderón, El médico de su honra, Act II, 1361-1365. �Gutierre: [Aside] the truth is my dear wife 
deceives me. I found this dagger there, which fills my mind with suspicion, and seems a fateful 
premonition of my death.  But there is time enough to think of this.� (translation by Gwynne Edwards). 

Figure 16: Cup-hilt rapier and shell guard dagger used for 
fencing, Martínez Academy of Arms. 
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dagger becomes the proverbial �glass slipper� as Gutierre searches for its owner:   

Gutierre: En cuanto a que hallé esta daga, 
            hay crïados de quien pueda 
            ser.  En cuanto, ¡ay dolor mío!, 
            que con la espada convenga          
           del Infante, puede ser 
            otra espada como ella; 
            que no es labor tan extraña 
            que no hay mil que la parezcan. 
            Y apurando más el caso,           
            confieso, ¡ay de mí!, que sea 
            del Infante, y más confieso 
            que estaba allí, aunque no fuera 
            posible dejar de verle;181  

Gutierre�s discovery of Enrique�s dishonor leaves him in a quandary because he cannot 

turn to his sword to seek vengeance on his social superior.  Without the possibility of 

challenging Enrique to a duel he is forced to petition the King and admit his dishonor.   

The King chooses to confront his brother about the misplaced dagger, and what 

ensues is the final piece of on stage violence in the comedia: 

   Enrique:                 Señor, 

             considera que me riñes 
             tan severo, que turbado... 

Rey:      Tomad la daga... 
[Dale la daga, y al tomarla, turbado, el infante corta 
al REY la mano] 

                             ¿Qué hiciste, 
             traidor? 

Enrique:            ¿Yo? 
Rey:  ¿De esta manera 

             tu acero en mi sangre tiñes? 
             ¿Tú la daga que te di 
                                                                                                                                            
180 Valle, �La Espada Ropera Española en los Siglos XVI y XVII�, 160. �The drawings and design of the 
daggers are always in suite with the sword they accompany.� 
181 Calderón, El médico de su honra, Act II, 1627-1639. �Gutierre: As for this dagger, it could be some 
servant�s property; and even if we now admit its similarity to Prince Enrique�s royal sword, there is no 
proof that it is his.  There could, there very well might be another sword exactly like it.  Its workmanship is 
not so good as to exclude the possibility it could belong to someone else, though if I now admit the truth I 
do believe � if only I did not! � the dagger is Enrique�s, and that he, most cunningly concealed, was present 
somewhere in my house.� (translation by Gwynne Edwards). 
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             hoy contra mi pecho esgrimes?  
             ¿Tú me quieres dar la muerte? 

Enrique:  Mira, señor, lo que dices; 
             que yo turbado... 

Rey:                       ¿Tú a mí 
             te atreves?  ¡Enrique, Enrique! 
             Detén el puñal, ya muero.182 
 
The scene is minor in terms of the degree of violence, but it is the King�s reaction to 

injury that is quite fascinating.  According to the stage directions, Enrique accidently 

injures his brother.  His response supports this as he vehemently denies attempting to 

harm the King.  The scene is not as complicated as a duel, but once the King�s own blood 

is shed, no other violence appears on stage.  

The dénouement of the comedia is the tragic death of Mencía which Gutierre 

orchestrates through Ludovico, a sangrador he hires to drain her through bloodletting.183  

This horrific act, like the murder of Leonor in A secreto aggravio, secreta venganza, is 

committed offstage and not witnessed by the audience.  In this circumstance the act is 

more horrendous because Mencía is innocent and through no dishonorable actions of her 

own is unwillingly pursued by Enrique and killed to preserve the honor of Gutierre.  She 

is the victim of misperceptions of honor, and the King validates this by forcing Gutierre 

to wed the woman he once cast off, Doña Leonor.   

 In placing El médico de su honra in the fourteenth-century court of King Pedro, 

Calderón plays with the national heritage of Castile, connecting seventeenth-century 

                                                
182 Calderón, El médico de su honra, Act II, 2263-2275. �Enrique: My lord, I beg of you. There is no need 
to be so angry. This fury� King: Take the dagger! [The king offers the dagger to Enrique. As Enrique 
takes it, the dagger cuts the King�s hand.] What treachery is this? Enrique: My lord�King: You are to take 
up arms against your king? See how I bleed? I wanted you to see the knife.  Instead you try to end my life. 
Enrique: Not so. It was an accident, I swear. King: Enrique! Spare me, please! Or is it times like these a 
brother is his brother�s murderer?� (translation by Gwynne Edwards).  
183 Sangrador is the term Calderón uses in the cast list to describe Ludovico�s character.  It roughly  
translates to �a leech�, or �one who bleeds�, and can be seen as the equivalent to the medieval barber or 
surgeon. 
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questions of honor with fourteenth-century vengeance.  The playwright again turns to a 

historic event in order to create a new mythology and hero within the Spanish people in 

his later comedia, El alcalde de Zalamea.  Written in the 1642, El alcalde de Zalamea is 

considered one of his most popular plays, but it is also a departure from his traditional 

characters in terms of its subject matter centering on a peasant uprising.184  El alcalde de 

Zalamea may be Calderón�s attempt at addressing the questions that Lope wrote in 

Fuenteovejuna and Peribañez, surrounding the Spanish peasantry and their understanding 

of, or even claims to, honor.  As a proud member of the nobility, it is surprising that he 

would write a comedia that favors the peasant class.  Honig acknowledges that, 

�Calderón rarely treated the subject so favorably again� and in �El alcalde de sí mismo 

(Warden to himself) his view of the newly rich peasant is deprecatory.�185   

In El alcalde de Zalamea, Calderón presents the abuses of the military, and 

specifically the lecherous machinations of their captain Don Álvaro, as the army of �King 

Phillip II prepares to annex Portugal in 1580.�186   He also chooses to create an honorable 

peasant in the character of Pedro Crespo, a wealthy farmer who is elected mayor the 

townspeople of Zalamea.  Gerstinger supposes:  

The play [El alcalde de Zalamea] is only unusual in that the protagonist is 
a common man, a class usually represented only by the graciosos in 
Calderón�s dramas.  Calderón took this episode not in order to write a 
social drama but because its plot was theatrically effective.�187 
 

Even though Crespo is a �common man�, Calderón addresses his honor in relation to his 

social status through the farmer�s response to his son, Juan, after being ordered to quarter 

Captain Don Álvaro in his home: 

                                                
184 Gerstinger, Pedro Calderón de la Barca, 121. 
185 Edwin Honig �Introduction� to Calderón, Four Plays, xv. 
186 Thacker, A Companion to Golden Age Theater, 103. 
187 Gerstinger, Pedro Calderón de la Barca, 122. 
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  Juan:   ¡Que quieras, siento tú rico, 
                 vivir a estos hospedajes 
                 sujeto! 

Crespo:   Pues, ¿cómo puedo            
                 excusarlos ni excusarme? 

Juan:   Comprando una ejecutoria. 
Crespo:         Dime por tu vida, ¿hay alguien 

                 que no sepa que yo soy, 
                 si bien de limpio linaje,                          
                 hombre llano?  No, por cierto. 
                 Pues, ¿qué gano yo en comprarle 
                 una ejecutoria al Rey 
                si no le compro la sangre? 
                 ¿Dirán entonces que soy                
                 mejor que ahora?  No, es dislate. 
                 Pues, ¿qué dirán?  Que soy noble 
                 por cinco o seis mil reales; 
                 y esto es dinero y no es honra; 
                 que honra no la compra nadie.188 

In Calderón�s sense of honor, Crespo is acceptable primarily because he doesn�t attempt 

to exceed his social status but willingly accepts his station.    

 In El alcalde de Zalamea it is surprising, for a comedia exploring the honor of the 

peasant class, that the rapier is presented more often than in any of Calderón�s other 

plays. Traditionally, the rapier is associated with the nobility, and specifically the image 

of the young caballero trained in swordplay.  In El alcalde de Zalamea, Calderón twists 

these traditions as Crespo and Juan are forced to take up swords against their superior, 

Don Álvaro, in order to defend Crespo�s family honor.  The first presentation of blades 

on stage occurs when Don Álvaro, after discovering that Crespo has hidden away his 

                                                
188 Pedro Calderón, El alcalde de Zalamea, Act 1, 483-500. �Juan: You�re a wealthy man � how can you 
subject yourself to playing host to guests like these?  Crespo: Well, how can I avoid it or beg it off?  Juan: 
By purchasing a patent of nobility.  Crespo: Tell me, but truly now, is there anyone who doesn�t know, 
however pure my ancestry, that I�m a simple commoner? No, of course not!  Well then, what use is there in 
purchasing a patent from the King to go with it? Would I be taken for a better man than I am now? That�s 
ridiculous. Then what would they say of me? That I�ve become a gentleman by virtue of five or six 
thousand silver pieces.  Well, that�s money for you, not honor.  No one can purchase honor.� (translation by 
Edwin Honig). 
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beautiful daughter Isabel in the attic, devises a ruse to allow him to chase his Sergeant 

into the rafters: 

  Álvaro:   ¿Qué es lo que espero, 
                 que no doy muerte a un pícaro atrevido? 

Rebolledo:     Huyo, por el respeto que he tenido 
                 a esa insignia. 

Álvaro: Aunque huyas, 
                 te he de matar. 

Chispa: [Aparte] Ya él hizo de las suyas.  
Sargento:      ¡Tente, señor! 
Chispa:                       ¡Escucha! 
Sargento:                               ¡Aguarda, espera! 
Chispa:  [Aparte] Ya no me llamarán la bolichera. 
[Éntrale acuchillando y salen JUAN con espada 

y Pedro CRESPO] 
Juan: ¡Acudid todos presto! 
Crespo:  ¿Qué ha sucedido aquí? 
Juan:       ¿Qué ha sido aquesto? 
Chispa:  Que la espada ha sacado                            

                 el capitán aquí para un soldado, 
                 y esa escalera arriba 
                 sube tras él.189  

Although Álvaro�s lines may indicate that he draws his weapon, his blocking is clarified 

when Chispa describes his actions to Crespo and Juan.  This action is extremely hostile 

especially when one is a guest, as Don Álvaro is, in Crespo�s home.  The response by 

Crespo and Juan to grab their swords and rush to defend Isabel�s honor is justified by 

Álvaro�s breach of etiquette.  

 Álvaro forces his way into Isabel�s hidden room, and when confronted by Crespo 

and Juan, he mocks the supposition of honor by the lower classes.  With so many swords 

                                                
189 Calderón, El alcalde de Zalamea, Act 1, 667-678. �Álvaro: What�s kept me from killing this cheeky 
begger on the spot? Rebolledo: I withdraw, in deference to your rank.  Álvaro: That won�t help; you�re a 
dead man now.  Chispa: [Aside] What a mess he�s made of it!  Sergeant: Easy, sir!  Chispa: Stop!  
Sergeant: Wait, hold on! [Álvaro runs off after Rebolledo, and the sergeant, behind Álvaro; enter Juan with 
drawn sword, followed by his father] Juan: To the rescue, everybody!  Crespo: What�s going on here?  
Juan: How did it get started?  Chispa: The captain drew his sword against a soldier, then bounded up those 
stairs behind him.�  (translation by Edwin Honig). 
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drawn, compounded by Álvaro�s insults and Crespo�s sense of honor, a fight is 

inevitable: 

Álvaro:¿Qué habíais de hacer?          
Juan:   Perder                    

                 la vida por la opinión. 
Álvaro:   ¿Qué opinión tiene un villano? 
Juan:   Aquella misma que vos; 

                 que no hubiera un capitán 
                 sino hubiera un labrador.                          

Álvaro: ¡Vive Dios, que ya es bajeza 
                 sufrirlo! 

Cresp:    Ved que yo estoy 
                 de por medio. 

[Sacan las espadas] 
Rebolledo: ¡Vive Cristo, 

                 Chispa, que ha de haber hurgón! 
Chispa: ¡Aquí del cuerpo de guardia!           
Rebolledo:     ¡Don Lope, ojo avisor! 
[Sale don LOPE con hábito, muy galán, 

y bengala] 
Lope:   ¿Qué es aquesto?  ¿La primera 

                 cosa que he de encontrar hoy, 
                 acabado de llegar, 
                 ha de ser una cuestión?190 

The dialogue indicates that Juan first challenges Don Álvaro.  He makes note that the 

captain�s self-imposed presence in his father�s home is insult enough to cause him to 

defend his honor, let alone Álvaro�s added insult in dismissing Juan as a potential 

adversary based on his social standing.  As the head of his household, Crespo steps 

forward to defend his son and their family honor.   

 Once again, the staging for the fight is extremely vague in the text.  What is 

known is that Juan first confronts Álvaro and the two potentially cross swords before 
                                                
190 Calderón, El alcalde de Zalamea, Act 1, 764-780. �Álvaro: And what can a good name mean to a 
peasant?  Juan: As much as it does to you, who wouldn�t be a captain if there were no peasants.  Alvaro: By 
God, this insolence is insufferable!  Crespo: Look here, to get to him you go through me. [They strike 
swords]  Rebolledo: In God�s name, Chispa, there�s going to be a brawl! Chispa: Guards, this way!  
Rebolledo: Don Lope! Here�s trouble coming!  [Enter Don Lope, in an elegant uniform and carrying his 
baton] Lope; What�s all this about? I�ve just arrived, and must the first thing I come up against be a 
squabble?� (translation by Edwin Honig). 
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Crespo joins them.  Upon seeing the danger about to befall his son, Crespo intercedes and 

begins trading blows with Álvaro.  The code of duello is shattered when the swordfight 

erupts between two combatants of unequal status.  This fact allows a fight choreographer 

to include Juan in the fight, turning the scene into a spectacular two-against-one battle. 

This choice is supported by Crespo�s aside that marvels at Juan�s skills as a diestro: 

  ¡Por Dios, que se las tenía con todos el rapagón!191 
 
Crespo�s exclamation informs us that Juan is extremely skilled, and that Álvaro�s 

soldiers, the Sergeant and Rebolledo, join in the fight creating a three-against-two 

skirmish. 

It is fascinating that Calderón chooses to present a fight between a captain and his 

soldiers against two farmers, in which neither participant gets injured.  More importantly 

the scene does not feel misplaced and readily accepts a convention where farmers are 

proficient enough in destreza to square off against the military.  This fact possibly 

illustrates the level of permeation that swordplay achieves socially in early modern Spain 

by the time Calderón writes El alcalde de Zalamea.  Consider that Mengo, in Lope�s 

Fuenteovejuna, uses stones to fend off the soldiers, but by 1642 Calderón�s peasants are 

skilled swordsmen.  Crespo is, of course, wealthy which justifies both his and Juan�s 

possessing what traditionally is considered the weapon of choice for the aristocracy.  José 

María Pélaez Valle records the cost of early modern rapiers: 

Para dar idea del aprecio de la calidad de las fabricaciones de Toledo sirve 
de indicativo una Cédula Real, impresa por Julián de Paredes en 1680, 
donde se fijan los precios máximos de hoja y guarniciones.  Se dice en 
ella: 

Una hoja de espada de Toledo 30 reales. 
Una hoja de espada de Alemania 18 reales. 

                                                
191 Calderón, El alcalde de Zalamea, Act 1, 783-4. �Crespo: [Aside] That shaveling of mine, by Jove, held 
his own against them all!� (translation by Edwin Honig). 
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Una hoja de espada de Genova 10 reales. 
Una hoja de espada de Tolosa de'Francia 11 reales. 
Una hoja de daga 5 reales. 
Una guarnición de Vizcaya entrefina 8 reales. 
Una guarnición entreordinaria 6 reales.192 

To give an indication of the value of a real in 1680 Toledo, Valle notes, �Un capitán de 

tercios ganaba 40 libras al mes y un oficial artesano del orden de 12 reales día.�193  

 The fight is abruptly halted upon the arrival of the Commander of the Army, Don 

Lope.  His stopping the fight is remarkably similar to the impromptu duel being silenced 

by the King in El médico de su honra.  Here a superior noble�s presence also causes any 

conflicts to cease immediately, and further hostile actions are considered a serious breach 

of etiquette.  The result is that in the absence of King Philip II, Don Lope takes on the 

role of the benevolent leader and demonstrates the noblesse oblige expected of a noble 

Spaniard.  Don Lope immediately jails Rebodello for instigating the fight, verbally 

chastises his subordinate Don Álvaro, and evicts the captain from Crespo�s home so that 

he can quarter there. 

 In El alcalde de Zalamea the threat of violence lingers into the second act as Don 

Álvaro continues to pursue the unwilling Isabel.  In doing so he dishonors both of them 

since she is a peasant�s daughter and beneath marrying a member of the nobility.  His 

actions lead to a scene, set outside on the street in front of Crespo�s house, where Don 

Álvaro, his followers, and the quixotic character, Don Mendo, and his companion, Nuño, 

are all attempting to court Isabel from her closed window.  Both Crespo and Don Lope 
                                                
192 Valle, �La Espada Ropera Española en los Siglos XVI y XVII�, 168-9. �To give an idea as to the 
appreciation for the quality of Toledo craftsmanship is indicated in the printed Cédula Real, by Julián de 
Paredes in 1680, where the maximum prices of blades and hilts are established.  It states:  A sword blade 
from Toledo is 30 reales.  A sword blade from Germany is 18 reales.  A sword blade from Genova is 10 
reales.  A sword blade from Tolosa, France is 11 reales.  A dagger blade is 5 reales.  A hilt from Vizcaya of 
medium-quality is 8 reales.  An ordinary hilt is 6 reales.� 
193 Valle, �La Espada Ropera Española en los Siglos XVI y XVII�, 169. �A captain of the thirds earned 40 
libras monthly and an official artisan of the order earned 12 reales a day.� 
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are angered by the disturbance, and secretly each man individually slips out of the house, 

prepared to handle the situation alone with their swords.  The action that ensues is a huge 

fight with a minimum of eight combatants on stage: 

Chispa: [Canta] �El Garlo, que siempre fue 
                 en todo lo que le cumple 
                 rayo de tejado abajo,                              
                 porque era rayo sin nube, 
                 sacó la espada, y a un tiempo 
                 un tajo y revés sacude.� 

[Acuchíllanlos don LOPE y Pedro CRESPO] 
Crespo:  Sería de esta manera. 
Lope:  Que sería así no duden.              
[Métenlos a cuchilladas y sale don LOPE] 
Lope:  ¡Gran valor!  Uno ha quedado 

                 de ellos, que es el que está aquí. 
[Sale Pedro CRESPO] 
Crespo:         Cierto es que el que queda ahí 

                 sin duda es algún soldado. 
Lope:              Ni aun éste no ha de escapar             

                 sin almagre.  
Crespo:    Ni éste quiero 

                 que quede sin que mi acero  
                 la calle le haga dejar. 

Lope:              ¿No huís con los otros? 
Crespo:    ¡Huid vos, 

                 que sabréis hüír más bien!                                                             
[Riñen] 
Lope:           ¡Voto a Dios, que riñe bien! 
Crespo:         ¡Bien pelea, voto a Dios! 
[Sale JUAN] 
Juan: [Aparte]  ¡Quiera el cielo, que le tope!  

               Señor, a tu lado estoy.194 

                                                
194 Calderón, El alcalde de Zalamea, Act II, 1333-1353. �Chispa: [Singing] �Garlo�s sword was like 
greased lightning when he decided to fight. So he whisked off his cloak, and whipping the thing to his left 
and his right��  Crespo: You mean like this!  Don Lope: Like this no doubt! [Don Lope and Crespo thrust 
at the soldiers, at Don Mendo and Nuño, and rout them all; Don Lope returns.] They�ve scampered away, 
except for that one over there. [Crespo returns]  Crespo: Here�s someone who�s left behind. No doubt a 
soldier.  Don Lope: And this one won�t get off until his blood flows like wine.  Crespo: And I won�t let up 
on this one until I drive him up the street.  Don Lope: Now get going, like the others!  Crespo: Try it 
yourself, you�re better at it! [They Fight]  By God, the chap�s handy with that blade!  Crespo:  This chap 
fights well, by God!  [Enter Juan, with a drawn sword]  Juan: [Aside]  Now by  heaven, let me get at him! � 
I�m here, sir, at your side.� (translation by Edwin Honig). 
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The scene is extremely chaotic as it involves a large number of characters.  Calderón also 

chooses to employ a traditional plot device by setting the fight at night so that the identity 

of each character is hidden from the other.  Of course the audience of the open courtyard 

corrales would have no problem recognizing the characters in the afternoon Madrid 

sunlight.   

 The scene also reaffirms Crespo as an extremely skilled diestro.   The ruckus 

commences with Crespo, followed by Don Lope, performing the swordplay of Garlo that 

Chispa is singing about.  The stage directions in this scene are more detailed as they 

indicate both Crespo and Lope specifically thrust, or stab, at the crowd of characters on 

the street.  Protecting one�s home, and specifically unwed female relatives, from 

unwanted suitors was common in seventeenth-century Spain.  Taylor records:  

In 1624, Francisco Abad, a young man, was walking through the street at 
nightfall and politely asked the tailor Pedro Trebiño to �step aside, sir, and 
let me pass.�  Trebiño�s response was to give Abad three or four blows to 
the back with either a cudgel or the flat of his sword.  When questioned by 
the authorities, Trebiño confessed and explained that Abad was �angling 
to get married to a niece of his and was hanging around on the street 
pestering her, even though she does not want to marry him.�195 

  
The deadly force employed by both Crespo and Don Lope is therefore justified as they 

are both defending Isabel�s honor. After routing the other peripheral characters Crespo 

and Don Lope mistakenly cross swords, not recognizing each other in the darkness.  This 

fact allows both men to save face, for normally it would be dishonorable to face off 

against an opponent of  lower social standing. 

 Once the two older men square off, a spectacular display of destreza should be 

presented.  The exclamations of both Crespo and Don Lope demand it.  Each man 

acknowledges the level of skill of his opponent, even if one does not physically recognize 
                                                
195 Taylor, Honor and Violence in Golden Age Spain, 113. 
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the other.  In presenting this second act duel, Calderón demonstrates the rapier as the 

great equalizer between the classes and shows that through training and dedication a 

skilled diestro can overcome his social status.  Crespo�s proficiency in la destreza, as 

physically illustrated in both duels, elevates him to a higher status and respect 

traditionally ascribed to the nobility.  The duel ceases the moment Don Lope and Crespo 

recognize one another once Juan joins the fight at his father�s side.   

 The scene also involves specific injuries that occur during the fight, which, in 

turn, is seen as an insult to Don Mendo�s honor.  When the comic hidalgo returns to the 

stage with his servant Nuño, the stage directions and dialogue clearly indicate Nuño�s 

wounds: 

  [Salen don MENDO y NUÑO herido] 
Mendo:  ¿Es algo, Nuño, la herida? 
Nuño: Aunque fuera menor, fuera 

                 de mí muy mal recibida, 
                 y mucho más que quisiera                    

Mendo:          Yo no he tenido en mi vida 
                    mayor pena ni tristeza.                         

Nuño: Yo tampoco. 
Mendo: Que me enoje 

                 es justo. ¿Que su fiereza 
                 luego te dio en la cabeza?                         

Nuño:  Todo este lado me coge.196 

A skilled fight director would include Nuño�s injury in the larger fight that precedes the 

duel between Don Lope and Crespo. The only choice is which man, Don Lope or Crespo, 

delivers the painful hit. 

                                                
196 Calderón, El alcalde de Zalamea, Act II, 1397-1406. �[Enter Don Mendo and Nuño wounded]  Mendo: 
Well Nuño, how is your wound?  Nuño: If it were slighter than it is, I�d still say it�s most unwelcome and 
might have spared me its company.  Mendo: I have never felt such pain or anguish in all my days.  Nuño: 
Me either.  Mendo: Now I�ve a right to be angry.  He gave you quite a blow there on the head, did he not? 
Nuño: It throbs down to my toes.� (translation by Edwin Honig) 
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  In the aftermath of the fight, Don Lope, recognizing the skill and honor of Juan, 

offers to take the youth into his retinue.  This action is the only means, other than 

dishonorably purchasing a patent of nobility as discussed earlier, through which Juan can 

improve his station by excelling in the military.  Before his son�s departure, Crespo offers 

Juan advice that includes specific reference to destreza and fencing instruction: 

  Crespo:  No riñas por cualquier cosa; 
                 que cuando en los pueblos miro 
                 muchos, que a reñir se enseñan, 
                 mil veces entre mí digo: 
                 �Aquesta escuela no es                             
                 la que ha de ser�.  Pues colijo 
                 que no ha de enseñarse a un hombre 
                 con destreza, gala y brío 
                 a reñir, sino a por qué  
                 ha de reñir; que yo afirmo                  
                 que, si hubiera un maestro solo 
                 que enseñara prevenido, 
                 no el cómo, el por qué se riña, 
                 todos le dieran sus hijos.197  

Crespo�s description of fencing further validates the training and proficiency that has 

been extrapolated through textual analysis.  He also addresses the question of when 

violence is acceptable and how the training methods of sub par fencing instructors 

adversely affect their pupils.   

 The accidental duel between Don Lope and Crespo is not the last scene of 

violence in El alcalde de Zalamea.  It is, however, the last honorable swordfight as the 

violence that follows involves an enraged Don Álvaro, followed by his soldiers, 

                                                
197 Calderón, El alcalde de Zalamea, Act II, 1616-1629. �Crespo:  Fight only when you have just cause.  
Now when I see those in our towns who teach the use of foils, I often tell myself: �Their schools leave 
something wanting, it seems to me.  The chap they teach to duel with so much fervor, skill and gallantry 
should be instructed first as to why � not how � he fights.  And I believe if there were only one fencing 
master prepared to teach the why and wherefore of the duel, we�d all entrust our sons to such a man.� 
(translation by Edwin Honig). 
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forcefully abducting Isabel from her father�s home.  After being overcome by the masked 

soldiers, Crespo attempts to rescue his daughter:  

[Sale INÉS con la espada] 
Inés: Ésta, señor, es tu espada. 
[Vase INÉS] 
CRESPO:        A buen tiempo la has traído.                

                 Ya tengo honra, pues ya tengo 
                 espada con que seguirlos. 
                 Soltad la presa, traidores 
                 cobardes, que habéis traído, 
                 que he de cobrarla o la vida                       
                 he de perder. 

[Riñen] 
SARGENTO: Vano ha sido 

                 tu intento, que somos muchos. 
CRESPO:    Mis males son infinitos, 

                 y riñen todos por mí. 
                 Pero la tierra que piso                            
                 me ha faltado. 

[Cae, Pedro CRESPO] 
REBOLLEDO: ¡Dale muerte! 
SARGENTO: Mirad, que es rigor impío 

                 quitarle la vida y honor; 
                 mejor es en lo escondido 
                 del monte dejarle atado,                           
                 porque no lleve el aviso. 

ISABEL: [Dentro] ¡Padre y señor! 
CRESPO:  Hija mía! 
REBOLLEDO:  Retírale, como has dicho. 
CRESPO:   Hija, solamente puedo 

                 seguirte con mis suspiros.198    

The sheer brutality of the scene is quite shocking as Crespo is beaten by the soldiers and 

tied to a tree while Isabel is dragged off stage and raped as her offstage screams indicate.  

                                                
198 Calderón, El alcalde de Zalamea, Act II, 1744-1765. �[enter Inés, with a sword] Inés: Here is your 
sword now.  [Exit Inés] Crespo: Ah, you�ve brought it just in time.  Now I have this sword to follow them, 
my honor is restored. Cowards! Dogs! Release the daughter you have stolen from me! I�ll free her, or else 
die in the attempt. [They fight]  Sergeant: It�s useless: you�re outnumbered.  Crespo: The injuries you�ve 
done me are legion; they�ll fight for me� [he falls] Rebolledo: Finish him off!  Sergeant: No, let him live. 
It�s bad enough for him he�s lost his honor.  Better tie him up and leave him in the woods where he won�t 
attract attention.  Isabel: [Offstage] oh, Father, help me!  Crespo: Dearest Daughter!  Rebolledo: Drag him 
off as you say! Crespo: Oh, my daughter, only my sighs can follow you now!� (translation by Edwin 
Honig). 
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Once again, as with the brutal assassinations of Mencía in El médico de su honra and 

Leonor in A secreto agravio, secreta venganza, Calderón removes such acts of violence 

from the audience�s view.  His choice is to have the details recounted by Isabel as she 

discovers the bound Crespo.  Through Isabel�s narration, Crespo and the audience are 

forced to share in her experiences.  This delivery is more powerful than simulated stage 

violence, as the audience�s imagination completes the visual image.   

 In her narration, Isabel offers Calderón�s final insights as to how a deadly sword 

fight should be presented.  As she recounts the details, her words create a plot of action 

that could influence the choreography of the two previous fights: 

Isabel:  Sin hablar palabra, saca 
                 el acero, que aquel día                     
                 le ceñiste.  El capitán, 
                 que el tardo socorro mira 
                 en mi favor, contra el suyo 
                 saca la blanca cuchilla. 
                 Cierra el uno con el otro;                         
                 este repara, aquel tira; 
                 y yo, en tanto que los dos 
                 generosamente lidian, 
                 viendo temerosa y triste, 
                 que mi hermano no sabía                     
                 si tenía culpa o no, 
                 por no aventurar mi vida 
                 en la disculpa, la espalda 
                 vuelvo, y por la entretejida 
                 maleza del monte huyo;                             
                 pero no con tanta prisa, 
                 que no hiciese de unas ramas 
                 intricadas celosías; 
                 porque deseaba, señor, 
                 saber lo mismo que huía.                    
                 A poco rato mi hermano 
                 dio al capitán una herida. 
                 Cayó.  Quiso asegurarle... 
                 cuando los que ya venían 
                 buscando a su capitán                       
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                 en su venganza se incitan.199  

Isabel�s descriptions create a vivid image of Juan trading blows with Don Álvaro until he 

overtakes the Captain and wounds him.  Perhaps it was a matter of decorum that 

Calderón chose to relegate this duel to offstage action.  In essence, he apparently did not 

want to present a commoner, although heroic and morally just, who possesses the ability 

to injure a noble, on stage.  As if to support this choice, Crespo�s justice occurs only after 

he is appointed Mayor of Zalamea and presented with the magistrate�s staff (vara).  Once 

he has been appointed to this higher station, he uses his authority to imprison and, finally, 

to execute Don Álvaro for his crimes against Isabel and the people of Zalamea.  In the 

final scene King Philip II, after engaging in judicial banter with Crespo, supports 

Crespo�s idea of justice and validates the punishment for Don Álvaro�s horrid actions. 

 El alclade de Zalamea represents the later comedias of Calderón prior to the 

closure of the theatres in 1644, specifically with his sophisticated use of violence to 

establish a dialogue on expectations of class and the concept of honor amongst all strata 

of early modern Spanish society.  Calderón turns once again to dueling, however, as the 

subject of El postrer duelo de España, one of his last comedias believed to have been 

composed in 1664, fourteen years after the reopening of the public corrales.200  His 

                                                
199 Calderón, El alcalde de Zalamea, Act II, 2004-2031. �Isabel: Wordlessly he drew his sword, the one 
you girded round him that same day.  Then the Captain, recognizing now that someone had come to my 
aid, replied with his sharp blade.  They closed and fought, thrust and parried.  But while they fought 
relentlessly, in m y grief and fear I recognized that my brother would not know if I was or was not guilty of 
complicity.  And so, not to risk m y life before I could explain the circumstance, I turned into the forest�s 
tangled underbrush and fled. And yet, not completely, Father; for it was also my desire to know what would 
ensue behind me that prompted me to turn and watch them, screened behind a latticework of vines.  Soon I 
saw my brother wound the Captain who stumbled backward; and just as Juan prepared to follow through 
the Captain�s men, who had been searching for him, burst in, furious to avenge him.� (translation by Edwin 
Honig). 
200 Guy Rossetti, �Introduction� to Calderón, El postrer duelo de España, 1. 
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choice in presenting dueling as the impetus for the plot in this comedia also indicates the 

popularity that such early modern stage fights had in the theatres.  

 The historic source material for this comedia was an actual case that occurred in 

1522 in the second year of Charles V�s reign.201  Two nobles, Pedro de Torellas and 

Jerónimo de Ansa, had a falling out, and in order to settle the matter, they decided to 

engage in a private duel.  After fighting for a long while, Pedro was disarmed, either by 

dropping his blade or through fatigue, and Jerónimo offered mercy by allowing Pedro to 

live and promised to keep the matter secret so that Pedro could salvage his honor.  As 

with Calderón�s play, the private duel is witnessed by another who in turn spread the 

news of Pedro�s loss.  Once Pedro�s honor is compromised publicly with the word of his 

loss, he petitions Emperor Charles V to challenge Jerónimo to a judicial, public duel.  

This sanctioned duel became the last legal duel in Castile, and serves as the climatic  

third act battle of El postrer duelo de España.   

While Calderón stayed close to the historical facts, Guy Rossetti observes, �Two 

major deviations from the historical accounts involve the motive for the duel and the final 

outcome of the combat.�202  In truth, the two men first dueled over an �incident on the 

ball court� and when their public duel came to a stalemate, after the Emperor ordered it to 

cease, they continued to fight and were �incarcerated until, weary of their imprisonment, 

they agreed to become friends.�203  Taking poetic license, Calderón turns the motivation 

for the conflict into a love triangle involving �secret courtship and secret cohabitation.�204  

This modification of events justifies the level of violence demanded by both combatants 

                                                
201 Rossetti, �Introduction� to Calderón, El postrer duelo de España, 12. 
202 Ibid, 13. 
203 Ibid, 13. 
204 Ibid, 14. 
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to engage in a duel.  This aspect is especially poignant when one considers that in 1664, 

after dueling had been outlawed by canon law in the Council of Trent in 1563, it was an 

illegal act that demanded a greater validation than an argument instigated during a 

sporting match.205   

The dramatization of the motives for the duel as an affair, regardless of its later 

date of composition, firmly plants this comedia as one of Lope�s comedias nuevas.  What 

separates El postrer duelo de España from Calderón�s earlier comedia de capa y espada 

is that the specific duel, and not the intricate love triangle, is the focus of the play.  

Calderón chooses to present two duels, one private and the second public, to question the 

understanding of honor and the validity of such a dangerous ritual to restore honor.  

Rossetti speculates that, �As an observer and participant of the religious and social scene, 

he [Calderón] must have sensed the moral outrage and the social and political 

consequences that resulted from the frequent duels that ended the lives of many nobles at 

a time when Spain could hardly afford to spill blood over petty personal maters.�206 

 The first duel occurs in the middle of the second act and, following the historical 

events, is set in the middle of the forest outside of Saragossa.  The two protagonists, Don 

Pedro and Don Jerónimo, agree to private combat after learning that they both are 

courting the same lady, Violante.  The matter is made more complex by the discovery 

that Don Pedro and Doña Violante have been engaged for some time in a clandestine 

courtship.  Don Jerónimo unknowingly dishonors his friend Don Pedro by aggressively 

pursuing Doña Violante.  Through these tangled circumstances, Calderón establishes two 

characters who, although they will be locked in mortal combat, are both sympathetic to 

                                                
205 Taylor, Honor and Violence in Golden Age Spain, 71. 
206 Rossetti, �Introduction� to Calderón, El postrer duelo de España, 41. 
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the audience.  It is their overwhelming politeness and refinement that is highlighted in 

their first private duel.  The scene opens with Don Pedro injuring himself before the 

skirmish even begins: 

Pedro:  ¡Válgame el Cielo! 
Jerónimo: En un tronco el caballo tropezando 

   le arroja: a socorrerle iré volnado. 
[Al entrar don Jerónimo, sale don Pedro como cayendo.] 
Pedro:  Mucho siento, aunque fuese a costa mía 

   malograr tan hidalgo bizarría. 
Jerónimo: ¿Cómo? 
Pedro:  No me he hecho mal, y el luster quito 

   al socorro, pues dél no necesito. 
Jerónimo: Con todo, si os sentís no bien tratado, 

   el que esperó a que estéis desocupado 
   en esta soledad de penas lleno, 
   esperará también afectado el dolor sea; 
   y mientras que sacar puedo la espada, 
   ni azares temo, ni me duele nada. 

[Riñen] 
Jerónimo: Cuanto es valor, de vos tengo creído. 
Benito: [Aparte] ¡Oigan los bobos, a lo que han venido! 

   A matarse no más. Pero del ama 
   el primo ¿no es aquél? 

[Riñendo] 
Jerónimo: [Aparte] ¡Qué honor! 
Pedro: [Aparte] ¡Qué fama! 
Benito: [Aparte] Sí; mas ¿qué me va a mí? Silencio tenga; 

   Que no han de verme hasta que Gila venga. 
Pedro: [Aparte] A pesar del dolor, me aliento en vano, 

   ¡Ay infelíz! 
[Cáesele la espada a don Pedro, pasa la daga a la mano derecha, y don 
Jerónimo se retira] 
Jerónimo: La espada de la mano 

   se os ha caído. 
Pedro:   El brazo entumecido 

   y atormentado, al golpe se ha rendido; 
   mas no el valor que siempre en mí se halla. 

Jerónimo: No os asustéis; tiempo hay para cobralla. 
   Alzadla, pues, del suelo, 
   y volved a reñir.207 

                                                
207 Calderón, El postrer duelo de España, Act II, 596-629. �Pedro: Oh, Heavens!  Jerónimo: His horse has 
fallen down; let me fly to his assistance.  [Exit and re-enter with Don Pedro, who can with difficulty 
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By injuring Pedro in a fall, Calderón establishes a rationale for his not fighting well and 

eventually having to yield to Jerónimo.  The event also creates a specific physicality that 

the actor must include in his performance of the character.  This aspect would naturally 

come through in the fight choreography and must be addressed in the production.   

 Another unique component of this particular stage duel is that before and after 

Benito�s dialogue the stage directions indicate that the two nobles continue to fight 

through the lines.  The combat ends after ten lines of dialogue when Pedro drops his 

sword as indicated by both Jerónimo�s dialogue and the surprisingly detailed stage 

directions.  In an honorable move, akin to Don Manuel disarming Don Luis in La dama 

duende, Don Jerónimo offers to end the duel since the two have now become unequal 

opponents, due to circumstances beyond either�s control.  As with the historic events, the 

two men agree to end their private duel, and believing that there are no witnesses to their 

conflict, assume that their honor has been defended and restored. 

 The private affair, which was handled both discreetly and politely, is made public 

through the voyeurism of Benito, and to some extant that of the audience.  Benito quickly 

spreads the news of the altercation which sets into motion a series of events that will 

                                                                                                                                            
support himself]  Pedro: I could wish almost this act of generosity on your side were not useless and 
superfluous, had it even cost me dearer.  Jerónimo: What do you mean?  Pedro: That my fall is nothing.  
The merit of your action is lost, as I have no need of your assistance.  Jerónimo: Yet, if you feel the 
slightest pain in the world from your fall, as I have waited here in this forest, given up to my thoughts, till 
you have finished your business, I can as well wait till your strength be perfectly re-established.  Pedro: It is 
re-established.  Though my arm has suffered, that forms no motive for my accepting the delay you offer 
me.  Besides, he who, knowing that I was his competitor, could believe, after repeating, �what was said, 
was said,� that my courtesy was only an excuse for my fears, may think now that the pain of my arm is but 
a pretense. While I can hold a sword, I fear no danger, and I feel no pain. [They Fight] Jerónimo: I in no 
way doubt your valor.  Benito: [Aside] What good souls! To come here to cut one another�s throats!  Why, 
this here is the cousin of Madame Seraphina, my mistress. [Fighting]  Jerónimo: [Aside] Now fair honor!  
Pedro: [Aside] Unsullied reputation! Benito: [Aside] What�s this to me? Let me hold my tongue.  I don�t 
want anyone to know I�m here till Giletta comes.  Pedro: [Aside] What agony! Heavens! How unfortunate! 
[Don Pedro lets his sword fall, carries his left hand to his dagger, and Don Jerónimo withdraws from the 
fight]  Jerónimo: You have let fall your sword.  Pedro: My arm is swelled and I suffer dreadful pain.  My 
sword has escaped me.  There remains no longer anything but courage and -   Jerónimo: Be of good cheer! 
You have time to regain it.  Take it again, and let us continue �.� (translation by John Howard Payne). 
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inevitably result in the public duel.  For fight choreographers, Benito�s recollection of the 

events to Doña Serafina gives clues as to how Calderón envisioned the staging of the 

theatrical duel: 

Benito: A matarse en cortesía 
   vinieron a aquesta estancia 
   don Pedro, tu primo, y otro  

caballero; cochilladas 
se tiraron tan bien puestas 
en razón y tan honradas, 
que debieron de servir 
al Cid en algunas calzas. 
Finalamente, como digo 
de mi cuento, cuando andaban 
más en cólera, he aquí... 

Serafina: ¿Que? 
Benito: Que se le cayó la espada 

   a tu primo de la mano.208 

It is interesting that Benito�s description of the combat does not indicate that Pedro�s 

injury from the fall influenced his fighting style.  What Benito�s account does 

acknowledge is that the two fight extremely well and with finite precision, trading blows, 

in a manner that can only imply early modern rapier combat.   

 Although the private duel ostensibly resolves the questions of honor between two 

noble friends, once Benito begins singing a song about Don Pedro�s loss of the duel due 

to a lack of strength in his arm, Pedro�s shame demands a response.  With the arrival of 

Charles V in the third act, Pedro pleads his case to the Emperor and petitions for a 

judicial duel to settle the matter once and for all.  What transpires is one of the only 

formal duels presented in early modern drama.  Where the majority of comedia sword-

                                                
208 Calderón, El postrer duelo de España, Act II, 789-801. �Benito: Your cousin, Don Pedro, and another 
came here to kill each other very politely.  After having each distributed to the other several hard blows 
with the sword with infinite delicacy, with a courtesy that would have done honor to the Cid, at last as I tell 
you, at the moment when they were most enraged, behold you� Serafina: What?  Benito: Don Pedro�s 
sword fell out of his hand.� (translation by John Howard Payne). 
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fights develop from a misunderstanding in the dark or a quick passionate altercation, the 

final duel in act three of El postrer duelo de España is an orderly affair, including the 

choosing of seconds, weapons, and officiating by the Emperor.  Taylor notes, �Not a 

flurry of irrational violence, the duel was instead a carefully choreographed ceremony 

designed to restore an honorable reputation of someone defamed.�209   

 The pomp and circumstance encompassing the formal duel influences most of the 

action in the third act.  Prior to the actual combat, the Constable acts as a master-of-

ceremonies making introductions of all participants, including their seconds.  He also 

notes the noble heraldries of all families involved and administers oaths and prayers to 

God and the sovereign.  The level of required pageantry is quite spectacular and 

somewhat overwhelming as indicated by the numerous and surprisingly detailed stage 

directions.  The actual combat commences only when the Constable, similar to a sports 

referee, gives the order: 

Condestable: Las sobrevistas caladas, 
ahora de los padrinos 
abrazados.  Toca al arma. 
Ea, caballeros, Dios 
y vuestra razón os valgan. 

[Tocan arma; dase la batalla con los martillos primero, luego con las 
espadas, y llegan a los brazos.] 
Todos: A los brazos han venido. 
[El César arroja la vara: con que los Padrinos llegan a esparcirlos, y 
ellos porfían.  Levántase el César con enfado; levanta la vara el 
Condestable.] 
Condestable: Y el Rey arroja la vara 

de oro en el campo, señal 
de que cese la batalla,  
con que los padrinos pueden 
llegar a que se despartan. 

Carlos: ¿Qué es esto? Pues ¿cómo, cuando 
yo depongo la bengala 
de oro, en señal de que tomo 

                                                
209 Taylor, Honor and Violence in Golden Age Spain, 18. 
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sobre mí de ambos la causa, 
dándoos a los dos por buenos 
caballeros, la ira es tanta 
que no os detenéis? Prendedlos.210  

Calderón falls back on a familiar trope and ends the combat upon the order of a superior 

noble, the Emperor.  This particular stage battle is unique in that it specifically presents 

stages of combats that first involve battle-hammers, followed by swords, and culminating 

in hand-to-hand combat.  Nowhere else does such a brief line of stage direction, as 

�Tocan arma; dase la batalla con los martillos primero, luego con las espadas, y llegan 

a los brazos,� incorporate an enormous amount of choreography that would take hours to 

rehearse and safely perform.   One of the reasons for this is that the choreographer would 

have to include justification for each new weapon being introduced.  This rationale can 

come in the form of disarms, fatigue from swinging heavy battle-hammers, or perhaps a 

trip or shove between opponents.  The duel demands that Pedro and Jerónimo end the 

scene locked in a wrestling grapple, which is then broken apart by the Constable and the 

seconds upon the order of Charles V. 

 Once Charles V decrees the end of the duel, Calderón includes a little 

commentary by having the Emperor order his scribes to write Pope Pius III demanding 

the condemnation of judicial duels in the upcoming Council of Trent.  This inclusion of 

historic events, when dueling was outlawed by the church, firmly cements the comedia as 

                                                
210 Calderón, El postrer duelo de España, Act III, 1200-1217. �Constable: Knights, lower your visors; 
embrace your sponsors.  To combat, knights! [The combat commences at first with battle-hammers, then 
they take the swords; at last they fight body to body] All: They have grappled each other body to body.  
[The King throws down his golden staff upon the field of battle.  The Sponsors spring forward to separate 
them.  The two champions will not give way but seek to renew the combat.  The Constable takes up the 
golden staff, the King rises from his throne and appears displeased with their obstinacy]  Constable: The 
King has cast down upon the field of combat his golden staff.  The fight should cease that very instant.  
Sponsors, separate them.  Charles: What is this? I have thrown down the golden rod.  I have taken upon 
myself the cause of both; I declare them both true knights; and is their fury such they still proceed?  Arrest 
them instantly.� (translation by John Howard Payne). 
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a commentary and critique of what in 1664 was still perceived as a noble and judicial act.  

Although dueling was a spectacular display for the commercial theatre, by the late 

seventeenth century such a critique by Calderón indicates that the judicial practice of 

private duels was quite prevalent and needed to be addressed in the public forum of the 

corrales.   

Although contemporaries briefly in the early seventeenth century, Calderón�s use 

of swordplay is far more detailed and sophisticated than Lope�s.  Where Lope included 

stage fights as an exciting theatrical display somewhat divorced from the plot structure, 

Calderón used such duels to drive the action of his comedias that eventually became the 

impetus for an entire play with El postrer duelo de España.  Calderón�s sophisticated use 

of stage violence, specifically with the espada, illustrates the importance of martial 

training and combat in seventeenth-century Spain.  It is imperative to include such an 

understanding when producing, or merely reading, his comedias if one hopes to fully 

understand the world of Calderón�s characters.   
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Chapter 4: 

Crossing Swords with Amigos: 

Swordplay in the comedias of Miguel Cervantes,  

Tirso de Molina, and Juan Ruiz de Alarcón. 

Lope and Calderón are justifiably the centeral figures of early modern Spanish 

drama, however, it would be remiss to explore only their comedias when there were a 

number of successful playwrights who wrote for the early modern corrales.  Most of 

these young playwrights followed Lope and were heavily influenced by his comedia 

nueva.  The playwrights who supported and experimented with Lopean drama are known 

as comedia nueva�s first generation and viewed as the intermediaries between Lope and 

Calderón.  The most prominent member of this generation was Tirso de Molina, a 

Mercedarian friar, who, Thacker notes, �championed in print the progress evident in 

Lope�s dramatic innovations.�211  Using Lope�s formula, these playwrights explored the 

condition of young nobles in Spain and centered their plots on intrigue, affairs of the 

heart, and, of course, swordplay.  Yet as with Lope and Calderón, these playwrights offer 

insight in their depiction of on stage violence.  Through their experiences, as a retired 

soldier-turned-novelist, a cleric, or a hunchback, their work illustrates the influence of the 

early modern Spanish culture of swords in their dramas and in their depiction of on stage 

duels.  

Although Lope was the first popular modern Spanish playwright, he was forced to 

contend with the writer who would become Spain�s greatest early modern novelist, 

Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra.  Prior to Don Quijote�s publication in 1605, Cervantes 

wrote plays and was considered a rival of Lope when he achieved minor success with 
                                                
211 Thacker, A Companion to Golden Age Theatre, 56. 
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performances of neo-classical plays written in four acts.212  The evidence after 1605, 

however, shows he was not successful in finding a theatre manager who was willing to 

produce any of his plays.  Instead his later comedias, initially intended for performance, 

were consigned to print in a collection of eight full-length plays and eight interludes, 

Ocho comedias y ocho entremeses nuevos, nunca representados, in Madrid in 1615.  

Jonathan Thacker acknowledges: 

Most unusual, however, was that the plays were not �viejos�: their very 
publication was an admission of their creator�s failure to interest an autor 
de comedias in performing them.  A practising playwright would 
automatically think of selling his wares to a director, not a publisher.213 
 

The fact that his plays were not performed must have been a disappointment for 

Cervantes.  Despite this failure as a professional playwright, he does have the distinction 

of having �the first authorized edition of romantic plays published in Madrid.�214   

 Cervantes�s major obstacle was the formidable Lope, whose formula for comedia 

nueva was popular with the paying audience of the corrales.  Cervantes famously 

addresses what he perceives to be the deficiencies in Spanish drama in the conversation 

between the priest and his cathedral colleague in Don Quijote, Part One, Chapter Forty-

Eight.  He writes what can be seen as an attack on Lope�s theatre: 

If these dramas we see � both those with invented plots and those based on 
historical events � are all, or for the most part, famous nonsense, 
monstrosities with neither head nor feet and, nevertheless, the crowd 
listens to them with great pleasure, and considers and speaks of them as 
good, though they are immensely far from being anything of the sort, and 
the authors who write them as well as the actors who appear in them say 
that�s how they have to be, because these plays and nothing else are what 
the crowd wants, while those who work out a careful plan and trace out an 
artful plot won�t be appreciated except by a few wise men who understand 
what they are up to, and all the rest are blind to such artful cleverness, and 

                                                
212 Thacker, A Companion to Golden Age Theatre, 57. 
213 Ibid, 57. 
214 Milton A. Buchanan, �Cervantes as a Dramatist: I. The Interludes� Modern Language Notes, 184. 
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they�re better off earning their living from the vulgar many rather than 
from this precious few.215 
 

Cervantes was akin to Ben Jonson in supporting neoclassical ideas about drama while 

deploring the popularity of commercially successful playwrights (in Jonson�s case, 

Shakespeare).  The priest insists, in the rest of his dialogue, that one must educate the 

audience, which, he believes will, upon seeing high-quality artistic theatre demand more 

of the same.  Although Cervantes�s aspirations for Spanish theatre were noble, his 

�example proves that any who might have had aesthetic doubts about Lope�s modus 

operandi, who were not broadly in step with his populist agenda, would have condemned 

their works to silence, at best a soulless existence on the page.�216 

Thacker surmises that, �Cervantes probably wrote 20 or 30 plays for the stage in 

the 1580s,� however, all but two of these plays are lost: El trato de Argel and El cerco de 

Numancia.217  Of these two, only El cerco de Numancia was translated into English by 

Roy Campbell in 1955.  Although the play is one of the better-known Spanish 

neoclassical tragedies, from a practitioner�s perspective it reflects Cervantes�s lack of 

professional theatrical experience.   Written in four acts, it is an unwieldy dramatic piece 

replete with lengthy passages, a long list of dramatis personae that would tax any 

professional company, and one-dimensional characters representing the personifications 

of Spain, the river Duero, War, Pestilence, Hunger, and Fame.  This tragedy is 

Cervantes�s attempt to examine the Roman siege on the Iberian city of Numantia led by 

the famous General Scipio in 134 BC.  In this play, he questions the cost of war on the 

                                                
215 Cervantes, Don Quijote, translated by Burton Raffel, 328. 
216 Jonathan Thacker, A Companion to Golden Age Theatre, 56. 
217 Ibid, 20. 
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populace, by presenting the mass suicide of the Numantians in the face of the conquering 

Roman forces.    

Surprisingly, there is a lack of on stage violence for a play that centers on the fall 

of an Iberian town at the hands of the Roman legion.  All acts of violence are relegated to 

offstage action, as characters enter with drawn weapons and bloodied hands.  In the 

absence of actual swordplay, weapons still retain their theatrical role as costume 

properties and signifiers of cultural heritage.  Weapons enter with soldiers in Scipio�s 

camp at the beginning of act one: 

  Entra un alarde de soldados, armado a lo antiguo 
sin arcabuces, y ESCIPIÓN se sube sobre una peña 
que estará allí, y dice218 
 

 It is fascinating that the only differential noted for the soldiers� costuming is that the 

�ancient style� specifically excludes the use of arquebuses, or 

long-barreled matchlock firearms.  In their place, we can assume 

that the weapons Cervantes intends are belted swords 

accompanied by spears, pikes, or lances.  This instruction 

immediately raises the question; what types of weapons were 

used by actors in the original staging?  The stage directions 

clearly note that Cervantes employs the soldiers� arms to 

indicate the period, and, more specifically, the ancient Roman 

soldiers.   

Similar to the playwright�s intentions for stage violence, 

                                                
218 Miguel de Cervantes, La Numancia, Act 1, �Soldiers enter and fall in on parade.  They are equipped in 
the ancient style, without arquebuses. Scipio gets on a boulder, which should be handy nearby, and 
harangues the troops� (translation by Roy Campbell).  

Figure 17: Spanish Soldier 
for Museum Signage,  

Artist: Michael Halbert, 2000 
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we can only guess to what extent early modern Spanish actors dressed in accurate period 

clothing and arms.  In his discussion of staging and performance in seventeenth-century 

Spanish theatre, Jonathan Thacker postulates that some attempts were made to 

communicate period, place, and culture through rudimentary costume choices: 

Although inaccuracies and anachronisms were no doubt common enough, 
particularly in historical dramas, set perhaps in the Spain of the 
Reconquest, or comedias de santos, frequently set in the time of the late 
Roman Empire, autores de comedias and actors would often have 
attempted to suggest distinctiveness, foreignness or remoteness in time 
through costume.219 
 

For La Numancia, it is arguable that Cervantes intended the costuming to be specific 

better to illustrate his vision of the characters.  This aspect also supports the belief that 

Cervantes had little experience working with professional companies and, from what he 

had witnessed as an audience member, didn�t trust the actors to dress in accordance with 

his tastes.  The detailed stage directions may also indicate that Cervantes had some input 

in manuscript that was sent to the printing house.  His specific instructions are an 

anomaly for early modern plays, which traditionally have stage directions limited to few 

words.  This is best exemplified in the directions for the entrance of the personification of 

Spain.  Here, Cervantes is quite explicit, noting: 

Sale ESPAÑA, coronada con unas torres, y trae un castillo en la mano, 
que significa España220 
 

His instructions inform the actress what signifiers are required to convey his conception 

of the allegory of Spain.  In a simple analysis, towers and castles represent his nation, 

while an arquebus symbolizes an early modern soldier.  To indicate the period, 

                                                
219 Thacker, Companion to Golden Age Theatre, 137. 
220 Cervantes, La Numancia, Act 1, �Spain enters, crowned with towers and bearing in her hand a castle 
which signifies Spain� (translation by Roy Campbell). 
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Cervantes� theatrical aesthetic simply requires the absence of firearms, without noting the 

specifics of �armado a lo antiguo.�  

With such allegorical costuming it is not surprising that Cervantes� first mention 

of swords in La Numancia is intended to trumpet the future glories of Spain.  The river 

Duero, while acknowledging the imminent doom of Numancia, expresses early modern 

jingoism: 

Duero: ¡Qué envidia, qué temor, España amada, 
               te tendrán mil naciones extranjeras, 
                 en quien tú reñirás tu aguda espada 
                 y tenderás triunfando tus banderas 
                 Sírvate esto de alivio en la pesada         
                 ocasión, por quien lloras tan de veras, 
                 pues no puede faltar lo que ordenado 
                 ya tiene de Numancia el duro hado.221 

For Duero the Spanish sword, although still a deadly weapon, brings comfort when 

accepting the atrocities Numantia faces in the wake of the Roman onslaught.  The sword 

is transformed into the representation of the vitality and strength of King Philip II�s 

empire.  This depiction, by extension, offers consolation for his audience who are 

informed about the horrors they are expected to witness in the play. 

 Unfortunately, for fight-enthusiasts Cervantes thwarts any hope of swordplay in 

the opening scene of the third act.  The Numantians, surrounded and facing starvation, 

challenge the Romans to a judicial duel to determine the fate of their city.  Their solution 

is to choose champions who will engage in single combat in an attempt to end the siege. 

Scipio quickly laughs off this challenge as his superior forces are poised to crush the 

                                                
221 Cervantes, La Numancia, Act 1, �What envy, dear-loved Spain, a thousand lands will feel for the sharp 
sword-thrust of your hands and your triumphant banners shadowing the world! Let this some consolation 
bring at the sad pass which now you well may mourn! For we cannot avert the judgment dire that is already 
passed and must be born: It marks Numantia or her own red pyre.� (translation by Roy Campbell). 
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Numantians with little effort.  With the challenge dismissed, all that is left is the potential 

large scale battle between the two forces.   

Large battles, especially this early in the development of Spanish theatre, always 

indicate offstage action.  This is expressed customarily by on stage dialogue and 

punctuated with drawn weapons handled as rudimentary stage properties.  Cervantes does 

not disappoint and in the opening of the fourth act the Roman officer, Quintus Fabius, 

rushes on stage with his sword drawn after an alarm has been sounded in the Roman 

camp.  He recounts the small attack by two Numantian brothers who leapt into the 

encampment: 

 Quintus Fabius:  No con tanta presteza el rayo ardiente 
                pasa rompiendo el aire en presto vuelo,       
                ni tanto la cometa reluciente 
                se muestra y apresura por el cielo, 
                como estos dos por medio de tu gente, 
                pasaron, colorando el duro suelo 
                con la sangre romana que sacaban              
                sus espadas doquiera que llegaban.  

Queda Fabricio traspasado el pecho; 
                abierta la cabeza tiene Eracio; 
                Olmida ya perdió el brazo derecho, 
                y de vivir le queda poco espacio.222   

Quintus Fabius� account is wonderfully detailed as he describes the brothers� fierce 

attacks followed by the gruesome injuries inflicted on the Romans.  Cervantes� 

descriptions reveal his familiarity with weapons and more specifically injuries associated 

                                                
222 Cervantes, La Numancia, Act IV, �Quintus Fabius: Not when the red-hot lightning shoots from heaven 
is it so swift to strike and to return, or when a meteor streaks along the sky is it so swift, as with their rapid 
pace they sliced your ranks and coloured all the place crimson with Roman blood, which right and left they 
drew with peerless skill, there were so deft. Fabricius through his chest was pierced clean through. Eracius� 
brains are open to your view. Almido had his right arm cut in two, there is little hope that he�ll survive.� 
(translation by Roy Campbell). 
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with battle.  As with Lope and Calderón, Cervantes was a soldier in his youth.  He was 

shot twice in the chest and maimed his left hand in 1571 while fighting at Lepanto.223   

 Cervantes�s aversion to depicting the violent acts on stage is intriguing, for it 

appears to support his theories on drama.  In not showing the vulgarities of violence and 

merely presenting a brief image of the aftermath, he refrains from depicting what the 

crowds presumably clamored for.  In this fashion, his ideals hindered his efforts as a 

playwright and distanced his work from the financially profitable audiences of Madrid. 

Although a brilliant novelist, Cervantes discloses his novice status as a playwright 

through this early tragedy.  His explicit stage directions for costuming along with those 

for special effects indicate that if he wanted, he might have been the first to include a 

detailed account of stage violence.   His expectations for specific theatrical effects are 

best exemplified in stage directions from act two where, during the Numantian priest�s 

ritual, he writes: 

Hácese ruido debajo del tablado con un barril lleno de piedras, y 
dispárese un cohete volador224 

 
His instructions for creating the sound effects for thunder indicate his lack of experience 

working in the theatre.  Thunder is a rudimentary sound effect to generate, and perhaps 

his notation is indicative of the difficulty Cervantes had working with theatre 

professionals.  He was a solo artist more inclined to create in an isolated form, such as 

writing a novel, than giving up the control required to function in a communal medium 

such as professional theatre. 

                                                
223 James Fitzmaurice-Kelly, A History of Spanish Literature, 215. 
224 Cervantes, La Numancia, Act IV, �A sound of thunder under the stage made by rolling a tub full of 
stones.  A rocket is fired.� (translation by Roy Campbell). 
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 Cervantes�s failure as a commercially successful playwright is often attributed to 

his public opposition to Lope�s comedia nueva.  By the time he attempted to write for the 

stage after the publication of Don Quijote in the early seventeenth century, Lope had 

achieved preeminent status.  When Cervantes published his comedias in 1615, Thacker 

notes, �In the Adjunta al Parnaso the author hints at a kind of blacklisting, perhaps 

implying Lope�s use of his influence � certainly unproven and probably unnecessary � to 

block his rival�s potential return to the stage.�225  Although Thacker states that 

Cervantes�s paranoia was unproven, it does have some validity when compared to the 

success of Lope�s best known disciple, Tirso de Molina. 

 Fray Gabriel Téllez, who chose the nom-de-plume of Tirso de Molina, was born 

in Madrid probably in 1579.226  Little is known about his early life except that �by 1600 

Tirso had begun his novitiate in the Order of Mercy, and that he was chosen as a 

representative of the Mercedarian Order to travel across the Atlantic on a mission to 

Santo Domingo between 1616 and 1618.�227  His playwriting career began in earnest 

upon his return to Spain, and by his early thirties �documentary evidence shows that in 

1612 Tirso sold three plays to an actor-manager in Toledo.�228  Although not as prolific 

as his mentor Lope, Tirso wrote a large number of plays claiming in excess of three 

hundred, but only eighty have survived.229   

 Tirso is an interesting case of a successful commercial playwright who was also 

an honored member of a religious order.  His use of a pseudonym stemmed from the 

disapproval he would have faced as a man of the cloth moonlighting as a playwright.  

                                                
225 Thacker, A Companion to Golden Age Theatre, 57-58. 
226 Gwynne Edwards, Introduction to Tirso de Molina, El burlador de Sevilla y el convivado de piedra, xiii. 
227 Thacker, A Companion to Golden Age Theatre, 62. 
228 Edwards, Introduction to Tirso de Molina, El burlador de Sevilla y el convivado de piedra, xiii. 
229 Gordan Minter, Introduction to Tirso de Molina, Don Gil of the Green Breeches, 2. 
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The church frowned on the commercial theatre and through the Junta de Reformación 

banned the printing of plays from 1625 to 1635.230  Eventually these two careers, 

playwright and friar, clashed when his theatrical career was questioned in 1625.  Edwards 

records: 

On March 6 of that year [1625], the Junta de reformación, a body 
appointed to safeguard public morality, accused Maestro Téllez, otherwise 
know as Tirso, of writing profane works and recommended the King, 
Philip IV, to banish the dramatist to a remote house of his order where, 
under threat of excommunication, he be forbidden to write comedias.231 
 

The irony was that he was placed on trial, not because of his religious affiliation as a friar 

of the Mercedarian Order but because the content in his comedias was perceived as 

undermining King Philip IV�s new government.  Although this incident forced him to 

leave Madrid, Fray Gabriel was respected by his brothers and eventually made cronista 

general, official historian, of his Order.232  His promotion came in spite of the fact that he 

continued to ignore the instructions of his order that �no inhabitant of the friary should 

have in his possession any book of profane plays or poetry or write prose or poetry which 

attacked or criticized the government of the day.�233  Tirso continued to write plays, 

polish early works for publication, and maintain some level of involvement in the theatre 

until his death in Almanzán in 1648.   

Tirso�s plays are often overshadowed by those of Lope and Calderón.  This 

oversight may be the result of his positioning between the two great playwrights.   More 

likely the cause of this was inadvertently his own fault through the creation of his 

character, Don Juan, the notorious Spanish seducer from his comedia of 1615, El 

                                                
230 D.W. Cruickshank, �Literature and the Book Trade in Golden-Age Spain�, The Modern Language 
Review, 804. 
231 Edwards, Introduction to Tirso de Molina, El burlador de Sevilla y el convivado de piedra, xv. 
232 Thacker, A Companion to Golden Age Theatre, 62. 
233 Edwards, Introduction to Tirso de Molina, El burlador de Sevilla y el convivado de piedra, xv. 
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burlador de Sevilla y el convivado de piedra.234  Known throughout the literary world, 

Don Juan is the archetype for philandering anti-heroes.  The term anti-hero best describes 

this protagonist for Don Juan�s penchant for seduction, achieved through numerous lies, 

was considered a dishonorable trait for a Spanish nobleman.  Don Juan�s sinful attributes 

extended to his fencing ability, for dueling had been outlawed by the Council of Trent in 

1563.  It is this status as a sinful act defined by canon law that makes Tirso�s theatrical 

swordplay interesting to examine.  He is a enigma of a cleric who, as a playwright, 

created a theatrical world of confused morality populated by lustful characters, all of 

which are inevitably held accountable for their sins.  Don Juan�s world is analogous to 

those of modern soap-operas and telenovelas, for his wicked machinations were a guilty 

pleasure for Madrid audiences.   

With such high passions and deception at the heart of El burlador de Sevilla y el 

convivado de piedra it is only a matter of time before swords are drawn on stage.  This 

expectation isn�t diminished by the fact that the playwright is a friar, and the first 

playwright discussed not to have performed active military service; although one might 

argue that his time as a missionary in the New World from 1616 to 1618 gave him 

practical experience in combat or working with soldiers.  From these adventures in Santo 

Domingo, he may have been familiar with swords and their role in early modern conflict 

resolution.  Of course the fact that Tirso was familiar enough with swords to include them 

in his comedias may only be indicative of the omnipresence of swords in early modern 

Spanish life.  This seems to be the case as he presents several depictions of swordplay in 

El burlador de Sevilla y el convivado de piedra. 

                                                
234 There are some questions over the authorship of El burlador de Sevilla y el convivado de piedra, but 
most scholars generally support Tirso�s claims to the play.   
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As with all thrilling comedias, Tirso opens the play with immediate action as a 

masked Don Juan is seducing the Duchess Isabela.  He is quickly discovered by the King 

of Naples and his uncle, Don Pedro, the Spanish Ambassador, who recognizes his 

nephew almost immediately.  In an attempt to appease Don Pedro�s besmirched honor, 

due to the actions of his nephew seducing an Italian Duchess, Don Juan offers his sword 

to his Uncle for honorable execution.  The printed stage directions do not note weapons 

being drawn but the dialogue infers this possibility: 

   Don Juan:  Mi sangre es, señor, la vuestra; 
                  sacalda, y pague la culpa.    
                     A esos pies estoy rendido, 
                  y ésta es mi espada, señor. 
   Don Pedro: Alzate, y muestra valor, 
                  que esa humildad me ha vencido.235 
 
Although a subtle instruction, this line also influences the preceding action at the opening 

of the scene when Don Pedro orders the guards to surround Don Juan.  Once the king 

leaves the room, Pedro commands his men to seize the cloaked Don Juan: 

   Don Pedro:            Prendedle. 
Don Juan: ¿Quién ha de osar? 

                  Bien puedo perder la vida; 
                  mas ha de ir tan bien vendida 
                  que a alguno le ha de pesar.        

Don Pedro:            Matadle. 
Don Juan: ¿Quién os engaña? 

                  Resuelto en morir estoy, 
                  porque caballero soy, 
                  del embajador de España. 
                     Llegue; que, solo, ha de ser       
                  él quien me rinda.236 
                                                
235 Tirso de Molina, El burlador de Sevilla y el convivado de piedra¸ Act I, 99-104. �Juan: But my blood, 
uncle, is the same as yours, so spill it now and punish me for this offence; I kneel here humbly at your feet.  
Take this sword! Kill me if that�s your wish!  Pedro: Get up and show me you�ve more nerve that that!  
Humility has overcome my anger.� (translation by Gwynne Edwards). 
236 Tirso de Molina, El burlador de Sevilla y el convivado de piedra¸ Act I, 37-46. �Don Pedro: Get a hold 
of him!  Don Juan: Who�ll be the first to dare?  If it�s the case my own life�s to be lost, I�ll guarantee the 
cost will be so high, that none of you will want to pay the price.  Don Pedro:  Finish him off!  Don Juan:  
Let no one be deceived! I promise you I�m not afraid to die, for I�m a man of some nobility, not unrelated 
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From the text there are no specific references to a weapon in Don Juan�s hand.  Yet once 

the King leaves the stage, weapons are permissible, and seemingly desired, based upon 

the action of the scene.  Logically the palace guards would be armed, and with his 

challenge for single combat, Don Juan�s dialogue is more poignant if he were using his 

sword to keep the guards at a safe distance. 

Without an actual fight on stage, Tirso entertains his audience through Don 

Pedro�s fabrication of events to conceal his nephew�s identity.  His recounting of the 

action to the King presents interesting physical images of swordplay: 

   Don Pedro: De esta forma:       
                  aun no lo mandaste apenas, 
                  cuando, sin dar más disculpa, 
                  la espada en la mano aprieta, 
                  revuelve la capa al brazo, 
                  y con gallarda presteza,      
                  ofendiendo a los soldados 
                  y buscando su defensa, 
                  viendo vecina la muerte, 
                  por el balcón de la huerta 
                  se arroja desesperado.237 
 
Don Pedro�s story, although a cleverly devised fiction, contains elements that could have 

been enacted on stage.  It also supports the analysis that a sword is drawn, despite the 

lack of specific stage directions noting this action.  Based upon Don Pedro�s account, the 

moment the King leaves the stage Don Juan can draw his sword and challenge the palace 

guards.  Then, to complete the stage image, Don Juan also has the opportunity to wrap his 
                                                                                                                                            
to the Spanish embassy.  Come on then, now!  The fight is man to man. Whoever wins, wins single-
handed.� (translation by Gwynne Edwards). 
237 Tirso de Molina, El burlador de Sevilla y el convivado de piedra¸ Act I, 125-135. �Don Pedro: Let me 
explain: No sooner had you told us to arrest him than he, without a word and quick as light, went for his 
sword, brandished the naked steel before our eyes, using his cloak to bind his arm, and made swift assault 
upon your soldiers, making thus defence attack, confronting us with unusual boldness.  But conscious then, 
no doubt, that death was close at hand, he made a dash for it, and threw himself into the garden from a 
window.� (translation by Gwynne Edwards). 
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cloak around his left arm offering the defensive potential safely to deflect the soldiers� 

blades.   The opening scene may not contain an actual fight, simply a combative stand-off 

that is informed by an understanding of proper destreza technique.   

Don Juan narrowly escapes Naples after seducing Isabela only to encounter more 

misadventures en route to his home in Seville.  The next time he is discovered in the 

home of a noble woman the resulting action is the first fatal sword fight of the comedia.   

In the middle of the second act, Don Juan, disguised this time as the Marqués de Mota, 

attempts to seduce Doña Ana, the chaste daughter of Don Gonzalo.  Doña Ana is the only 

woman to escape Don Juan�s charms and her screams bring on stage Don Gonzalo, with 

his sword drawn, prepared to answer the dishonor being done to his family.  He is soon 

met by the fleeing Don Juan, and his servant Catalinón, who also enter with drawn 

swords.  This confrontation is immediately met with an on stage duel indicated only 

through the dialogue: 

Sale Don Gonzalo, con la espada desnudo 
Don Gonzalo: La voz es 

                     de doña Ana la que siento. 
Ana: [Dentro] ¿No hay quien mate este traidor, 

                  homicida de mi honor? 
Don Gonzalo: ¿Hay tan grande atrevimiento? 

                     muerto honor dijo, ¡ay de mí! 
                  y es su lengua tan liviana, 
                  que aquí sirve de campana. 

Ana:   ¡Matadle! 
Salen Don Juan y Catalinón, con las espadas 
desnudas 
Don Juan: ¿Quién está aquí? 
Don Gonzalo: La barbacana caída 

                  de la torre de mi honor 
                  echaste en tierra, traidor, 
                  donde era alcaide la vida. 

Don Juan:    Déjame pasar. 
Don Gonzalo:  ¿Pasar?         

                  Por la punta de esta espada 
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Don Juan:  Morirás. 
Don Gonzalo:   No importa nada. 
Don Juan:  Mira que te he de matar. 
Don Gonzalo:          ¡Muere, traidor! 
Don Juan:   De esta suerte 

                  muero. 
Catalinón:     Si escapo de aquesta,         

                  no más burlas, no más fiesta. 
Don Gonzalo: ¡Ay, que me has dado la muerte! 
Don Juan:  Tú la vida te quitaste. 
Don Gonzalo:  ¿De qué la vida servía? 
Don Juan:   Huye.238 

 
This particular fight is interesting for the amount of dialogue between the two combatants 

prior to Don Gonzalo�s death.  Don Juan�s order for Don Gonzalo to �Déjame pasar� 

allows for stimulating possibilities when staging the fight.  This command permits the 

two to circle and counter one another through the playing space.  As Don Juan attempts 

to slink out, Don Gonzalo can then counter with his blade blocking Don Juan�s path and 

dramatically increasing the threat level between the two.  

What is unknown is the amount of participation Catalinón has in the skirmish.  

The stage directions indicate that he also enters with a drawn sword.  His dialogue, 

however, would suggest that he refrains from facing off against Don Gonzalo and simply 

                                                
238 Tirso de Molina, El burlador de Sevilla y el convivado de piedra¸ Act II, 517-538. �[Enter Don 
Gonzalo, Sword drawn] Don Gonzalo: My daughter�s voice! I�m sure it�s hers!  Ana: [Off-stage] Is there 
no one who�ll kill this traitor on my behalf, this treacherous assassin of my honour? Will no one help?  Don 
Gonzalo: What man could be so bold and arrogant? Did she not speak of honour lost, of honour murdered? 
Her tongue, voicing such things aloud is like a bell, proclaiming all our shame!  Ana: Kill him!  [Enter Don 
Juan and Catalinón, with swords drawn]  Don Juan: Who�s there? Reveal yourself! Speak up!  Don 
Gonzalo: You, sir, have broken through the strong defences of my honour and made your treacherous 
assault upon its central fortress where my life itself was sovereign.  Don Juan: Let me pass.  You block my 
path.  Don Gonzalo: If you, sir, wish to pass, you�ll have to find your way past this sharp steel.  Don Juan: 
Stand in my way, you�ll die.  Don Gonzalo: To me it matters not!  Don Juan: In that case, fool, you will 
have to die!  Don Gonzalo: You die like this!  Don Juan: A death that any man would welcome!  Catalinón: 
I�m dying to save my skin! From here on in I shall renounce this trickster�s tricks!  Don Gonzalo: Traitor! 
You have mortally wounded me!  Don Juan: You, sir, have brought upon yourself your death.  Don 
Gonzalo: What use was life to me to end like this?  Don Juan: Come on! Quickly!� (translation by Gwynne 
Edwards). 
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leaves the combat to the two noblemen.  His cowardice is then justifiable in his refusal to 

attack a social superior but still allows him to arm himself for personal defense.   

In the absence of specific stage directions, Tirso may hint that Catalinón�s 

involvement comes as a distracting force while he speaks his single line of the scene.  His 

statement indicates that he plans to abandon the field to Don Juan.  In choosing to do this 

action mid-fight, his attempted exit could accidently block Don Gonzalo�s field of vision.  

In turn this would create the opening that permits Don Juan to thrust his sword, avoiding 

Catalinón and into the unsuspecting Don Gonzalo.  This type of distraction then justifies 

Don Gonzalos� line �¡Muere, traidor!� where perhaps he refers not to Don Juan but to the 

distracting gracioso. 

In the fallout from Don Gonzales�s death at the sword of Don Juan, the Marqués 

de Mota is blamed for the murder. His arrest depicts an interesting exchange where the 

jailors warn him about attempting to draw his sword: 

Don Diego: ¡Préndedlo! 
Mota:  ¿Prenderme a mí? 
[Mete mano a la espada] 
Don Diego:    Volved la espada a la vaina, 

                  que la mayor valentía 
                  es no tratar de las armas. 

Mota:   ¿Cómo al marqués de la Mota 
                  hablan ansí? 

Don Diego:   Dad la espada,        
                  que el rey os manda prender. 

Mota:   ¡Vive Dios!239 
 

                                                
239 Tirso de Molina, El burlador de Sevilla y el convivado de piedra¸ Act II, 587-593. �Don Diego: Arrest 
this man!  Mota: Arrest me? Why arrest me? I�ve done nothing! [Mota attempts to draw his sword] Don 
Diego: Don�t be a fool! Don�t try to draw your sword! Much more courageous to resist the foolish urge to 
try to overcome such odds!  Mota: I am the Marquis of Mota! You dare to speak to me like this?  Don 
Diego: Give me your sword. At once, Marquis! His majesty�s command!  Mota: In God�s Name!� 
(translation by Gwynne Edwards). 
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Although not particularly exciting, the scene is of note for showing the process of 

arresting a noble.  Specifically it presents a situation where disarming one of his sword 

was of primary importance.  Mota�s resistance seems predestined, but the tension of the 

stand-off breaks immediately on the entrance of the king and Mota�s resignation to being 

arrested. 

Tirso�s scenes of violence are intriguing for their lack of specific stage directions.  

In their absence, he peppers the dialogue with numerous clues indicating the high level of 

proficiency his characters have with swords.  Although the sword is often used as a stage 

property and not in practice, for Tirso its presence hints at his character�s back story.  

This is evident in the scenes of Don Juan�s first escape, Mota�s arrest, and a brief 

exchange between Don Juan�s father, Don Diego, with Octavio.  This tense scene occurs 

in the court of the King of Seville, as Don Diego�s response to Octavio�s outrage 

indicates where his son inherited his skill as a diestro: 

Octavio:  ¿Quién eres que hablas 
                  en la presencia del rey           
                  de esa suerte? 

Don Diego:  Soy quien calla 
                  porque me lo manda el rey, 
                  que si no, con esta espada 
                  te respondiera. 

Octavio:   Eres viejo. 
Don Diego:  Yo he sido mozo en Italia,        

                  a vuestro pesar, un tiempo; 
                  ya conocieron mi espada 
                  en Nápoles y en Milán. 

Octavio:        Tienes ya la sangre helada, 
                  no vale fuí, sino soy. 

Don Diego:  Pues fui, y soy 
[Empuña Don Diego] 
Rey:  Tened; basta; 

bueno está.240 
                                                
240 Tirso de Molina, El burlador de Sevilla y el convivado de piedra¸ Act III, 759-773. �Octavio: Who is 
this person dares to speak like this, and in the royal presence?  Don Diego: A man, sir, loyal to the king 
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With the King present on stage, Don Diego wisely keeps his sword sheathed.  Based 

upon the brief stage direction, however, a fight director may choose to have the frustrated 

Don Diego begin drawing his sword, allowing the blade to glint in the stage light.  This 

simple flash of steel, halted by the King�s order, reinforces Don Diego�s claims to 

youthful notoriety while echoing elements of his son�s earlier duel. 

 The fatal wounding of Don Gonzalo in the second act is, unfortunately, the only 

sword fight depicted on stage in El burlador de Sevilla y el convivado de piedra.  This 

fact, however, does not preclude the use of other bladed weapons in the final act.  In the 

last scene of violence the spirit of Don Gonzalo returns to extract his vengeance from 

Don Juan.  He fools the trickster into eating with a �dead man� and this meal seals Don 

Juan�s fate.  As the spirit of Don Gonzalo grasps the young seducer attempting to drag 

him down into his tomb, Don Juan tries one last attack: 

   Don Juan: ¡Que me abraso, no me aprietes! 
                  Con la daga he de matarte. 
                  Mas ¡ay! que me canso en vano    
                  de tirar golpes al aire.241 
 
The blade Don Juan uses may be the dagger paired with his sword.  This costuming 

choice would influence Don Juan�s fighting style in the early duel allowing a fight 

director to include the defensive weapon in their choreography.   

                                                                                                                                            
who therefore holds his tongue.  Were it not so, this sword of mine would answer for me.  Octavio: Come 
now! Fury ill becomes old age!  Don Diego: I�ll have you know, my youth was spent in Italy, and there the 
man who dared to cross me had good cause to regret his folly. In Naples and Milan, sir, this sword became 
a by-word for my bravery.  Octavio:  But now you�re old, sir, and your blood runs cold.  You have to say �I 
am�, sir not �I was.�  Don Diego: I am, sir, what I was! [he seeks to draw his sword]  King: Enough! No 
cause for all this squabbling!� (translation by Gwynne Edwards). 
241 Tirso de Molina, El burlador de Sevilla y el convivado de piedra¸ Act III, 959-962. �Don Juan: Your 
hand burns! Let me go!  Before this knife [dagger] of mine puts paid again to your life.  The blow strikes 
home.  It hits its target square.  But nothing! Nothing! Where it falls, it falls on empty air!� (translation by 
Gwynne Edwards). 
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 Tirso was also unique amongst early modern Spanish playwrights in his ability to 

present interesting and equally powerful female characters.  His work as has been noted 

to �reveal women who are ambitious and forceful and who to that extent suggest a 

reversal of traditional roles.�242   Minter acknowledges that since Tirso is noted for 

creating �elaborate incidents which reveal behavioural quirks of both men and women, 

claims are made that he indulges in fuller characterization than is usual in Golden Age 

Theatre.�243  

Where Don Juan is the 

epitome of Spanish machismo, 

for Don Gil de las calzas verdes 

Tirso presents Doña Juana, the 

archetype for the distinctly 

Spanish character type, mujer 

varonil, the jilted woman whose 

passionate heart turns from love to 

vengeance.  Minter suggests that 

mujer varonil, simply translated into English as �manly woman�, could be viewed as a 

pejorative.  For early modern Spanish audiences, however, �the independent but strictly 

female female was considered an admirable creature.�244  Melveena McKendrick 

supports this observation noting, �varonil in the Golden Age was invariably a term of 

                                                
242 Edwards, Introduction to Tirso de Molina, El burlador de Sevilla y el convivado de piedra, xvi. 
243 Minter, Introduction to Tirso de Molina, Don Gil de las calzas verdes, 16. 
244 Ibid, 16.   

Figure 18: Rapier & Dagger, Spanish School: Angular attack 
with thrust to chest met by side step, and simultaneous inward

parry with dagger and counter thrust (estocada) to chest, 
Martinez Academy of Arms 
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praise and admiration, as much when it was used of women as of men.�245  Doña Juana 

describes this heroic ideal in the third act of Don Gil de las calzas verdes stating: 

La mujer venga agravios desta suerte.246  
 
In her attempt to avenge herself, Doña Juana dictates the action of the comedia after 

being spurned by her lover, Don Martin.  She presents the comedia by entering the stage 

already dressed in breeches and narrates the events that have led to her present disguise.  

She briefly explains that although the two were betrothed, Don Martin�s father 

arranged for his son to be wed to Doña Ines of Madrid because Doña Juana was not from 

a wealthy family.  In order to maintain propriety, Don Martin assumes the guise of Don 

Gil and travels to Madrid to woo his father�s choice.  In her haste to uncover Don 

Martin�s unfaithfulness, Doña Juana also assumes the guise of Don Gil de las calzas 

verdes and follows him to Madrid to embarrass him and ruin his plans to marry another.  

The plot that follows is an extremely complicated series of mistaken identities, which 

involves at its climax four separate characters assuming the persona of Don Gil.   

Doña Juana�s costume as a man does not explicitly note that she should be armed 

with a sword.  This lack of specificity is not clarified by later action since she is never 

directly involved in a stage fight.  Instead her machinations result in the first discussion 

of swordplay as Don Martin, also disguised as Don Gil, is challenged to a private duel by 

Don Juan.  Don Juan is the rival suitor for Doña Ines and chooses an honorable method to 

resolve their differences: 

   Don Juan: Señor don Gil de Albornoz,  
                  si, como corre la voz,  

                                                
245 Melveena  McKendrick, Woman and Society in the Spanish Drama of the Golden Age: A Study of the 
Mujer Varonil, 316. 
246 Molina, Don Gil de las calzas verdes, Act III, 2357-2358, �Lady Juana:  We women in this way avenge 
the wrongs against our sex.� (translation by Gordon Minter). 
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                 valor vuestro pecho encierra  
                     para lucir el acero, 
                  al paso que pretender 
                  contra su gusto mujer, 
                  pensamiento algo grosero,                        
                     yo, que soy interesado  
                  en esta parte, quisiera  
                  que saliésemos afuera  
                  del lugar, y que en el Prado 
                     o Puente, sin que delante                    
                  tuviésemos tanta gente,  
                 mostrásedes ser valiente  
                  como mostráis ser amante.247 
 
Don Juan�s challenge is remarkably polite considering the lethal exercise he is proposing.  

While he presents the recurring scenario of a private duel settling a matter of honor, the 

problem is there is little passion between these two rivals for they are merely strangers.  

In truth, the only reason for Don Juan�s challenge is that Doña Ines informs him that if he 

kills Don Gil, the disguised Don Martin, that she will then be able to convince her father 

to let her wed him.  Unfortunately for the audience anticipating a rousing fight, Don 

Martin attempts to diffuse the challenge offering an alternative course of action: 

   Don Martin: La cólera requemada  
                  cortad por lo que os importa,                   
                  que para quien no la corta  
                  corta cóleras mi espada, 
                     que yo, que más flema tengo,  
                  no riño sin ocasión. 
                  Si vos tenéis afición              
                  cuando yo a casarme vengo  
                     y me aborrece mi dama,  
                  pues en su mano dejó  
                  naturaleza el sí y no,  
                  y vos presumís que os ama,                

                                                
247 Molina, Don Gil de las calzas verdes, Act II, 1519-1533. �Don Juan:  Señor Don Gil de Albornoz, if, as 
it�s rumoured, you have got the courage in your heart to stand and show your skill with naked steel, as well 
as press a marriage claim that goes against the lady�s grain, a notion that befits you ill; then I, who have an 
interest in this affair, express my wish that we should go forth from this place, and in some field  or on 
some bridge where we are certain not to have so many men to witness is, that you should prove as valorous 
as you have proved adept in love.� (translation by Gordon Minter). 
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                     pretendámosla los dos,  
                  que cuando el no me dé a mí  
                  y vos salgáis con el sí,  
                  no reñiré yo con vos.248 
 
Not one to casually engage in a duel, Don Martin chooses to appease Don Juan�s jealous 

challenge.  In order to do this and retain his honor he includes in his refusal a boast of his 

martial prowess and offers that, instead, they ask Inés to admit her preference. 

Tirso continues to tease his audience with the potential for violence in the third 

act when, once again, Don Juan and Don Martin face off.  The conflict begins when Don 

Juan challenges Don Martin, still disguised as Don Gil, ordering: 

Don Juan: Sacad la espada, Don Gil.�249 (2904) 

The tension mounts but once again it is deflected by Don Martin: 
 

Don Juan:  Sacad el acero, pues, 
                  o habré de ser descortés. 

Don Martin:        Yo nunca saco el acero 
                     para ofender los difuntos, 
                  ni jamás mi esfuerzo empleo                    
                  con almas, que yo peleo 
                  con almas y cuerpos juntos.250 
 
For all the talk of drawing blades, there are no stage directions noting that this occurs in 

the scene.  This is also one instance where the dialogue would argue against the use of 

swords, as each man seems disinclined to draw first.  Such an action would demand 

                                                
248 Molina, Don Gil de las calzas verdes, Act II, 1534-1549. �Don Martin: Do cut this burning anger out for 
your own good; since for the man who cuts up rough my sword�s at hand, to cut him down and end his 
wrath.  But I who view things stoically, don�t fight without a proper cause.  If you would like to make her 
yours, and my intended so loathes me, although I am about to wed, since nature�s placed it in her grasp to 
answer yes or no when asked, and you think she loves you instead; Let�s both press our respective claims; 
for when she answers no to me, and yes grants you the victory, I shan�t cross swords with you again.� 
(translation by Gordon Minter). 
249 Molina, Don Gil de las calzas verdes, Act III, 2869. �Don Juan: Don Gil, prepare to draw your sword.� 
(translation by Gordon Minter). 
250 Molina, Don Gil de las calzas verdes, Act III, 2876-2881. �Don Juan: Pray draw your blade, or I shall 
be obliged to show discourtesy.  Don Martin: My trusty blade I never draw in order to offend the dead; nor 
do I ever pit my might against tormented souls: I fight with souls and bodies that are joined.� (translation 
by Gordon Minter). 
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physical retribution with the only possible outcome between the two rivals, a duel.  Their 

lack of enthusiasm to engage in swordplay may also indicate that they are not skilled 

diestros.  Conversely, this avoidance of on stage duels could also be indicative of Tirso�s 

lack of experience and education in fencing. 

Swords are finally drawn on stage during the third act climax when four Don Gils 

appear on stage and a ruckus ensues: 

Doña Juana: Yo soy                     
                  don Gil el verde o el pardo. 

Doña Ines:   ¿Hay suceso más gallardo? 
Don Juan:        Guardando este paso estoy;  

                     o váyanse, o matarélos. 
Doña Juana:     ¡Sazonada flema a fe!                           
Quintana:       Vuestro valor probaré. 
Caramanchel:   ¡Mueran los Giles! 

    [Echan mano y hiere Quintana a Don Juan] 
    Don Juan:   ¡Ay, cielos!   
                     Muerto soy.  

Doña Juana:   Porque te acuerdes  
                  de tu presunción, después  
                  di que te hirió a doña Inés       
                  don Gil de las calzas verdes.251 
 
This lone scene of swordplay in Don Gil de las calzas verdes is also highlighted by its 

inclusion of both women, Doña Juana and Doña Clara. The two ladies, dressed as their 

versions of Don Gil, seemingly engage in the swordplay.  There are no other clues 

indicating how involved either becomes, other than the Doña Juana�s line misinforming 

all that it was one of the four Don Gils who wounded Don Juan.  The assumption that 

Tirso was inexperienced in martial combat is strengthened when one notes that the 

                                                
251 Molina, Don Gil de las calzas verdes, Act III, 3035-3046. �Doña Juana: But I�m Don Gil, Knight-
bachelor, or man in green.  Doña Ines: Is there a more exciting scene?  Don Juan: I�ll guard this way up to 
the hilt.  Be off, or I shall strike you dead. Doña Juana: That�s cool effrontery, in truth!  Quintana: I�ll put 
valour to the proof.  Caramanchel:  Death to all Gils. [They draw swords, and Quintana wounds Don Juan] 
Don Juan: Almighty God! I�m done for.  Doña Juana: And call to mind your rash presumption, tell Ines, 
anon, you�re wounded by his grace Don Gil of the Breeches Green.� (translation by Gordon Minter). 
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specifics for combat in this scene, based upon the limited textual indicators, are vague.  

The only explicit instructions are that Quintana must draw his sword and wound Don 

Juan.  How and when this action occurs is up to the interpretation of the actors and the 

fight director.      

 The final depiction of weapons in Don Gil de las calzas verdes happens during 

the arrest of Don Martin: 

Alguacil: Dad, caballero, las armas. 
Don Martin: ¿Yo? 
Alguacil:        Sí. 
Don Martin:     ¿A quién? 
Alguacil:                           A la justicia.           
Don Martin: [dando la espada y la daga] 

¿Qué es esto? ¿Hay nuevas marañas?  
     ¿Por qué culpas me prendéis?252 
 
The scene echoes the arrest of the Marquis in El burlador de Sevilla including the 

specific order for the arrested party to disarm immediately.  Perhaps Tirso did not engage 

in duels, but from his specificity in the description of the arrest of a noble, his writing 

certainly respects the deadly weapon and highlights its prominence in early modern 

Spanish society. 

Juan Ruiz de Alarcón is unique amongst his fellow early modern Spanish 

playwrights in that he was not a native-born Spaniard.  Alarcón was born in 1581 to 

Pedro Ruiz de Alarcón and Leonor de Mendoza, a prosperous family of noble descent, in 

Taxco, now Guerrero, Mexico.253  As a youth he studied law at the Real y Pontificia 

Universidad de la Ciudad de México and moved to Spain to earn his law degree in 1606 

                                                
252 Molina, Don Gil de las calzas verdes, Act III, 3104-3108. �Constable: My lord, surrender all your arms.  
Don Martin: Who me?  Constable: Yes, sir.  Don Martin: To whom?  Constable: The law. Don Martin: 
[handing over his sword and dagger] What is all this? Are these fresh tricks? What charges do you hold on 
me?� (translation by Gordon Minter). 
253 James Fitzmaurice-Kelly, A History of Spanish Literature, 315. 
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from the Universidad de Salamanca.254  His career as a playwright was rather brief as he 

wrote and produced his comedias in earnest only from 1613 until he was appointed clerk 

to the Consejo de Indias in 1626.255   Thacker theorizes that �the resulting financial 

security brought a close to his period of playwriting despite the popularity of his works at 

the palace through the early years of Philip IV�s reign.�256  He returned to his plays to 

publish them in two volumes, eight in 1628 and twelve in 1634, and is primarily known 

for his comedies and kingship dramas that were popular in Philip IV�s court.257  

Alarcón is a bit of an enigma in his position as both cultural outsider and a 

favored member of court.  The fact that he was considered �American�, making him an 

exotic foreigner, perhaps assisted him in earning the favor of Philip IV.  He may, 

however, have simply stood out based on the fact that he was not considered physically 

attractive and described as a �short, red-haired hunchback.�258  His status did create 

jealousy amongst his fellow playwrights for his physical appearance was derided by 

Quevedo, and his only friend was said to be Tirso de Molina.259  It is this simultaneous 

positioning as observer and participant that makes La verdad sospechosa, Alarcón�s best 

known comedia, and its use of swords worth analysis. 

La verdad sospechosa, written between 1619 and 1620, embodies all the aspects 

of comedia nueva that Lope outlined in his Arte Nuevo de hacer comedias en este tiempo.  

Thacker observes: 

Many of the standard elements are present in Alarcón�s play: lovers� 
tribulations, disguise and misunderstanding, trysts in churches, balcony 

                                                
254 �Presentacion� to Juan Ruiz de Alarcon, La verdad sospechosa, 9. 
255 Fitzmaurice-Kelly, A History of Spanish Literature, 315. 
256 Thacker, A Companion to Golden Age Theatre, 83. 
257 Ibid, 83. 
258 Ibid, 83. 
259 Fitzmaurice-Kelly, A History of Spanish Literature, 315. 
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and night scenes are all staples of the comedia urbana or capa y espada; 
and the generational battle, satire, ideas of love inspired by Ovid, comic 
irony, and confusion are similarly common currency in Golden Age 
comedy.260 

 
Where Alarcón departs from Lope�s formula is in his portrayal of Don García, the 

supposed protagonist of his comedia.  In Lope and Calderón�s comedias, the heroic figure 

is typically a male character whose exploits generally garner sympathy from the 

audience.  With Don García, Alarcón creates an early antihero whose predilection for lies 

acts as the catalyst for the development of the plot in La verdad sospechosa. 

 In a culture of honor and swords, the act of lying is considered a cardinal sin and 

second only to falsely accusing someone of being a liar.  One�s reputation was primarily 

based upon one�s external honor and how one�s community viewed one.  A reputation as 

a liar, especially one foolish enough to be caught, could lead to being ostracized by their 

peers.  The only recourse when accused of lying is a challenge to a duel.  Artal de Alagón 

in his 1593 anti-dueling treatise, Concordia de las leyes diuinas y humanas y desengaño 

de la iniqua ley de la vengança, acknowledges the accusation of being a liar as a primary 

instigation for private duels.  He records: 

Por ley inviolable tienen los cavalleros del mundo, el no aver sufrir 
descortesia, ni lo que ellos llaman afrenta, como es qualquiera palabra 
injuriosa, y señaladamente la desmentida, o qualquiera obra descomedida, 
y que destas cosas se ha de tomar cumplida satisfacion con la vengança, 
hasta quitar la vida al ofensor, en los casos que ellos señalan, o perderla en 
defensa se la honra que pretendieron averles quitado, y que esto se ha de 
hazer por combate particular, quando de otra manera no se huviesse 
satisfecho, por los caminos, y reglas que para esto dizen ay señalados por 
soldados, y capitanes muy graves.261 

                                                
260 Thacker, A Companion to Golden Age Theatre, 84. 
261 Artal de Alagón, Concordia de las leyes diuinas y humanas y desengaño de la iniqua ley de la 
vengança, 107.  �Gentlemen of the world keep an inviolable law never to suffer discourtesy, nor what they 
call an affront, such as any kind of insulting word, and especially to be called a liar, nor to suffer any 
insolent act.  And in these matters one must take satisfaction through revenge in those cases which they 
take up note of, up to taking the life of the offender, or to lose one�s life in the defense of the honor which 
they imagine has been taken from them.  And this is done through single combat when they have not found 
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The severity of being called a liar is highlighted by Scott Taylor�s research of judicial 

cases surrounding honor in seventeenth-century Yébenes.  In a 1621 case involving 

several young men drawing their swords and fighting in the middle of the street, he 

writes, �None of the witnesses questioned knew how the dispute originated�what the 

witnesses and officials did both focus on was the fact that one of the men had accused the 

other of lying.�262   For early modern Spain, being a liar, or accusing someone of being a 

liar, was a matter of life and death.   

 Don García is the representation of youthful indiscretion and the ills that can 

befall anyone who revels in fabricating outlandish falsehoods.  Alarcón presents a 

warning to young nobles in setting the stage for a potential duel which would be the 

natural outcome for anyone caught by his own dishonesty.  He offers this admonition 

through the realization by Don Beltrán that his son is a liar: 

  Beltrán:  Créame, que si García       
mi hacienda, de amores ciego, 

              disipara, o en el juego 
              consumiera noche y día; 
              si fuera de ánimo inquieto 
               y a pendencias  inclinado,    
              si mal se hubiera casado, 
              si se muriera, en efeto, 
             no lo llevara tan mal 
              como que su falta sea 
              mentir. ¡Qué cosa tan fea!      
              ¡Qué opuesta a mi natural!263 

                                                                                                                                            
satisfaction through any other means, by the ways and rules for it which they say are indicated by 
authoritative soldiers and captains.� Translated by Scott K. Taylor, Honor and Violence in Golden Age 
Spain, 22. 
262 Taylor, Honor and Violence in Golden Age Spain, 35. 
263 Juan Ruiz de Alarcón, La verdad sospechosa, Act I, scene i. �Beltrán: Believe me, if he threw away my 
entire estate blindly pursuing love affairs, or gambled through every night and every day, if he were 
reckless, restless, and inclined to pick a fight at the least provocation, or married far below his station, if he 
were to die, I still would find the strength to bear these things and control my grief.  But to know he was a 
liar!  Oh, what a horrible fault!  It's so repugnant to my very soul.� (translation by Dakin Matthews). 
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Beltrán even goes so far as to say that if his son was a brawler instigating fights he would 

accept him.  It is being an incorrigible liar that is unforgivable to this father.   

 García, once described as an inveterate liar, creates an anticipation of a duel from 

the opening scene of La verdad sospechosa.  Alarcón understood this aspect of plot 

development and satisfies his audience by presenting a second act theatrical duel between 

García and Don Juan de Posa. To complete the formula of comedia nueva, the two 

nobles, through a series of mistaken identity and twisted tales fabricated by García, meet 

in secret to duel for the love of Doña Jacinta.  Prior to presenting the actual duel, Don 

Juan sends García a note requesting to meet that evening at the Church of Saint Blaise.  

Fearing the reasons for such a clandestine meeting García wisely equips himself with his 

sword and cape: 

  Tristán:   Señor, 
              mudado estás de color. 
              ¿Qué ha sido? 

Gacría:   Nada, Tristán. 
Tristán:  No puedo saberlo? 
Gacría:      No. 
Tristán: Sin duda es cosa pesada. 
Gacría:  Dame la capa y espada. 

              ¿Qué causa le he dado yo?  [Aparte]264 

García�s question to the audience comes across as a warning for those ignorant of the 

evils that can befall liars.  Despite his naiveté and inability to understand his 

transgressions, García is familiar enough with the code of duello to take precautionary 

measures in the event of a fight. 

                                                
264 Juan Ruiz de Alarcón, La verdad sospechosa, Act II, scene i., �Tristán: Hello? Sir? Don García? What is 
it? You're looking extremely pale. García: Nothing at all. Tristán: No problems? García: None. Tristán: 
This is serious--I can tell. García: Fetch me my cape--and my sword as well. [Aside] But what could I have 
possibly done?� (translation by Dakin Matthews). 
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 The fight does not occur immediately, as Don Beltrán decides to speak with his 

son about his character flaw.  He informs his son that he is to be betrothed, which will 

force Don Garciá to mature and take responsibility for their family honor.  Faced with the 

prospect of being engaged, García concocts a long story stating that he is already married 

to a young noblewoman of Salamanca.  In one hundred and ninety lines of dialogue his 

narration describes one of the most detailed displays of fencing prowess found in printed 

comedias:   

  García: Con esto, pues, despechado, 
              saqué rabioso el estoque; 
              fueron pocos para mí, 
              en tal ocasión, mil hombres. 
              A impedirme la salida,  
              como dos bravos leones, 
               con sus armas sus hermanos 
              y sus crïados se oponen; 
              mas, aunque fácil por todos 
              mi espada y mi fuerza rompen,     
              no hay fuerza humana que impida 
              fatales disposiciones; 
              pues, al salir por la puerta, 
              como iba arrimado, asióme 
              la alcayata de la aldaba,    
              por los tiros del estoque. 
              Aquí, para desasirme, 
              fue fuerza que atrás me torne, 
              y, entre tanto, mis contrarios, 
              muros de espadas me oponen.  
              En esto cobró su acuerdo 
              Sancha, y para que se estorbe 
              el triste fin que prometen 
              estos sucesos atroces, 
              la puerta cerró, animosa,  
              del aposento, y dejóme 
              a mí con ella encerrado, 
              y fuera a mis agresores.265 

                                                
265 Juan Ruiz de Alarcón, La verdad sospechosa, Act II, scene ii, �García: In rage, racked with despair, I 
drew my blade; I was prepared now to engage a thousand men.  His two sons stayed me from escaping--
they were twin brave lions, armed, and with them stood an army of their servants in the hall, opposing me. I 
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In his story García comes across as a competent diestro, holding back Sancha�s two 

brothers and a wall of swords.  This passage is only an excerpt of his tale, as García also 

recalls Sancha�s father firing a pistol at him and in the end, although García yields, 

because of his bravery and strength in battle Sancha�s father supposedly welcomes him 

into their home as a son.   

 Since García is merely describing the mêlée, Alarcón has the artistic freedom to 

create an intricate and complex scene of physicality.  Actually to have a large number of 

swords on stage with the main combatant getting tangled on hooks only to tumble 

through doors into adjoining rooms would be difficult to perform on the bare corral 

stage.  With García chronicling his misadventures, the physicality described by Alarcón 

could help an actor attempting to reenact García�s canard.  For the benefit of the 

audience, the actor could fend off imaginary opponents using the form and stance of 

destreza, including tumbling over small obstacles on the stage to sell the tale to Don 

Beltrán.  Such a presentation would also depict García�s youthful energy and perhaps 

hints at his possible proficiency with blades.   

 Between the challenge of Don Juan and the description of fighting by García the 

expectations for an on stage duel is extremely high.  When the two finally do engage in 

battle it is over quickly when Félix interrupts the skirmish: 

Juan:   Con eso se aseguró 
              la sospecha de mi pecho      
              y he quedado satisfecho. 

García:  Falta que lo quede yo, 
                                                                                                                                            
could have whipped them all--quite easily--so sharp were both my fury and my blade--but human strength 
can never be victorious, once Fate has made its dire decree. For just as I was fighting past them coming in, 
my swordbelt was entangled by a metal hook--it must have been the knocker on the bedroom door! I'd have 
to turn my back to free myself, and be a target for their wall of swords.  That instant she, my Sancha--woke, 
regained her sense, and fearing what the end might be of this unfortunate turn of events, she pulled so 
mightily on me and pushed so hard upon the door, that in I tumbled, sword and all, safe in her room, and 
what is more, she locked my enemies in the hall.� (translation by Dakin Matthews). 
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                 que haberme desafïado 
              no se ha de quedar así; 
              libre fue el sacarme aquí,      
              mas, habiéndome sacado, 
                 me obligasteis, y es forzoso, 
              puesto que tengo de hacer 
              como quien soy, no volver 
              sino muerto o victorioso. 

Juan:   Pensado, aunque a mis desvelos 
              hayáis satisfecho así, 
              que aún deja cólera en mí 
              le memoria de mis celos. 
      [Sacan las espadas y acuchíllanse.  Sale don Félix] 

Félix:  Deténganse, caballeros,  
              que estoy aquí yo. 

García:   ¡Que venga 
              agora quien me detenga! 

Félix:  Vestid los fuertes aceros, 
                 que fue falsa la ocasión 
              de esta pendencia. 

Juan:  Ya había      
              dícholo así don Garcia; 
              pero, por la obligación 
                 en que pone el desafío, 
              desnudó el valiente acero. 

Félix:  Hizo como caballero       
              de tanto valor y brío.266 

The ironic twist of the battle is that García, after being challenged, refuses to accept Don 

Juan�s attempt to pacify the potential violence.  It appears that the two begin fighting 

simultaneously, but from García�s lines prior to the actual fight supported by Félix�s 

                                                
266Juan Ruiz de Alarcón, La verdad sospechosa, Act II, scene iii, �Juan: What you have told me puts an end 
to all suspicion, and the rage inside my heart is calmed. I am satisfied. García: Well, I'm not satisfied, my 
friend! You called me here, you challenged me; since that is so, my honor's still in question. Of your own 
free will you did it, I'm not so easily put off. I'm no longer free to go--for here I must remain, be true to 
what I am, and gain either my death or victory.  Juan: Consider, friend, before we engage, that though my 
fears are satisfied, I still feel burning deep inside, the memory of my jealous rage. [They draw their swords 
and begin to skirmish; Don Félix enters] Félix: Gentlemen, put up your swords, I've come to stop you!  
García:  I'd like to see the man capable of stopping me! Félix: Sheathe your steel, and hear my words; the 
quarrel between the two of you is groundless! Juan: I told him so, but he insists on the necessity of 
answering my call, and drew his naked sword for honor's sake.  Félix: And like a gentleman he drew his 
sword, with valor equal to his mighty spirit, and that should make his honor safe.� (translation by Dakin 
Matthews).  
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order to �Sheathe your steel�, it is clear that the younger noble is more aggressive.  This 

element of García is later highlighted by Don Juan�s account of the mêlée: 

Juan:  Lo que me tiene dudoso  
              es que sea mentiroso 
              un hombre que es tan valiente; 
                 que de su espada el furor 
              diera a Alcides pesadumbre.267    

It is then the production�s choice to determine whether García is a fierce diestro, or 

simply a hot-headed youth who has more passion than technique.  Regardless of which 

choice is made, this aggressive aspect of García must come through in the brief directions 

of �sacan las espadas y acuchíllanse�.   

 Fortunately for fight choreographers, Alarcón describes the fight with specific 

details later in the third act when García chooses to confide in Tristán.   

García: A las siete de la tarde 
              me escribió que me aguardaba 
              en San Blas don Juan de Sosa      
              para un caso de importancia. 
              Callé, por ser desafío, 
              que quiere, el que no lo calla, 
              que le estorben o le ayuden, 
              cobardes acciones ambas.     
              Llegué al aplazado sitio, 
              donde don Juan me aguardaba 
              con su espada y con sus celos, 
              que son armas de ventaja. 
              Su sentimiento propuso,      
              satisfice a su demanda, 
              y, por quedar bien, al fin, 
              desnudamos las espadas. 
              Elegí mi medio al punto, 
              y, haciéndole una ganancia      
              por los grados del perfil, 
              le di una fuerte estocada. 
              Sagrada fue de su vida  

                                                
267 Juan Ruiz de Alarcón, La verdad sospechosa, Act II, scene iii, �Juan: The only thing that puzzles me is 
how a valiant man could be such an outrageous liar.  The fury of his sword might try the strength of 
Hercules.� (translation by Dakin Matthews). 
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              un Agnus Dei que llevaba, 
              que, topando en él la punta,    
              hizo dos partes mi espada. 
              Él sacó pies del gran golpe; 
              pero, con ardiente rabia, 
              vino, tirando una punta; 
              mas yo, por la parte flaca,  
              cogí su espada, formando 
              un atajo.  Él presto saca 
              --como la respiración 
              tan corta línea le tapa, 
              por faltarle los dos tercios      
              a mi poco fiel espada-- 
              la suya, corriendo filos, 
              y, como cerca me halla 
              --porque yo busqué el estrecho 
              por la alta de mis armas--   
              a la cabeza, furioso, 
              me tiró una cuchillada. 
              Recibíla en el principio 
              de su formación, y baja, 
              matándole el movimiento    
              sobre la suya mi espada. 
              ¡Aquí fue Troya!  Saqué 
              un revés con tal pujanza,  
              que la falta de mi acero 
              hizo allí muy poca falta;  
              que, abriéndole en la cabeza 
              un palmo de cuchillada, 
              vino sin sentido al suelo, 
              y aun sospecho que sin alma. 
              Dejéle así y con secreto      
              me vine.  Esto es lo que pasa, 
              y de no verle estos días, 
              Tristán, es ésta la causa.268 

                                                
268 Juan Ruiz de Alarcón, La verdad sospechosa, Act II, scene iii, �García:  In the early evening, at St. 
Blaise, promptly at seven o'clock, he wrote, Don Juan de Sosa will wait for me, to discuss a matter of some 
note. Because it was a duel, I said nothing.  A man would only speak if he wanted to be stopped or helped--
two things that only a coward would seek!  So to the appointed place I came, where Don Juan de Sosa 
awaited me; two weapons he wore that gave him the odds--They were his sword and his jealousy. His 
strong resentment he expressed and I accepted his angry words, and then, at last, to make it right, the two of 
us drew our naked swords. Quickly measuring out the ground, I made a swift advance, and streaking 
forward, deftly stepped aside, to hit him with the thrust oblique. His life was rescued by the Agnus Dei 
medal he displayed upon his chest, which caught my point, and snapped in two my thrusting blade. He gave 
me ground, stung by the blow, then with a furious rage, he roared back--and mainly thrust at me; high on 
the blade I caught his sword, with a crosshand perpendicular defense.  No sooner had he disengaged, and 
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The story is quite meticulous in its description of swordplay as García notes, �mas yo, 

por la parte flaca, cogí su espada, formando un atajo.�  With this line, La verdad 

sospechosa is one of the few comedias 

to refer specifically to the physical 

lexicon utilized by Carranza and 

Narvaez when describing la destreza.   

García�s predilection for 

falsehoods makes it challenging for 

choreographers to determine what 

actual maneuvers should be included 

in the theatrical duel.  His story notes 

that not only does his blade snap when thrust into Juan�s Agnus Dei medal, but that he 

injures his opponent by backhanding him in the head, leaving a gash.  Since it would be 

highly unsafe to attempt to break a sword on a fellow actor-combatant, let alone doing so 

with a specific thrust to the chest, this is probably not incorporated into the stage fight.  In 

substitution a disarm might be choreographed forcing García to draw a dagger to fend off 

Don Juan�s final offensive push.  With the fight being interrupted by Félix, the backhand 

and injury are obviously fictitious elements fabricated by García and not included in the 

initial choreography. 

                                                                                                                                            
found me still so near--I had nowhere else to go, for his weapon was now three times the length of my poor 
trusty steel, now just a fragment of its former self, shattered in that initial thrust, and I was forced by this to 
seek close quarters--but on he sped, aiming a furious slashing blow in the direction of my head. I took him 
at the very top of his downswing, driving my bold but shortened blade beneath the full weight of his sword, 
stopping it cold! Then came the moment of truth!  I spun out with a backhand blow of such power, the 
shortness of my sword didn't count against me much, and opened in his head a gash as wide as my hand, 
and down he fell, fainting and senseless upon the ground, and lifeless I presumed as well and there I left 
him, secretly  returning here.  That's it, that's my whole story--and if you've missed him, now you know the 
reason why.� (translation by Dakin Matthews). 

Figure 19: Rapier, Spanish School: Angular attack to face 
met by simultaneous parry (desvio), side step and counter 

attack by thrust (estocada) to chest maintaining blade 
opposition (atajo), Martinez Academy of Arms 
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 The brief skirmish between García and Don Juan is the only physical altercation 

in the comedia.  In comparison to the stage fights of Lope, Alarcón�s duel seems forced 

and not an organic extension of the stage action.  The duel is telegraphed from the 

opening act, suggested through García�s tall tale, and finally presented briefly near the 

end of the second act.  His use of violence makes one wonder what, if any, experience the 

court clerk had with personal duels.  He was, after all, noted for his short stature and 

physical handicap.  This fact makes it easy to assume he wasn�t the most physically 

gifted gentleman but had a keen eye and enjoyed watching a fight, judging by his 

elaborate descriptions of swordplay.  Alarcón is a playwright not dependant upon profits 

from the public corrales who still chose to include theatrical swordplay in his comedias.   

 The plays of Cervantes, Tirso de Molina, and Ruiz de Alarcón only represent a 

fraction of the comedias written and performed in early modern Spain.  Yet each 

playwright expresses his individual relationship to the sword with their presentation, or 

exclusion, of theatrical duels on stage.  Cervantes, the retired soldier-turned-writer, 

resisted Lope�s comedia nueva, and employed narrative description to shield his audience 

from the violence of war.  In contrast, Tirso and Alarcón supported Lope�s theatrical 

formula and earned commercial success perhaps, in part, from the physical presentation 

of swordplay in their comedias.  Arguably the swordplay of both Lope and Caledrón, 

perhaps because of their military service or experience with fencing, is more 

sophisticated than those of their peers.  The example of both Tirso and Alarcón, however, 

illustrate that even a brief spectacle of stage combat helped playwrights earn the favor of 

the corrales audience and commercial success in the professional theatre of seventeenth-

century Madrid.     
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Chapter 5: 

Staging the Fights:  

Contemporary Approaches to Performing Swordplay in Comedias 

 Theatre as an artistic form is unique in that each performance in itself is its own 

creation divorced from, and yet influenced by the production history of the play.  The 

performance history of canonical works creates a cultural tradition for performers who 

approach and produce these plays.  While the theatre of Shakespeare has produced 

numerous approaches and seminal actors defined by their acting style over the last four 

centuries, early-modern Spanish theatre traditions have been ignored over time.  Thacker 

observes:  

On the stage, within Spain, plays continued to be performed but without 
what might be termed a performance tradition ever really forming, which 
was perhaps due to changing political contexts, and perhaps the lack of a 
national theatre company which might have given a sense of continuity, 
explored the canon and educated actors in how to speak the poets� verse 
and in other technical matters.� 269 
 

Only in the later twentieth-century with the annual Almargo Festival, first developing in 

1978 out of the workshop las Jornadas de Teatro Clásico and supported by the formation 

of the Compañía Nacional de Teatro Clásico in Madrid in 1985, has a renewed interest in 

Spanish performance tradition been explored.270   

 Although the Almargo festival is important for its continued tradition as a 

nationally sponsored Spanish theatre festival in Spain, it was not the first of its kind.  

Scholars and enthusiasts of early modern Spanish drama are fortunate that since 1976 the 

United States National Park Service has annually sponsored the Siglo de Oro Festival at 

El Chamizal National Park, El Paso, Texas.  This festival is distinguished by its long 
                                                
269 Thacker, A Companion to Golden Age Theatre, 174. 
270 http://www.festivaldealmagro.com/2010/es/elfestival/historiadelfestival/ 
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practice of presenting both original Spanish and translated English productions of early 

modern comedias.  The venue of El Chamizal National Park located on the U.S.-Mexican 

border between El Paso and Cuidad de Juarez adds to the festival�s uniqueness as a 

liminal space between two distinct cultures.  In many ways this element also reflects the 

cultural and temporal distance both the audience and performers have from the original 

seventeenth-century source material.  For this reason El Chamizal proudly boasts that 

they have �hosted more than 250 productions from fifteen countries, involving more than 

160 directors and 3,000 cast members, playing before a combined audience of 

135,000.�271 

 As professional theatre companies produce early modern Spanish plays, 

scholarship has begun to examine the ways they approach performance with an increased 

consideration for original practices.  Thacker acknowledges, �In fact in both broad areas 

of performance studies � the imaginative re-creation of contemporary staging of plays 

and their reinterpretation through productions on the modern stage � show welcome signs 

of vigour at the start of the twenty-first century.�272  While many have explored original 

costuming, elocution of the early modern verse and staging practices, there has been no 

study of the depiction of stage violence, which Thacker would classify as one of the 

�other technical matters.� 

 The disregard for depicting early modern Spanish swordplay derives in part from 

the fact that historical accuracy in contemporary productions is a secondary goal for most 

fight directors.  Their primary concern, by necessity, is creating a choreographed phrase 

of violence that supports the immediate production.  Dale Anthony Girard notes:  

                                                
271 http://www.nps.gov/cham/planyourvisit/chamizal-theatre.htm 
272 Thacker, A Companion to Golden Age Theatre, 142. 
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A fight is usually a climactic moment in a scene, if not the entire play.  
Yet the fight itself seldom lasts more than a few seconds to a few minutes.  
The combatants on the other hand have been, or will be the focus of the 
audience�s attention for the duration of the show.  The play cannot stop for 
the spectacle of a sword fight or an exhibition of fencing.  The fight must 
be set to support what the audience sees and hears about the characters 
involved in the conflict.273 
 

While the needs of the production are always considered first, it is the job of the fight 

choreographer to use his knowledge, training, and scholarship to incorporate elements of 

swordplay that further develop the character and setting for the audience.  William Hobbs 

suggests, �As truthful as possible an impression of a particular period, based on accurate 

and careful research is the acceptable solution.�274  This �acceptable solution� has 

resulted in the omission of la destreza technique influencing contemporary staging of 

comedia duels.  While these anachronistic fight scenes are still appreciated by an 

audience, they illustrate a lack of consideration for the cultural importance of swords in 

early modern Spain.  

The dismissal of early modern fencing techniques when presenting stage violence 

in new production of comedias is exemplified in the 2009 production of Los locos de 

Valencia by Lope De Vega, directed by Gilberto Guerrero of Compañía Teatro y Punto, 

Mexico.  The play was performed on March 5, 2009, as part of the Siglo de Oro Festival 

at El Chamizal.  With limited scenery, the Compañía Teatro y Punto production centered 

on and around a large mobile staircase that was turned and opened to represent both the 

exterior and interior of a mental asylum on the outskirts of Valencia.  While both the 

costuming and make-up strove to suggest the early modern period, the depiction of 

violence was curtailed and limited briefly to presenting only a dagger on stage.   

                                                
273 Dale Anthony Girard, Actors On Guard, 425. 
274 William Hobbs, Stage Combat, 70. 
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 The plot of Los locos de Valencia centers on the madness associated with 

youthful passions and falling in love.  The comedia begins with a brief exchange in which 

a young noble, Floriano, informs his peer, Valerio, that he is wanted by the authorities 

after supposedly murdering the heir to the Spanish throne in a duel.  While the two nobles 

discuss swordplay briefly when recounting Floriano�s crime, at no time through the 

dialogue or limited stage directions are swords drawn.  The Compañía Teatro y Punto 

production at El Chamizal went one step further and chose not to include swords in the 

nobles� costuming as an accessory depicting their social rank.  This choice immediately 

negated the potential dramatic tension a sword would inherently bring on stage, 

especially when two men are discussing an illegal private duel.    

 The only bladed weapon presented is a dagger used by the servant, Leonato, who 

turns on his master�s daughter, Erifila, and robs her after she spurns his affection.  For 

this scene the Compañía Teatro y Punto presented a dagger as part of Leonato�s costume.  

This choice allowed the actor to brandish the blunted stage prop in a threatening manner 

per Lope�s repeated stage direction �Saca la daga.�275  Although the dagger is a weapon 

with specific martial technique in the seventeenth-century, the direction given to the actor 

was simplistic and ignored the historical significance of such a weapon.  When Leonato 

drew his dagger and threatened Erifila he held the weapon as though it were a butcher 

knife, with improper form and stance.  The Compañía Teatro y Punto production simply 

used the weapon in a cursory manner slavishly adhering to the literal stage directions.  

The production of Los locos de Valencia presented at El Chamizal in 2009, in this 

fashion, performed the primary function of the festival by dusting off the early modern 

comedia and presented it as faithfully to the original Lopean published text as they 
                                                
275 Lope de Vega, Los locos de Valencia, Act I, 332.  And again in Act I, 338. �Draws his dagger� 
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understood it.  With all artistic exploration reserved for the mobile staircase and the 

costuming of the minor asylum inmates, the significance of stage weapons was ignored, 

whether intentionally or ignorantly.  

 Where the Compañía Teatro y Punto production strove to present their version of 

an authentic early modern comedia, the Madrid based Compañía Los Barracos performed 

a highly metatheatrical re-imagining of Lope�s El caballero de Olmedo.  The company�s 

name hints at their intention to define themselves as the cultural heirs to Federico García 

Lorca�s 1932 Republican-sponsored traveling theatre troupe of student actors, Barraca.  

For El Chamizal, the Compañía Los Barracos production presented twenty-first-century 

actors, portraying the historic members of Lorca�s Barraca, who, in turn, were staging a 

performance of Lope�s El caballero de Olmedo.  The company also chose to have an 

actor playing Lorca, who performed the role of conductor for the theatrical spectacle and 

could cross between the comedia and the performance, determining stage action and 

scenic choices for the players.   

 The Compañía Los Barracos production, while experimental in its adaptation of 

the source text, included the pivotal scenes of swordplay in El caballero de Olmedo.   

The two fights between Alonso, Rodrigo and Fernando, however, were truncated from 

Lope�s original scenes.  The primary reason for this was that Compañía Los Barracos 

chose instead to mime the actual swordplay, and used actors not involved in the stage 

action to create sound effects of weapons clashing.  The choice to mime stage violence 

worked artistically for the production and to an uninformed audience the absence of 

weapons was an accepted theatrical convention.  The company�s decision to exclude 

swords is best exemplified in the innocuous statement of one of their members during the 
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talk-back portion of the evening. When asked why swords were not used on stage, the 

actor innocently stated �We had swordfights.�  For their purposes, and arguably based on 

their lack of cultural familiarity with fencing, simply presenting an impressionistic 

semblance of theatrical swordplay adequately served the needs of their performance. 

 Where the swordplay was all but dismissed, the production instead focused 

attention on their own twenty-first-century cultural understanding of violence and guns.  

This familiarity was highlighted in the climactic scene where both the characters of 

Alonso and Lorca are shot, simultaneously signifying the historic execution of Lorca.  It 

was only through their twenty-first-century understanding of firearms that Compañía Los 

Barracos was able to connect the murder of the fictional Alonso with the assassination of 

Lorca.  If the company had the same respect for the deadliness of Spanish swordplay, or 

had hired a knowledgeable fight choreographer, their production could have been 

enhanced by including actual sword fights.  In displaying naked blades in the final 

nighttime attack the production would have tied into another of Lorca�s tropes; that of 

silver blades shining in moonlight.  The attraction to silver, moonlight and crescent 

knives is well documented in Lorca�s Bodas de Sangre and would have paralleled the 

nighttime attack on Alonso in El caballero de Olmedo.  Instead, this aspect was lost with 

all the dramatic focus centered on the climactic gunshot and dual homicides of the 

characters. 

 One of the greatest assets of El Chamizal is the emergence of the Association for 

Hispanic Classical Theatre.  Chartered in 1984, AHCT organizes an academic 

symposium around the Siglo de Oro Festival at El Chamizal, and acts as the official 

historian and documentarian for productions presented.  The highlight of their archives is 
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the Kara Dunn Armstrong Collection of filmed and videotaped El Chamizal 

performances available to all their members.  This archive is extremely important for 

those researching movement and staging practices as technology finally offers the 

opportunity to document the ephemeral component of choreographed stage combat in 

theatrical productions.  It was from this collection that swordplay displayed in the 

Bilingual Foundation for the Arts� production of La dame duende directed by Agustín 

Coppola for the 26th Annual Siglo de Oro Festival at El Chamizal in 2001 is recorded for 

posterity.  

 The BFA�s production of La dama duende is highlighted by its international cast 

of native, Spanish-speaking actors who create original translations for their performances 

of classic Spanish plays. Their sensitivity to translation extended into the English 

production of La dama duende, or The Phantom 

Lady, and endeavored to present the play as 

faithful to the period through elaborate costuming 

reflecting the fabrics and textures of early modern 

Spanish dress.  Yet, on the entrance of the actor 

portraying the young Spanish noble, Don Manuel, 

the lack of attention to weapons was glaring for 

he wears the anachronistic cross-hilted long 

sword.  This particular type of sword was not 

used in seventeenth-century Spain as the rapier 

had long superseded the antiquated blade in 

the late fifteenth-century.  This lack of attention to period detail betrays the intentions of 

Figure 20: Evolución de las guardas
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the company who were sincerely attempting to replicate Golden Age plays for twenty-

first-century bilingual audiences. 

 Calderón�s comedia commences with an altercation between Don Luis and Don 

Manuel, over the mistreatment of Don Luis�s servant and gracioso, Cosme.  The BFA�s 

production awkwardly staged this conflict by allowing Don Luis to draw his sword on the 

pestering Cosme, an overly aggressive maneuver when chastising a social inferior.  Not 

only is his decision to unsheathe his sword inappropriate for the social circumstances, but 

the actor playing Don Luis incorrectly holds the blade with his fingernails turned inward, 

like a tennis racket grip, and not fingernails down or up, the proper position for an early 

modern swordsman.  The ensuing action stages Cosme falling to the ground as Don Luis 

methodically walks towards him thrusting the point of his sword down and forward, 

driving the grascioso to crawl backwards across the stage.  Only after the lengthy march 

does Don Manuel finally intercede on behalf of his servant.  His reaction comes across as 

comical, considering the severity of the deadly circumstances at hand.  Here, a noble 

threatens the life of a servant, and instead of drawing his blade immediately to defend his 

honor, Don Manuel waits until after all the actors have been able to deliver their well-

enunciated speeches.  When he does confront Don Luis, he still refrains from drawing his 

blade and waits until the two have observed the formalities of dueling to square off, 

salute, and then begin exchanging blows.   

The stage action chosen for Don Luis to draw his sword on Cosme is premature 

and was not part of Calderón�s original stage directions.  This choice to have him draw 

early, and on a social inferior, is not indicative of the period and highlights the lack of 

research into Spanish martial practices by the company.  All literature on dueling and 
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etiquette insists that nobles, Spanish or otherwise, should resort to drawing their blade 

only on an adversary who is their social equal.  Otherwise they would greatly dishonor 

themselves.  Surprisingly, the production later supports the code of duello by staging a 

formal process of dueling as Don Luis and Don Manuel face off, salute, and then begin to 

fight in a civilized fashion.  This lack of attention to the conventions associated with 

dueling and the interaction between social classes is disconcerting and contradicts the 

intentions of remaining faithful to the original staging practices of comedias. 

With the fight initiated, the company presents a phrase of swordplay that reflects 

the style of stage combat standardized by the Society of American Fight Directors.  

Influenced primarily by the Italian school of fencing, the fight featured low crouches, 

followed by arcing cuts that were blocked and parried with specific guards intercepting 

the predetermined attacks.  This physicality presented actors performing deep lunges and 

rolling dodges that in no fashion resembled the elegant and subtle movements attributed 

to Carranza�s La Destreza.  The fight ends, per Calderón�s instructions, when Don Luis 

wounds Don Manuel�s hand and the duel is interrupted by the entrance of Don Juan.  The 

choreography, however, indicates an alternative directorial choice when, in a moment of 

passion, Don Luis draws his dagger from beneath his cloak and brutally cuts the sword 

hand of Don Manuel forcing him to drop his sword and retreat.  This action is 

questionable as Don Luis employs his dagger as a surprise attack on Don Manuel instead 

of using the weapon as a defensive tool, its primary function as a paired weapon in early 

modern fencing.  Although not a major theme in the overall production, the action casts 

Don Luis as a dishonorable or dirty fighter who would introduce surprise weapons into a 

formal challenge between two nobles.  The choreography also forced Don Manuel to 
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scamper away from the stronger and more physically intimidating Don Luis.  As 

discussed earlier in Chapter three, based on Calderón�s text the two combatants should be 

presented as peers in their fencing proficiency, not the glaring inequals the BFA chose to 

depict in their production. 

For the more complicated sword fight in the third act, the staging mimicked the 

earlier encounter between the two.  This time the combat was presented as a ritual as the 

two refrain from fighting until after they dispatch with the formalities of dueling.  This 

preparation included both men removing and folding their cloaks, followed by a brief 

warm-up that allowed them to space themselves, salute and then engage.  Similar to the 

earlier fight, their technique reflects the Italian style of Carlos Agrippa and is highlighted 

by deep lunges and forceful parries.  Once again, Don Manuel�s choreography depicts 

him as cowardly and inferior to Don Luis.  His response after being knocked down is to 

screech in terror as he crawls away from Don Manuel�s arcing slash attacks.  The 

director�s decision to present Don Luis as the stronger diestro is confusing since they 

choose to follow the literal denouement of the duel by breaking Don Luis�s sword.  To 

accomplish this, instead of using a disarming technique traditionally employed by early 

modern Spanish fencers, the choreography allows the two actors simply to clash swords, 

and, as they turned away from one another, Don Luis switches his sword behind an 

upstage curtain with a broken weapon.  The next time the two attack each other, Don Luis 

presents the transferred broken blade, much to the humor of the audience and surprise of 

the combatants.  The events of the fight are not quite what Calderón wrote, but the action 

works for the production and, more importantly, the enjoyment of the audience. 
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Even when anachronistic, the swordplay in the 2001 production of La dama 

duende was a valiant attempt at presenting the theatrical spectacle of early modern stage 

combat.  The deficiencies came from an uneducated production staff that did not research 

Spanish fencing and the social customs of noble duelists.  This fact is more disturbing 

when one considers that the company, although bilingual, is an international cast 

comprised mostly of Spanish-speaking Latino actors who no longer have the cultural 

connection to la destreza and the seminal importance of the rapier in early modern 

Madrid.  Despite these flaws, the BFA production of La dama duende was well-received 

specifically for this swordplay.  This was highlighted by the evening introduction for the 

performance where the El Chamizal Parks superintendant quoted comments from local El 

Paso high school students who, after seeing an earlier matinee, wrote, �The sword fight 

was one of the coolest things.  It looked so real� and, �Now I know how to stage a sword 

fight...it was hard but I would definitely do it again.�276   While the sword fights may 

have engaged the younger audience, they would have been better served with more 

accurate martial techniques indicative of seventeenth-century Madrid. 

While El Chamizal has for thirty-five years offered a cultural exchange of Spanish 

drama fostered by academic conferences and educational outreach, professional theatre 

companies are only now beginning to experiment with performances of early modern 

comedias for twenty-first century English-speaking audiences.  In May 2009, the Sacred 

Fools Theatre Company of Los Angeles produced Madness in Valencia, the US premiere 

of David Johnston�s translation of Lope de Vega�s Los locos de Valencia.  Staged in their 

small black box theatre, the company presented what Neal Weaver of Backstage 

                                                
276 La dama duende, Chamizal. 2001. Bilingual Foundation for the Arts, Los Angeles, USA. (English 
translation) Director, Agustín Coppola. Color. (CB014) 
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described as �a knockabout farce, or a sort of Renaissance sitcom.�277  As with the El 

Chamizal performances of La dama duende and Los locos de Valencia, the Sacred 

Fools�s Madness in Valencia in costume, make-up, hair, and scenery attempted to 

represent their concept of early modern Spain.  For the Los Angeles production this 

attention extended to the weapons as both the young nobles, Floriano and Valerio, are 

armed with historically correct Spanish cup-hilted rapiers.  The swords, casually slid into 

the belt loop of the actors (not the proper scabbard), were featured only in the opening 

scene.  Where Lope indicated that the two nobles discuss swordplay, the Sacred Fools 

production chose for the two men to enter the stage in darkness with their swords drawn.  

They accidently cross swords briefly when both are frightened by a flash of lightning.    

Although having the nobles entered armed is a minor addition to the scene, it 

presents a specific characterization based upon the way the characters handled their 

weapons and prepared to protect themselves.  The fight choreography by Joshua Bradley 

of Sword Fights, Inc., similar to the BFA�s production of La dama duende, was 

influenced by the standardized stage fencing techniques of the SAFD.  The actors may 

have held Spanish-style rapiers, but their crouching stance and blade defensively 

positioned at waist level, presented Italian rapier technique more to the duels in 

Shakespeare�s Romeo & Juliet.  While their intentions were noble, to include a minor bit 

of swordplay as a cursory nod to early modern theatrical duels, by ignoring the historical 

and cultural context of the weapon, the Sacred Fools would have been better refrained 

from any added stage combat.  The swords could still be included in their costuming, 

acting as a cultural signifier of the character�s rank.   

                                                
277 Neal Weaver, Backstage, �LA Theatre Reviews�, June 3, 2009. 
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 The difficulties I have noted in the lack of historically correct Spanish fencing 

techniques in contemporary revivals of early modern Spanish comedias pale when 

compared to the benefits these productions offer in the simple attempt to present these 

plays.  There has been so little attention paid to performing the vast collection of early 

modern Spanish plays that all productions are valuable in adding to the performance 

history of this theatrical genre.  As with all beloved and revered cultural masterpieces, 

Siglo de Oro classics in new productions are met with a combination of enthusiasm and 

puritanical resistance to experimentation.  Every performer, translator, director, and 

scholar readily admits that the English translations are never equal to the original 

Spanish.  Purists balk at the idea of performing English productions, feeling that Lope 

and Calderón are cultural icons/property and that it is disrespectful to remove them from 

their native Spanish language.  This extends to the festival where long time attendees 

routinely get angered at meta-theatrical productions such as the Compañía Los Barracos 

production of El caballero de Olmedo, and the perceived bastardization of Spanish texts 

through the BFA English translation of La dama duende.  The fundamental problem is 

that theatre has always been a mutable and evolving art form that invariably reflects the 

time and aesthetics of the performers.  If Spanish theatre is to gain larger acceptance the 

cultural purists must relax and allow for English productions that will encourage a wider 

audience base.  Once these new audiences are introduced to the flavor of early modern 

Spanish theatre, perhaps then the more �authentic� examples may be accepted. 

The research involved in Spanish fencing offers theatre practitioners an avenue 

for understanding the interpersonal relations of early modern Spanish society.  When 

stage violence is choreographed it extends this understanding from cerebral to physical 
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muscle memory.  Rhonda Blair�s research into cognitive neuroscience and acting 

supports this theory noting, �our bodies and brains act directly upon each other in all 

kinds of ways in order to help us to not just understand, but also to know in a deep way, 

the experience of each other, and for this to be a factor when taking action.�278  In a 

sense, actors in a small way can understand the physicality of early modern Spanish 

culture by representing as accurately as possible, in their stance and form, the art of la 

destreza when engaged in fight choreography.  Carranza defined la destreza as a 

philosophical and physical science.  Through research into Carranza�s and Narváez�s 

manuals, fight choreography influenced by la destreza facilitates a better performance 

that explores the physical relationships between early modern Spaniards.    

I began my research with the hope of finding a specific connection between early 

modern Spanish fencing training and the depiction of swordplay in the drama.  After all 

the research and hours poring over comedia texts, I can conclude that this connection 

exists only in the most circumstantial of textual evidence.  While swordplay was rampant 

in the comedias of early modern Madrid, the art of the sword was so integral in early 

modern daily life that no glaring indicators appear in the printed texts of their drama.  Not 

surprisingly this lack of direct fencing vocabulary is also true of most European theatre 

with the exception of a few English plays in which the use of Italian terms was 

considered an exotic reference to a foreign martial technique.  For Spain, where owning 

and handling a sword was a requirement for survival, there was never a need to mention 

specific fighting maneuvers.  Perhaps the actors of seventeenth-century Madrid simply 

performed unrehearsed fight scenes, relying on the improvisational nature of the training 

techniques for la destreza.  Although entirely possible, this is not the most probable of 
                                                
278 Rhonda Blair, �Cognitive Neuroscience and Acting,� TDR: The Drama Review, 102. 
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theories as such circumstances are ripe for accidental injuries in the heat of live 

performance.  Contemporary fight master Dale Anthony Girard supports this, stating: 

A choreographed fight is the artful blending of character and technique 
designed to tell a specific story.  Random movement patterns work well 
for training exercises, but they say nothing about the character or the 
play.279  
 

 There could have also been a meeting between the actors to create moves similar to 

contemporary SAFD techniques, which would theatrically simulate specific attacks and 

defenses.  In this scenario, the early modern companies may, as suggested early, have 

developed detailed stage combat techniques that they guard by teaching it to company 

members only for specific performances and roles.   

The lack of evidence as to the specifics of early modern stage combat does not 

discount the process of stage violence performance analysis.  How characters react to and 

engage in violence communicates through a physical language all aspects of their 

personality, social standing, and emotional state.  The sword was an extension of the 

man, and in a very literal sense, was integral part of his survival.  Castle records: 

[The sword] was the constant companion and support of its master � a 
friend always by his side when he walked or rode, who kept watch at the 
head of his bed at night, and rested behind his chair as he took his meals; it 
was never chosen unless it felt in his hand like a part of himself, and was 
deemed incapable of turning traitor in the most desperate struggle.280 
 

If contemporary practitioners and scholars endeavor to produce historically faithful 

interpretations of early modern plays, they hinder their efforts by ignoring the historical 

and cultural significance of la destreza.   

 

                                                
279 Dale Anthony Girard, Actors On Guard, 425. 
280 Egerton Castle, Schools and Masters of Fence, 225. 
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Cueva, Juan de la  
 Tragedia de los siete Infantes de Lara 
 Comedia del infamador 

Mira de Amescua, Antonio  
 El ejemplo mayor de la desdicha 
 
Molina, Tirso de (Gabriel Téllez) 
 El burlador de Sevilla y el convivado de piedra 

Don Gil de las calzas verdes  
  

Rojas Zorrilla, Francisco de  
 Entre bobos anda el juego 
 
Vega, Lope de 
 Amar sin saber a quién  

El asalto de Mastrique por el Príncipe de Parma  
El Brasil restituido  
La dama boba  
Fuente Ovejuna  
Los hechos de Garcilaso de la Vega y el moro Tarfe  
Los locos de Valencia  
Peribáñez y el commendador de Ocaña  
La pobreza estimada  
La viuda valenciana 

 
Vélez de Guevara, Luis  
 La serrana de la vera 
 

  

 


